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PREPACS

Like other branches of the @o©noiay, American agriculture 
was in desperate straits during the years of the Great Depression#
Bat on May 12, 1933$ the federal government came to the aid o£ agrl** 
cultural inaugurating a comprehensive* directraction program of agri
cultural adjustment# Thus, for the first time the federal government 
had assumed great responsibility for the c anomic status of American 
farmers#

This dissertation is a study of the administration of one 
aspect of that program of agricultural adjustment# It is a descrip
tion and analysis of the administrative structure and process of the 
Agricultural Adjustment Administration* with special reference to 
the production control and soil conservation programs as they were 
applied to the production of com in the State of Iowa from 1933 
through I9I4O. The study consists of four parts, the first three of 
which are largely descriptive* they deal with the statutory authority 
for the adjustment activities of the A#A#A«* its administrative 
structure, and its administrative process— t:ie methods by which policy 
was made and executed and by which administrative review of decisions 
was permitted# In the fourth part the author summarizes the previous 
chapters and draws conclusions as to the effectiveness of the A.A#A#*s 
structure, procedures, and principal method of adjustment— acreage
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allotments— in achieving the organization objectives*.
A few words are necessary to explain why this study covers 

only the period 1933-kQ* In retrospect this seems to have been the 
most important period of agricultural adjustment* It was during 
these years that adjustment activity was most concerned with combat** 
ing overproduction of agricultural commodities* Since the beginning 
of American participation in the Second World War farmers have been 
able to sell profitably almost anything and everything they have been 
able to produce* Consequently, the problem of curtailing agricultural 
production to the point that supply equal® effective consumptive 
demand has not been a major concern of adjustment activity since 
about 19kl* Thus, it is the earlier period that is most significant 
from an administrative point of view* How effective were the 
administrative structure, procedures, and methods of the Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration during this period in attaining the objec
tive of reduced agricultural production? The answers to this question 
will provide useful guides to action should American agriculture be 
again confronted with the prospect of economic depression*

How, a brief word about sources# Most helpful sources for 
the period 1933-35 were the following? Three Tears of the Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration* by Sdwin G* Hours®, Joseph S. Davis, and 
John D* Black; The Administration of the 193k Com-Hog Program in Iowa. 
a 1%. B* dissertation by Richard Hal© Roberts; and a collection of
documents, personal correspondence, and other materials furnished the
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author by Thomas G, Lundy, Chairman of the Story County, Iowa, Committee 
from 1933 through 1938* Without Mr* Lundy* s material this study would 
not have been possible, since publication of the Federal Register, 
in which federal administrative rules and regulations are published, 
was not begun until the year 1936. Most important sources for the 
1936*4(0 period were as follows < The Federal Register. Public Admin
istration and the United States Department of Agriculture, by John M* 
Gaus and Leon 0. Wolcott; Government in Relation to Agriculture, by 
Edwin G. Bourse) Agriculture in an Unstable Economy, by Theodore W* 
Schultz) and of course Mr. Lundy*s collection of documents and other 
materials. In addition. Agricultural Adjustiaent, the yearly report of 
the Administrator of the A.A.A., was an indispensable source for the 
whole period 1933*4|0. For convenience in reference, source citations 
are arranged at the end of each chapter* All sources are listed in 
the bibliography.

The author owes a debt of gratitude to Professor Kirk H. 
Porter, Head of the Department of Political Science at the State 
University of Iowa, who guided this dissertation} to Mr* Thomas G.
Lundy; to Mr. John C* Bagwell, Acting Deputy Solicitor, United States 
Department of Agriculture) and to all those persons whose writings 
have contributed to this study*
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PART 1* INTRODUCTION 
Chapter I

STATUTORY AUTHORITY FOR AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT

The first Agricultural Adjustment Act was approved on May 
12, 1933* It was this Act which created the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration as a bureau of agency status within the United States 
Department of Agriculture* Fashioned during what appeared to be the 
worst economic depression in the nation's history, the Act was intended 
by Congress to “relieve the existing national emergency by increasing 
agricultural purchasing power*’ so that it would bear the same rela
tion between the prices farmers paid and received for goods and ser
vices as obtained on the average from August, 1909, to July, 191i**
The purpose of the Act was to achieve “parity” for agriculture with 
other economic groups in the country’s market-place. Parity was 
defined as the establishment and maintenance oft

such balance between th© production and consumption of agri
cultural commodities, and such marketing conditions therefor, 
as will reestablish prices to farmers at a level that will 
give agricultural commodities a purchasing power with respect 
to articles that farmers buy, equivalent to the purchasing 
power of agricultural commodities in the base period /T909-
19147.

Thus, parity meant equality between the purchasing power of farmers
1and of other economic groups*

At least for the duration of th© emergency, farmers were to 
engage in a voluntary crop reduction program designed to increase the 
market prices of agricultural commodities. Farmers were to be
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attracted to the program by a system of benefit payments substantially 
equal in amount to th® income they would have received from the land 
temporarily withdrawn from production under the terms of the program. 
These benefit payments were to be financed by a system of levies 
imposed by the Secretary of Agriculture upon processors of specified 
agricultural commodities*

The Act conferred considerable rule-making power upon the 
Secretary of Agriculture. He was given power, under his authority to 
supervise the administration of commodity benefit payments, "to pro
vide for reduction in the acreage or reduction in the production for 
market, or both, of any basic agricultural commodity, through agree
ments with producers or by other voluntary methods, ... in such 
amounts as the secretary deems fair and reasonable #" The term "basic 
agricultural commodity" included wheat, cotton, field com, hogs, rice, 
tobacco, and milk and its products. The Secretary was also empowered 
to negotiate marketing agreements with "processors, associations of 
producers, and others engaged in the current of interstate and foreign 
commerce of any agricultural commodity or product thereof, after due 
notice and opportunity for hearing to interested parties." Subject 
to the requirement that such Issuances and revocations be made accord
ing to law and "after due notice and opportunity for hearing," the 
Secretary was given immediate and final authority to issue and by 
order to revoke for violation of terms "licenses permitting processors, 
associations of producers, and others to engage in the handling, in
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th© current of Interstate and foreign commerce, of any agricultural 
commodity or product thereof, or any competing commodity or product 
thereof Under a general grant of authority, the Secretary was 
empowered, "with the approval of the President, to make such regula
tions with the force and effect of law as may be necessary to carry 
out the powers vested in him by this title. • • . Any violation of 
any regulation*1 was made "subject to such penalty, not in excess of 
$100,B as might be provided in the regulation.̂

The Act provided that the functions it vested in the Secre
tary of Agriculture should be exercised by the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration, which the Secretary was to establish in the Depart
ment of Agriculture. The Secretary was also "authorised to establish 
... State and local committees, or associations of producers, when 
in his judgment they are qualified to do so, to act as agents of 
their members and patrons in connection with the distribution of 
rental and benefit payments."̂

Other provisions of the Act provided that the processing 
taxes were to be collected by the Bureau of Internal Revenue under 
the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury,̂  and that the Secret 
tary of Agriculture was to "report any violation" of any acreage 
reduction or marketing agreement "to the Attorney General of the 
United States, who shall cause appropriate proceedings to enforce 
such agreement to be commenced and prosecuted in the proper courts 
of the United States without delay* "
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Following th® Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933# a
number of supplementary end amendatory statutes conferred additional
authority upon the Agricultural Adjustment Administration* Among
these acts* of special importance were those providing for acreage
control programs* the Bankhead Gotten Act of 193b# the Kerr Tobacco
Act, and the Potato Act of 1935* which supplemented existing acreage
reduction programs* Amendments were also passed to include dairy
and beef cattle* peanuts* rye* flax* barley, grain sorghum®, sugar
beets and sugar cane as basic eoagaodltle® under th© Agricultural 

7Adjustment Act*
The decision of the United States Supreme Covert in Schechter 

v* United States (1935)# invalidating the National Industrial Recovery 
Act, because Congress had provided no standard to guide the President 
in his rule-balding authority, whad a marked effect upon the technique 
of legislative drafting*1’ For instance, soon after, Congress amended 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 to bring its provisions into

oconforaity with the Schechter decision* This extensive amendatory 
act, among other things, provided that the authority of th® Secretary 
of Agriculture to establish the amounts of rental and benefit pay
ments was to be limited by the consideration that such payments must 
“reflect current interest payments per acre on farm indebtedness 
secured by real estate and tax payments per acre on farm real estate, 
as contrasted with such interest payments and tax payments during the 
base period* from August, 1909, to July, 191U*̂
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The ©action of th© AAA of 1933 dealing with Congress* 
policy of protecting th# interests of the consumer in the administra
tion of the program was mad# more specific In this Amendment by inser
tion of the provision that th® interest of th© consumer should be 
protected "by gradual correction of t ea current level ̂Jof agricultural 
pric©s*7 a<k •* rapid a rate as th© Secretary of Agriculture deems to 
be in the public interest and feasible in view of the current con
sumptive demand in domestic and foreign market© *w Of course, it is 
apparent that such * gradual correction of the current level** was left 
within the discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture, since he was 
given authority to determine what level of prices at any given time 
was feasible and in th# public interest* But it must be emphasized 
that a great deal of hi® broad discretion vanished in actual practice, 
for the reason that in this, as in other instances, much of his duty
was to find states of fact, and then to apply specified statutory pro-

10visions to such state© of fact.
Although th© Secretary of Agriculture ©till retained "an 

extensive rule-making power," the delegation of authority in this 
amendment to the A*A,A* of 1933 (later re-enacted in the Agricultural 
Marketing Agreement Act of 1937) "was held to be within reasonable 
limits* by th© Supreme Court In United States v. Eock Boyal Coopera- 
tlve Inc. (1939).11

Many of th# provision# of the Agricultural Adjustment Act 
of 1933 were declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court in a
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decision handed down on January 6, 1936• In Dotted States v« Butler, 
29? U* S. 1 (1936), th© court declared that the Act, based upon the 
delegated powers of Congress to tax -and to spend money* Invaded the 
powers reserved to the States under the Tenth Amendment* Thus the 
processing tax provisions designed to finance the programs were also 
void* And, although the government argued that the acreage reduction 
programs based on the Act were strictly voluntary, the court held that 
the benefit payments were so attractive to farmers that the acreage 
reduction programs were "coercive1* and regulatory in character* The 
acreage reduction contract programs were actually "acreage control 
programs," and therefore unconstitutional**̂  Following this decision, 
"the Bankhead Act, the Kerr Tobacco Act, and the Potato Act of 1935 
were repealed by th® Congress (no program under the Potato Act was 
ever put into effect).11̂

In February, 1936, Congress enacted the Soil Conservation 
and Domestic Allotment Act (sometimes called "the substitute for 
AAA"), again authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture to administer 
agricultural conservation programs calling for reduction in acreage 
of certain agricultural commodities* According to the proponents of 
the Act, these programs were "entirely voluntary Bo attempt was 
made to reinstitute th© processing taxes j instead, the Congress would 
appropriate up to $$30,000,000 for each year* This time it was 
declared that among th© chief purposes of the Act was the desire to 
preserve, conserve, and improve soil fertility, and to re-establish,
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“at as rapid a rate as th© Secretary of Agriculture determines to 
be practicable and in the general public interest,” “parity*1 between 
farm and other income.^

Pnder the provisions of the Soil Conservation and Domestic 
Allotment Act, any state was eligible to participate In the program, 
but such participation was mad© contingent upon the state *s submis
sion of a yearly conservation and acreage reduction plan to the 
Secretary of Agriculture. The Secretary might accept or reject the 
plan in accordance with its conformity to the rules and regulations 
prescribed by the Act and by him for the purpose. If the Secretary 
approved the plan, the state was to receive such financial assistance 
(on a quarterly allotment basis) as he might determine necessary to 
effectuate the objectives of the Act. Th© Act provided that the 
Secretary could not approve a plan unless (1) it provided that th© 
agency to administer th© plan could do so only after suitable authori
zation both by th© state and by the Secretary! (2) it provided “for 
such methods of administration, and such participation in the admins 
istration of th© plan by county and community committees or associa
tions of agricultural producers organised for such purpose,” as the 
Secretary might determine to be necessary “for the effective admin
istration of the plan**! and (3) it provided “for th© submission to 
the Secretary of such reports” as he might find “necessary to ascer
tain whether th© plan ̂ wa®7 being carried out according to its 
terms
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Where no State plan was operative, .the Secretary was 
authorised until January lf 193®# to make “payments or grants. of 
other aid" to agricultural producers in amounts determined by him 
“to be fair and reasonable.11 But in determining the payments for 
any given acreages of land, he was directed to take into considera
tion th© amount and kind of soil conservation being practiced, change® 
In land use, nomal production of given commodities on such land 
relative to the normal national production of such commodities 
required for domestic consumption, or my combination of these 
factored At the same time, th© “facts constituting the bases for 
my payment or grant," when found by the Secretary to be in conform
ity with his rules and regulation®, were to be "reviewable1’ only by 

T 8him. Also, in making payments or grants to agricultural producers, 
the Secretary was compelled, "as far as practicable," to protect the 
interests of tenants, sharecroppers, and small producers, to utilize 
and to provide financial allotment® to county and community commit
tees, the department of Agriculture intension Service, "or other 
approved agencies," and to "encourage and provide for soil conserving 
and soil rebuilding practice® rather than the growing of soil deplet
ing commercial crops." The Secretary*® power was also limited by 
th© provision that he should “not have power to enter into m y  ooo* 
tract binding upon any producer or to acquire any land or any right 
or Interest therein*"1̂

By the terms of the Act the Secretary of Agriculture was
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"authoriaed and directed to provide for the execution by the Agri- 
cultural Adjustment Administration*1 of such of the foregoing power® 
conferred tg»on him “a® he deem® may be appropriately exercised by 
such Administration."2̂

Congress provided for the continuation of the regulation 
of marketing® of agricultural commodities through marketing agree** 
meats and orders by means of the Agricultural Marketing Agreement 
Act approved dune 3# 1937* This statute# based on the delegated 
power of Congress to regulate interstate and foreign commerce# 
re-enacted and amended most of the remaining provisions of the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933* Specifically excluded from its 
provisions was the old system of processing taxes. The Act stated 
that the provisions of the Agiicultural Adjustment Act had not “been 
intended for the control of the production of agricultural commodities• * 
It was also declared that th© provisions of the Agricultural Adjust
ment Act here re-enacted and amended had "been intended to be effec
tive irrespective of the validity of any other provision of that 
Act.*®*-

Congress in a Joint Resolution approved August 2h§ 1937# 
declared that it was Hhe sense** ©£ that body "that the permanent 
farm legislation should be based upon the following principles «**
(1) agricultural producer® "are entitled to their fair share of the 
national incomej" (2) "consumers" are entitled to "protection against 
the consequences of drought# floods, and pestilence," which would
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cause unusually "high prices," toy th© Mstorage of reserve supplies’*
t
in large "crop years for use In time of crop failur©*} (3) in view
of the protection to consumers afforded, toy this "ever-norsal granary
plan,** agricultural producers should also to© "safeguarded against
undue price declines*1 toy means of a "system of loans supplementing
their national scdl-conservation program"} (to) "the present Soil
Conservation Act should to© continued," but its operations should be
Hsimplificd"| (5) there ought to be "research into new uses for
agricultural commodities and the products thereof"} and (6) "applies**
tions to the Interstate Commerce Commission" ought to be permitted
"for correction of discriminations now existing against agricultural
products in the freight-rate schedules." Congress then resolved that
"legislation" designed to cany out "the foregoing principles" should
b© the first project "to engage the attention of th® Congress upon 

22its reconvening." *
In February, 1938, Congress passed the second Agricultural 

Adjustment Act* Though this act aimed at objectives similar to those 
of th© earlier Agricultural Adjustment Act, like the Soil Conserva
tion and Domestic Allotment Act (which it continued), it was based 
on the commerce power. It declared that its policy (in part) was*
"to regulate interstate and foreign commerce in cotton, wheat, com, 
tobacco And rice to th© extent necessary to provide an orderly, 
adequate, and balanced flow of such commodities in interstate and 
foreign commerce through storage of reserve supplies, loans, marketings,
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quotas, assisting famers to obtain, in so far as practicable, 
parity prices for such commodities and parity of income, and 
assisting consumers to obtain an adequate and steady supply of such 
commodities, at fair prices*"^

Title 1 of th© Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 con
tained amendments to th© Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment 
Act* Here it ms provided* among ot ôr things, that in carrying 
out the agricultural conservation and acreage reduction programs 
in the continental United States, the Secretary of Agriculture 
must "utilize the services of local and State committees •* As in 
administering the programs under the earlier acts, he ms required 
to "designate local administrative areas as wilt® for administration 
of programs*® Ho local administrative area was to winclude more than 
on® county or parts of different counties*"21*

Agricultural producers within any local administrative 
area and participating in the acreage reduction programs were to 
elect annually from among themselves a local (township) committee 
of no more than three members • In the same election, a delegate 
to a "county convention for the election of a county committee" was 
to be selected* The delegate® to this county convention were then 
to elect a county committee of from three to live member® to adminis
ter the county programs| and th© county committee must select a 
secretary who might or might not b© the co unty agricultural exten
sion agent* At any rate, th© county agricultural extension agent
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was to serve as an ex officio, member, without voting rights, of the
county committee* The county agent might also be selected as
secretary by local township committees*

The Amendment also provided for a state committee in each 
state, composed of from three to five farmers appointed by the
Secretary of Agriculture, and of the state director of the Agri
cultural Intension Service, who was to serve as an ex officio commit
tee member*

The Secretary of Agriculture was empowered to "make such 
regulations as are necessary to the selection and exercise of the 
functions" of both sets of committees, "and to the administration, 
through such committees, of such programs."2̂  And, finally, none 
of these provisions was to "require reconstituting, for 1938, any 
county or other local committee which been constituted prior
to February 1» 1938«B®^

Within this Amendment to the Soil Conservation and Domestic 
Allotment Act, it was provided that in the case of field com pro
duced for commercial purposes, national, state, county, township, and 
Individual farm acreage allotments were to be established each year 
(as they had been previously), by the Secretary of Agriculture with 
the assistance of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, state 
and local committees, and other divisions of the Department of Agri
culture# These various allotments were to be apportioned "on the 
basis of the acreage seeded for the production of the commodity
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during the tea calendar years Immediately preceding" the given 
calendar years* "with adjustments for abnormal weather condition® 
and trend® in acreage during the applicable period*” Also to be 
taken into consideration in determining county allotments were the 
Hype ©f soil* topography* and crop-rotation practices" within the 
county and on individual farms* "Any payment or grant of aid 
authorised by the ©ecretaiy of Agriculture” must fee "conditioned 
upon the utilisation of the land* with respect to which such pay
ment is made* in conformity with farming practices which th© Secre
tary finds tend to effectuate any on© or more of the purposes'* of 
the Aet.2? Farm payments made by the Secretary of Agriculture 
must be "divided among the landlord* tenants and sharecroppers of 
any farm * • • in the same proportion that such persons/ are 
entitled to share in the proceeds of th© agricultural commodity 
with respect to which such payments are made*" But "payments 
based on soil-building or soil-conserving practices" must be
divided in accordance with the extent to which each group contrib-

28utee Ho the carrying out of such practice®*"
Perhaps the most significant innovation of the Act was

its authorisation of th© regulation of th© five basic agricultural
\

commodities through marketing quotas* If* from available statistics 
of th© Department of Agriculture, the acreage allotments established 
for field com and other agricultural commodities would not effectv
the desired reduction in national production of such commodities,
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th® Secretary of Agriculture was ©mpowered to establish marketing 
quotas far these eoM&odities* These marketing quotas put into 
effect in designated areas in the case of commercial field com, 
for example, should provide for the marketing of an amount of com 
considered necessary to insure an adequate supply for th# nation #s 
needs* For the protection both of consumer© and ©f farmer®, any 
additional amount should be "sealed" by the federal government and 
retained on the farm, and later be procured by the government and 
stored for future use in "over-normal granaries*"

"Within twenty days after the date of issuance of the' 
proclamation of marketing quotas" for com and other agricultural 
commodities, "th© Secretary shall conduct a JlhrmrJ referendum," 
administered by local committees In areas affected, "by secret 
ballet * * * to determine whether such farmers are in favor of or 
opposed to such quotas*" If at least two-third® ©f the farmers 
participating in the referendum vote in favor of a quota, "the 
Secretary shall, prior to September 10, proclaim th© result of the 
referendum" and the quota "shall » • * become effective"* If more 
than one-third of those voting were opposed, the quota should not 
b© operative**̂

Th© Act provided a penalty ©f fifteen cents per bushel of 
com which any farner under a marketing quota for his fana marketed 
in excess of bis quota* A farmer was to be made aware both of his 
acreage allotment and his marketing quota by notice milled to him*
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Additional copies of such notices -were to bo kept available for 
public inspection "in the office of the county agricultural extent 
©ion agent or with the chairman of the local committee* " If the 
farmer should be "dissatisfied with his farm marketing quota*" it 
was provided that within fifteen days of the mailing of his notice 
of quota, he might have "such quota reviewed by a local review 
coimRlttee appointed by the Secretary £ot Agriculture/," Bo members 
of this local review committee were simultaneously to be mmebem 
of the local committee which determined any allotment or quota for 
such farm, "Unless application for review is made within such period* 
the original determination of th© fam marketing quota shall be 
final*"30

If a farmer was "dissatisfied with th© determination of 
the review commit too," h© might "file a bill in equity against th© 
review committee as defendant in th© United States district court11 
or in the nearest State court of record "within fifteen days after 
a notice of the determination of the review committee was mailed 
to him by registered mail#" But "th© review by the court shall be 
limited to questions of law* and th© findings of fact by the review 
committee* if supported by evidence* shall be conclusive,"^

The Secretary of Agriculture was "authorised and directed 
to provide for the execution by the Agricultural Adjustment Admins 
istration of such of th© powers conferred upon him by this Act as 
he deems may be appropriately exercised by such Administration" ,32
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The validity of th® Agricultural Adjustment Act was first 
attacked under th® sections providing for th® establishment of 
marketing quotas for flue-cured tobacco* (These sections were 
similar to those regarding the establishment of marketing quotas 
for field corn and the other basic conaaodities.) the attack against 
the Act*® constitutionality was based on three contentions# (1)
*the act Is a statutory plan to control agricultural production, and, 
therefore, beyond the powers delegated to Congress'*! (2) "toe stand
ard for calculating farm quotas is uncertain, vague, and indefinite, 
resulting in an unconstitutional delegation of power to the Secre
tary" j and (3) "as applied to appellants' 1936 crop, the act takes 
property without due process of law*"

The decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Mulford 
v. Smith (1939), upholding the validity of th® Act, undertook to deal 
with each of these objections* As to the first contention, Justice 
Roberts (delivering the opinion of the court), said "the statute does 
not purport to control production, » . . It purports to be solely 
a regulation of interstate commerce, which it reaches and affects at 
the throat where tobacco enters the stream of commerce, —  the market
ing warehouse." JPurtheraore, "the motive of Congress in exerting 
the power is irrelevant to the validity of the legislation* B̂ 3

As to the second objection, Justice Roberts declared "that 
definite standards are laid down for the government of th® Secretary, 
first, in fixing the quota, and, second, in its allotment amongst
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states and farms* * # . fhe Congress has indicated in detail the 
considerations which are to be held in view in making • • « adjust
ments jffjo. the allotments ("so as to allow for specified factors 
which have abnormally affected the production of the state or the 
farm in question in the test y«&rsHj7# and, in order to protect 
against arbitrary action, lias afforded both administrative and 
judicial review to correct errors*”

Where the third argument was concerned, the court held 
that "th© act did not prevent any producers from holding over the 
excess tobacco produced, or processing and storing it for sale in 
a later year* and th© circumstance that the producers in Georgia 
and Florida had not provided facilities for these purposes is not 
of legal significance»"3U

1x1 Pickard v. ffilbum. (19U2), th© Supreme Court upheld 
the application of the provisions of th® Agricultural Adjustment 
Act of 1938 dealing with the establishment of marketing quotas for 
wheat* "Filburn raised 23 acres of wheat, none of which was intended 
for interstate commerce, but all of which he consumed or fed to his 
stock." The Supreme Gourt declared that he was "validly liable to 
th© statutory penalities on the wheat produced in excess of his 
quota1* of Mll.l acres.H "His production of this wheat" was held to 
affect "interstate commerce" as "•directly1 ... as though he had 
famed 23,000 acres instead of 23*"35

With the Supreme Court decisions in these cases, it was
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apparent that the. statutory authority for the agricultural adjust* 
ment programs finally rested upon firm constitutional basis* But 
a groat many agricultural programs had been carried out long before 
there was any assurance that they were based upon anything other 
than invalid statutory ground®* Comprehensive programs involving 
direct relations between farmers and th® federal government had 
been planned and executed# These programs had provided, among other 
thing®, for acreage and production reductions, marketing agreements 
and orders, licensings, marketing quotas, storage of crops by seal
ing on the farm and in even-normal granaries* Nearly ©very aspect 
of farm-life and fam~pract±ce had been found to bear some relation 
to the federal government and the American economy.

It is now necessary to describe the adminis brative 
organisation of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration during 
the 1933-liO period, particularly in connection with the production 
control and soil conservation programs* This description comprise® 
Part II* National A.JUA. organization will be presented in th® 
following chapter, and the organisation on the Iowa State level 
wiH be described in Chapter III.
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Chapter I

1. May 12, 1933, ch. 25, Preamble, 1*8 Stat. 31} Title I, See. 2,
48 Stat. 32. the base period was 1909-19114. for all eoaaaoditiea 
except tobacoo, which was given a base period of August 1919- 
July 1929.

2. May 12, 1933, ch. 25, Title I, Sec. 8, 1*8 Stat* 34.
3* May 12, 1933, ch. 25, Title X, Sec. 10, 46 Stat. 37*
4. May 12, 1933, ch. 25, Title I, Sec. 10, 1*8 Stat. 37.
5* May 12, 1933, ch. 25, Title I, Sec. 19, 1*6 Stat. 1*1.
6. May 12, 1933, ch. 25, Title X, Sec. 10, 48 Stat. 37.
7* April 21, 1934, ch. 157, 48 Stat. 598} June 28, 1934, ch. 886, 

46 Stat. 1275} August 25, 1935, ch. 64l, Title XI, 49 Stat.
782} April 7, 1934, eh. 103, 48 Stat. 528} May 9, 1934, ch.
263, 48 Stat. 670.

8. Schechter v. United States, 295 U. S. 495 (1935)} £• Blythe 
StasonTTfoe h m r ' o f 'Administrative Tribunals, Footnote, p.
105} Aago*? 247 25357 1 cH.'l!>4I7 Title 17 45 Stat. 750.

9. August 24, 1935, ch. 641, Title X, Sec. 1, 49 Stat. 750.
10. August 24, 1935, ch. 641, Title X, Sec. 1, 49 Stat. 751.
11. E. Blythe Stason, The Law of Administrative Tribunals. Footnote, 

p* io Sj jW W  state. ! •  ISjM f e S  307u. S. 533; 59 sup. Gt. 99TTl9W)T
12. United States v. Butler, 297 U. S. 1 (1936)} Robert S. Cushman, 

leading Constitutional Decisions, p. 264.
13. February 10, 1936, ch. 42, 49 Stat. 1106} Personal Letter from 

John €• Bagwell, Acting Deputy Solicitor, Office of The 
Solicitor, United States Department of Agriculture, October 
30, 1951.

14. Personal letter from John 0. Bagwell, October 30, 1951*
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15* February 29, 1936, ch. 106, Sec. 15, 69 Stat. 1151) Sec. 7, 
k9 Stat. m S .

16. February 2%  1936, oh. 106, Sec. 7, 69 Stat. Xlii6. Secs. 7 
through. 17 amended the Soil Conservation Service Act approved 
April 27, 1935, ch. 65, 1*9 Stat. 163. As it later turned out, 
the provisions for State plans in Sec. 7 were used by the Soil 
Conservation Service, and not by the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration. This is explained in Chapter 3 of this dis
sertation*

17* February 29, 1936, ch. 106, Sec* 6, 69 Stat* 1169.
18* February 29, 1936, ch. 106, Sec. 16, 69 Stat. 1151.
19* February 29, 1936, ch. 106, Sec. 8, 69 Stat. 1169*
20. February 29, 1956, ch. 106, See. 13, 69 Stat. 1151.
21. dune 3, 1937, ch. 296, Sec* 1, 50 Stat* 266.
22. August 26, 1937, ch. 756, 50 Stat. 756*
23. February 16, 1938, ch. 30, See* 2, 52 Stat. 31.
26* February 16, 1938, ch. 30, Title I, Sec* 101, 52 Stat. 32. 

Title X amended the Soil Conservation and Domes tie Allotment 
Act of 1936.

25. February 16, 1938, ch. 30, Title I, Sec. 101, 52 Stat. 32.
26. February 16, 1938, ch. 30, Title I, Sec. 105, 52 Stat. 36*
27. February 16, 1938, ch. 30, Title I, Sec. 101, 52 Stat. 32.
28. February 16, 1938, ch. 30, Title I, Sec. 102, 52 Stat. 36.
29. February 16, 1938, ch. 30, Title XXI, Sec. 322, 52 Stat. 69.
30. February 16, 1938, ch. 30, Title III, Sec. 325, 52 Stat. 51)

Sec. 362, 52 Stat. 62) Sec. 363, 52 Stat. 63.
31. February 16, 1936, ch. 30, Title XXX, Sec. 365, 52 Stat. S3)

Sec. 366, 52 Stat. 63.
32. February 16, 1938, ch. 30, Title III, Sec. 389, 52 Stat. 69.
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33# ftSuyfrrg ▼. Smith, JO? 'V* S. 36| 63 U  M. 1092$ $9 Sup. GU 

36 . Mulford v. Smith, 307 f* 0. 36, 63 L. Ed. 10925 59 Sup. Ot.
O T T n W ) . -----

35. Wiekard yr» Filburn. 317 U. S. Ill (19ii2)} Robert &. Cushman*
iouaiidT>u-&iomui tfecxaione. p. jjy
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PART IX, 8TBDGWRB AHD ORGANmTIOI 
Chapter IX 

NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION ORGANISATION

The Agricultural Adjustment Administration, as has been
indicated, was created by authority of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act of May 12, 1933* In accordance with the provisions of the Act,
Secretary of Agriculture Wallace appointed the personnel necessary
to perform the functions vested in him by the Act* The Administration
m e  established as a part of the Department of Agriculture, and its
activities were closely related with those of the other bureaus and
agencies of the Department*

Five principal methods of bringing about an adjustment
toward “parity” between farm and other income were established by
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended up to the end of 1935*
These methods were as follows e (1) control of agricultural production*
(2) marketing agreements designed to reduce the cost of marketing*
{3) removal of agricultural surpluses* (h) levying of the processing
tax to defray the cost of the other operations* and {*>) insurance

1against agricultural shortages*
The first method of adjustment involved production control 

of five, later fifteen, basic agricultural commodities, including 
wheat, cotton, rice, tobacco, com, and hogs. Production control 
called for a reduction in acreage, which was effected on a national
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bails and ms  sailed the national acreage allotment. This allotment 
m s  designed under normal conditions to provide a supply of basic 
commodities large enough for domestic and export markets and for 
reserves to guard against crop failures* It ms apportioned among 
the states and counties in accordance with their production history*
Bach cooperating farmer*® allotment ms -worked out by local and county 
committees elected by the farmers from among their own numbers* 
3terticipating farmers received compensation for reducing their crop- 
producing acreage* "This compensation was known as a benefit payment* 
and it varied with the productivity of the land, and the crop involved* 

The Agricultural Adjustment Administration was authorised 
to put tills part of the program into operation* The first appointment 
was that of an Administrator, directly responsible to the Secretary of 
Agriculture* whose function it would be to direct and supervise all of 
the activities of the Administration* Ehder his authority, and in 
cooperation with Secretary Wallace and other officials, the administra
tive organisation was established* The Adsinistrator was originally 
assisted by a Co-administrator and a staff, which included a Comptroller, 
a General Counsel, an Administrative Officer, and a Consumersf Counsel. 
Each of these assistants to the Administrator then organised a staff of 
assistants, specialists, and employees to aid in discharging the duties 
delegated to him*

The Administrator1 s personal staff frequently changed in 
composition, but it® number tended to center around two Assistant
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Administrators, two or three Assistants to th© Administrator, and 
ordinarily ineluded in Its inner councils th© directors of several 
of the divisions of the Administration.̂

Four line divisions' were established within the Administra
tion* Of these, the Production Division was given responsibility 
for directing an production control programs* This division was 
composed of six subordinate units, called sections, each of which was 
under a Chief and his assistants. Of special interest to this study 
was the Oom and Bogs Section of the Production Division, which shared 
responsibility with the Meat Processing Section of the Processing and 
Marketing Division for the administration of the price adjustment 
program on corn and hogs* Âdvisers and experts from the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics ̂ /of the Department of Agrieultur§7 were detailed 
to these sections to formulate a program and analyze proposals.

In accordance with the provisions of the Agricultural Adjust
ment Act of 1933, the Secretary of Agriculture called upon the Crop and 
Livestock Estimates Division and. other divisions of the Bureau of 
Agricultural. Economics to furnish statistical estimates and data on 
production to the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, to aid 
it in establishing national acreage allotments. Also, personnel of 
the United States Extension Service, a bureau within the Department of 
Agriculture, were given responsibility for th© educational aspects of 
the adjustment programs on the national level. On the state and local 
levels th© Department of Agriculture did f,all its educational work
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» * • through j/state7 «rfc#»sl©n service.1̂
The seeond method of Agricultural adjustment ms that of

reducing the cost of marketing through marketing agreements. Th©
idea m s  that if improved marketing methods could be brought about#
Hhe farmer*® income could Increase without causing any corresponding
iacreasa to th© consumer.B Therefore, Mth© Secretary of Agriculture
ms authorised to ©inter into marketing agreements with processors#
distributors# and producers #w in order “that competitive waste might
be eliminated# trade practices improved, surpluses directed into
proper channels# and the farmer1® prices raised. 11 Licenses could be
issued by the Secretary which would require all handler*® to comply
with th© provisions of the marketing agreement®. Later, license®
wore replaced with orders, '‘which were more restrictive and applicable
only to certain specific commodities, 11 by the Agricultural Adjustment
Act of 1935* The industzy involved was to bear the cost of admins

7laboring marketing agreements. 1

The various commodity divisions of th© Agricultural Adjust** 
meat Administration handled the marketing agreements during, th© first 
period of their existence. After th© Supreme Court, in th© Butler 
case of January 6, 193&, invalidated certain parts of the adjustment 
program, the administration of marketing agreements was revised. It 
was centralised in the Division of Marketing and Marketing Agreements 
established in the Department of Agriculture.̂

Originally#, the Processing and Marketing Division of th©
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Administration (which administered the m  rketing agreements and 
licensee), was composed of seven section®* later, following an 
Executive Order of dune 26, 1933, this number was increased to nine* 
These included the Grain Section, the Cotton Section, and th© Meat 
Processing and Marketing Section. A number of other sections, 
established as the need arose, dealt with activities relating both 
to production and to processing and marketing problem® * Consequently, 
these sections were mad© responsible to both divisions* They Included 
th® Dairy Section, the Sice Section, th© Tobacco Section, the Sugar 
Section, th© Special Crop® Section, and th© Special Commodities Sec
tion. The latter was given responsibility for coordinating the plans 
of the Adainistration with the activities of the Federal Emergency 
Belief Administration in purchasing and distributing surplus agri-

9cultural coBBBodltie®*
Th© other two of th© original four divisions within the 

Agricultural Adjustment Administration were the Finance Division and 
the Division of Information and Publicity. The first, headed by a 
Finance Director, was responsible for administering the financial 
operations involved in th© various programs of th© Administration.
It was composed of four sectionss Budget, Business Management, General 
Counsel, and Comptroller* The second, under a Director of Information, 
was established t© give information about the agricultural programs 
to farmers, consumers, processors, and the general public. By December 
of 1933 it was composed of th® Frees Section, Regional Contact Section,
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Field Information Section, Correspondence, Records and Printing
Section, and the iâ o-rtant Consumer*® Counsel Section**L0

By Januaiy of 193k$ the Administration also included three
more office® a® full divisionst th© offices of General Counsel,
Consumer*s Counsel, and Comptroller* this made a total of seven
divisions ’Within the Administration! there were at this time twenty*
one sections within these divisions* Th® Office of General Counsel
was in charge of litigation® involving the Administration which were
not before the regular courts* (litigations before regular court®
involving th© Administration were handled by the Attorney General
and the Department of Justice*) The Benefit Contract Section, one
of seven sections of the Office of General Counsel, is of special
interest for the purpose® of the present study* It was responsible
for checking producer compliance with the acreage reduction contracts*
In addition, the Rental and Benefit Audit Unit of th© Comptroller’s

11Office performed an administrative audit of all such contracts*
An Executive Order on June 26, 1933, delegated to the 

Secretary of Agriculture certain powers conferred upon the President 
by the National Industrial Recovery Act of June 16 of that year* This 
Order placed under the Agricultural Adjustment Administration all 
industries and trades engaged principally in handling milk and milk 
product®, tobacco and. tobacco product®, and foods and foodstuffs*
With the exception of the determination of labor questions, the Order 
delegated all of the powers over these industries conferred upon th©
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President by th© National Eecovery Act. Thus# code authority over food 
industries was transferred to the Agricultural Adjustment Administra
tion.. The administration ©f the code program was handled by the

12Processing and Marketing Division*
The Executiv© Order of June 26, 1933# was amended by an 

Executive Order of January 8# X93lt# which transferred most of the codes of 
Of fair competition originally placed under th© Jurisdiction of th© 
Secretary of Agriculture to the national Beoovery Administration.
This transfer *made possible a r©organlsatlon,, of th© Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration “into a more compact form with consequent 
economy in personnel and effort.

The Agricultural Adjustment Administration was reorganised 
in January of 193U. Perhaps the chief result of this reorganization 
was th© merger of the Production Division and th© Processing and 
Marketing Division into the Commodities Division# under an Assistant 
Administrator and two assistants. The following sections were now 
grouped in the new Commodities Division* th© Iheat Production Sec
tion, Grain Processing and Marketing Section# Corn-Hog Section#
Meat Processing and Marketing Section, General Crops Section# Tobacco 
Section# Cotton Production Section, Bice and Sugar Section (merged).
Cattle and. Sheep Section, Field Investigation Section# Contract Becords 
Section, Dairy Section, and Cotton Processing and Marketing Section.
(By 1935# the functions of th© Meat Processing and Marketing Section 
and th© Contract Becords Section had been transferred to other
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divie Ions, th® Sugar and Rice Sections had been divided into two 
sections#- and the Service ■Section#' Commodities Purchase Section# 
and Compliance Section had been added to th© Commodity Division.)̂ * 

Alee in January# 193k# a new Division# the Program Planning 
Division# was established *to relate all activities and programs 
under the act to a general attack on th© whole front of th© agri
cultural situation# to correlate th© programs for all commodities 
and to shape th© entire program into a coherent whole*" Thenceforth# 
until its transfer to th© Bureau of Agricultural Ifconomiea in July* 
of 1939# th© Program Planning Division served as the main staff agency 
©f the A.A.A. The Replacement Crops Section of the old Production 
Division was transferred to this new Division* In addition# seven 
other sections were functioning by 1935# collectively responsible 
to the Division Director for all aspects of planning* The Division 
Director# like th© directors of the Commodities Division and the 
Division of Infowaation# also' served as an Assistant Administrator 
of th© Administration.^ (The functions of this and other staff groups 
— the Administrative Council# th® Operating Council# th© Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics, th© Office of land-Us© Coordination# and 
others— in the planning of A.A.A. acreage allotment programs during 
the whole period 1933-̂ 0 wiH b® discussed in Chapter IV*)

tfnder the reorganisation plan of January# 193k# also# the 
original Of fie© of th© Administrative Officer was abolished# and some 
of its functions were taken over by the Office of Business Management#
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placed in ether divisions*^

Da February# 1935# th© Agricultural Adjustment Administra
tion was again reorganised# this time into nin© divisions* These 
divisions were the following* Information! Program Planning! Financej 
Consumers* Counsel! livestock and Feed Grain©! Grain©! Cotton;
Marketing and Marketing Agreements; and Tobacco# Sugar# Bice# Peanuts# 
and Potatoes* The Corn and Hogs Section was now in the Livestock and 
Feed Grain Division# which was a partial successor to th© abolished 
Commodities Division. Th© Legal Division was merged with th© Office 
of the Solicitor of th© Department# In general, this was th© admin-

17istrative organisation of the Administration up to th© Butler decision.
The third method used in the agricultural adjustment program 

was th© removal of surplus commodities. "Agricultural surpluses were 
bought# processed# and allocated among State relief agencies, which 
distributed them among th© needy." Th© Division of Marketing and 
Maxketing Agreements# Special Commodities Section# within th© Agri
cultural Adjustment Adtolnistration developed most of the surplus 
removal operations; but th© Federal Surplus Belief Corporation and 
its successor agency carried out th© operations designed primarily 
to distribute food to the needy♦

"The Federal Surplus Belief Corporation was organised under 
authority of the Rational Industrial Recover:/ Act, approved June 16# 
1933# and was granted its charter by the State of Delaware# October
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h$ 1933•” The Administrator of the Federal Emergency Belief Acted!*** 
iatration originally directed th© operations of th© Corporation and 
served aa its first President# On November 18, 1935# the charter 
was amended to permit a change of name to Federal Surplus Commodities 
Corporation and a reorganisation of its administration. The Admin
istrator of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration -was now made 
its President, and control of its operations was transferred to th© 
Department of Agriculture#̂ ®

Before the Federal Surplus Belief Corporation was changed 
in name and moved into the Department of Agriculture, th© Agricul
tural Adjustment Administration participated in its program primarily 
by making donations of livestock and other commodities acquired 
, through surplus removal operations. But after November of 1935 Mthe 
agricultural rather than the relief aspect of operations”
of the Federal Surplus Commodities corporation "became paramount. •
• . The controlling factor was now surplus removal rather than 
relief for the needy.** Th© Agricultural Adjustment Administration 
made it th© chief agency for the disposition of agricultural 
surpluses.

This part of the suiplus-removal program involved pro
curement, processing, transportation, and distribution.
Surpluses were acquired in three different ways. They were 
purchased by the Corporation1® Procurement Division, obtain
ed from purchases mad® by the Commodities Purchase Section 
of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration Commodities 
Division/, and received as donations from State emergency 
relief administrations. • . .

In the course of 1935 the Commodities Purchase Section 
of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration was coordinated
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irlth  the Procurement Division of th® Federal Surplus Com
modities Corporation* The reeultant agency handled the 
purchase or procurement program*19

The fourth method used In the adjustment program was the 
processing tax (declared unconstitutional on January 6, 1936) $ which 
was designed to defray the cost of the other features of the program* 
The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 provided for a processing 
tax to be levied by the Secretary of Agriculture on th© first pro
cessing of the basic commodities* The tax was levied on a seasonal 
basis, and collected by th® Bureau of Internal Severn® in the Treas
ury Department* "The money was disbursed among the farmers as 
benefit payments or used for th© purchase of surplus commodities*11 ̂  
The Act also provided that "In order that the payment of taxes * * * 
may not impose any immediate undue financial burden upon processors 
or distributors* any processor or distributor subject to such taxes 
shall be eligible for loans frcm the Reconstruction Finance Corpora
tion,*^

Insurance against shortages was of equal importance with 
the removal of surpluses. It was thought necessary to accumulate 
reserve supplies in years of crop failures and scarcity. This was 
the fifth method of agricultural adjustment* The Ever Jiormal 
Granary program mad© it possible to finance the storage of commodi
ties on the farms and in warehouses* The county committees of the 
Agricultural Adjustment Administration and the Commodity Credit 
Corporation jointly administered th© program.
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the Commodity Credit Corporation was created, under th® 
ham of the State of Delaware on October 17, 1933, pursuant to the 
Presidents Kaeoutive Order Number 632*0, October 16, 1933, under 
authority of the National Industrial Recovery Act. The Corporation 
was organized by the Secretary of Agriculture and the Governor of 
the Farm Credit Administration at‘the direction of th© President, 
and was incorporated as an independent agency of the Federal Government. 
It was first managed and operated in close affiliation with the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation. The latter agency committed 
the stun of #150,000,000 to the loan program of th© Commodity Credit

23Corporation.
On January 31, 1935, Congress extended its life to April 1,

22* 251937• In 1937, and again in 1939, its existence was continued.
26In 1939 (March 2*), Congress gave it an extension until June 30, 192*1*

On July 1, 1939$ pursuant to the President* & Reorganization Plan !4o.
I, the Commodity Credit Corporation was transferred to the Department 
of Agriculture, where it operated as a regularly established bureau*

27It was composed of the Washington office and seven regional offices.
The Corporation made commodity loans upon recommendation 

of the Secretary of Agriculture and in connection with th© adjustment 
program. Th© loans covered the following commodities* corn, cotton, 
butter, dates, figs, peanuts, mohair, rye, tobacco, turpentine and 
rosin, wheat, pecans, prunes, raisins, and wool. Loans were secured 
by commodities which were pledged as collateral under either warehouse
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receipts or chattel mortgagee* The Corporation made some of the 
loans directlyj ethers were made indirectly through contractual 
agreements with local banks or other lending agencies. These loans 
were of great advantage to the farmer because he was able to keep 
his products off low-priced markets and to sell them at increased 
prices later.

The loan operations of the Corporation on corn provide a
case in point# In late October, 1933# a plan for making loans on
corn, properly warehoused and sealed, was announced by the Secretary
of Agriculture. The plan was inaugurated in November. Hie gross
rate of the loan was to be 2*5 cents per bushel, (changed to 55 cents
on the 1936-3? crop), with an interest rate of 2* per cent# ♦‘The loan
regulations permitted any bank, cooperative marketing association or
other corporation, partnership, association or person (except lending
agencies of the Beconstraction Finance Corporation) to lend money to
producers on eligible farm warehouse certificates in States having
farm warehouses, or on elevator receipts in States not having farm
warehouse laws.” The eligible borrower could take his warehouse
receipt to a local bank, fill out a loan and sign the loan agreement.
It was up to the bank to notify the Commodity Credit Corporation of

29the granting of th© loan.
Th® States of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, South 

Dakota, and Colorado were eligible when the program was inaugurated 
because they had farm warehouse laws. Other eligible States without
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such laws were Indiana, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Kansas, and 
Wisconsin. Later, "the State legislatures of Missouri, Kansas, 
and Ohio passed farm warehouse laws which made them eligible to 
loans at the rate provided on corn warehoused on the farm* in 
Indiana, loans were made on ear corn stored on the farm mid inspected 
by state officials

She various methods of agricultural adjustment outlined 
above were the means by which the policy of Congress to establish 
parity prices on farm products was implemented. Congress was also 
anxious to protect the interests of the consumer. Both objectives 
were to be realized "by reducing the margin between the prices 
received by the farmer and the prices paid by the consumer for agri- 
cultural commodities, that margin constituted the cost of distribu
tion or the money paid to the middleman." Therefore, the regulation 
of the middleman’s profits was a necessary corollary to the control 
of production and prices. The Division of Consumers * Counsel was 
created in the Agricultural Adjustment Administration in 1933 to give 
effect to this policy, pursuant to provisions of the Agricultural 
Adjustment Aet.^

It was the task of the Consumers* Counsel Division to 
reconcile the conflicting interests of producer, raiddloman, and con
sumer. "It participated in economic analyse® of marketing operations
and shared actively in policy-shaping responsibilities. Its repre
sentatives took part in hearings on marketing agreement®, licenses,
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«ad orders.” *Sh® Division "collected statistical data on retail 
price® of food and other farm product®, on the middleman’s margin of 
profit, and on the relation between the consumer’s income and change® 
in retail price®." It also sought "to determine th© probable effect 
of adjustment measure® on supplies available for domestic conaump- 
ticn. " 32

Such was th© original agricultural adjustment program* 
Although it "was modified from time to time by new conditions, 
by legislative enactments, and by contingencies interposed by 
natur*”, it* main fMttu-s* war* a* th*, have b*sn sketched above. 33

After the decision in the Butler case, January 6, 1936, invalidated 
the processing tax and production adjustment features of th© Agri
cultural Adjustment Act of 1933, the methods of operating th© adjust
ment program were changed* Congress passed th© Soil Conservation and 
Domestic Allotment Act, (February 29, 1926), to take th® place of the 
invalidated portions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act*

Under the new act, the emphasis was shifted from production 
control and benefit payments to soil-conservation practice® and con
servation payments. One of the main effects of this shift in emphasis 
for the purposes of this study was that programs directly concerned 
with controlling th® production of hog© were thenceforth eliminated* 
Under the 1936 and 1937 Agricultural Conservation Programs, however, 
payments were made with respect to com as one of a group of ©oil- 
depleting crops* Payments were also made under the Soil Conservation
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and Domestic Allotment let for straight acreage adjustment© in com 
for each year from 193$ on (through 191$)* and parity payment© under 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 (to be discussed below) were 
made to eligible com producers of the crops 1939 through 19i|2*^

The other major shift in emphasis after United States v* 
Butler was that the producers rather than the processors and middle* 
men now became the chief supporters in the development of marketing 
agreements* Since the processing tax was invalidated, the Federal 
Government was permitted to incur obligations under conservation 
payments to formers to a maximum of #500,000,000 annually*^

Th© Agricultural Adjustment Administration was re-created 
and reorganized following approval of th© Soil Conservation and 
Domestic Allotment Act* The Livestock and Feed Grain Division, the 
Grain Division, the Cotton Division, and th® tobacco. Sugar, iiiee, 
Peanuts, and Potatoes Division were eliminated, and their functions 
were transferred to five regional divisions created within the 
Washington organization* Trie regional divisions were the following: 
Hortheast, Kast Central, Southern, Morth Central, and Western. (By 
December 20, 1936, m  Insular Division had been added} it was respon
sible for supervising the commodity programs in the insular posses
sions of th© United States covered by the statutes. These included 
th© fallowing! Puerto Rico, and the territories of Alaska and 
Hawaii*}^

Though not established specifically for the purpose, each
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of th©## regional divisions was concerned primarily with one or two 
of the basic commodities* In the North Central Division, for 
example* (of major concern in this analysis), th© main product was 
com* States included in the North Central Division were* Illinois, 
Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, South 
Dakota, and Wisconsin*37

The reorganisation of th© Agricultural Adjustment Admin
istration after the approval of the Soil Conservation and Domestic 
Allotment Act also resulted in the transfer* of all remaining legal 
work in connection with the activities of th© Administration from 
it to a special section of the Office of the Solicitor of th© Depart
ment of Agriculture* This meant that the nine sections in th® old 
Office of General Oounscl in th® Administration (including, as 
especially significant to corn programs, the Benefit Contract Sec
tion, which had reviewed the producer contracts) were abolished, and 
the duties were performed in the Soil Conservation Domestic Allot
ment Division of the Office of th© Solicitor*3̂

The Division of Marketing Agreements was established to 
administer marketing agreements and surplue-removsl programs* Other 
divisions included the Division of Finance, th© Program Planning 
Division, the Consumers» Counsel Division, and the Division of 
Information*. Responsibility for general budgeting activities, 
records and accounts, field audits and field accounts, and admin
istrative audits was concentrated under an Assistant to the
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Administrator* Th© Director of the Division of finance also 
served ex officio m  treasurer of ■ the Federal Surplus 0owmodit5.es 
Cozporation*^

the program was modified and broadened still farther br
other enactments* The Secretary of Agriculture was required by the 
Sugar Act of 1931 nto estimate the annual sugar consumption and to 
establish a quota system for th© domestic production of raw sugar* 
Provisions were made for a sugar excise tax, with a tariff conpensa- 
tion at a similar rat®, and for cash payments to qualified pro
ducers.w A Sugar Division was established in th® Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration (which utilised the staff ©f th© old 
Sugar Section) to administer th© provisions of the act*^

Th© Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937 reaf
firmed th® validity of the marketing agreement provisions of the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act. Following this enactment, the admin
istration of marketing agreements was centralized in the Division 
of Marketing Agreements of th© Administration.

The second Agricultural Adjustment Act was passed in 1938*
It was designed to provide for th© storing of larger reserves of 
agricultural commodities than in previous yoars in order to circum
vent tha worst effects of crop failures and droughts* The Act 
encouraged the planting of a larger acreage of soil-building crops 
through liberal conservation payments* Surplus-control methods were 
substituted for the production-control methods of the original
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Agricultural Adjustment Act.**1 Also, it provided for Federal crop 
insurance for wheat, and established the Federal Crop Insurance 
Corporation to administer the wheat insurance program, k2

The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 provided for 
stabilising the supplies of five major eropeK-cotton, com, wheat, 
tobaeco, and rlce~*at adequate levels. The methods of stabilisation 
included acreage adjustment (applied to corn from 1939 through 19 2̂) 
storage of surpluses under loans, and marketing quotas to regulate 
marketing when supplies became excessive. The commodity loans 
authorised by the act were made by the Commodity Credit Corporation 
through state and local conservation committees* Certain of the 
terms and conditions of these loans were fixed upon ree emendation 
of the Secretary of Agriculture.^

Marketing quota® were placed in operation in 1938 on cotton, 
flue~cur@d, Burley, and dark tobaccos, following the approval of two* 
thirds of the farmer® participating in each referendum*^ Marketing 
quotas were never put into effect on coru.^

In October, 1938, th© Department of Agriculture was 
reorganised. By the Secretary of Agriculture’s Memorandum Ho. 783, 
dated October 6 and amended October 15, the Secretary removed th©
Sugar Division from the Agricultural Adjustment Administration and 
established it as an agency of bureau status within the Department 
to administer the provisions of the Sugar Act of 1 9 3 7 (From 
November 15, 1938, to February 1, 191*0, however, the activities of
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th® Sugar Division warn administered within th© Division of Marketing 
and Regulatory Work of th© Department.k? if ter February 1* 19h&, the 
Sugar Division was re-established within the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration.Another change accomplished by the Secretary*© 
Memorandum Ho# ?83, effective October 16, 1938* was the transfer of 
the Division of Marketing Agreement® from the Administration to a 
position of bureau status within the Department# In addition, it 
was renamed the Division of Marketing and Marketing Agreements.^ 
Later, on June 30, 19D0, th® Division of Marketing and Marketing 
Agreements and the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation were con
solidated (in accordance with the provisions of section 5 of Reorgani
sation Flan Ho* III) into an agency in the Department of Agriculture 
entitled the Surplus Marketing Administration.^ 0 Another change 
during this period (1939) was the merger of th© Program Planning 
Division with the reorganised Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 
which was established as na general staff-agency of research and 
planning** for the Agricultural Adjustment Administration and other 
action agencies of the Department*^

With the exception of these changes, th© organisation of 
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration lasted without substantial 
alteration from 1938 until February of l9bG. During this period the 
Administration was composed of (1) the Office of the Administrator, 
who headed the organisation and was responsible directly to the 
Secretary of Agriculture5 (2) the Assistant to the Administratorj
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(3) a regional division for each, of the Civ© main agricultural region® 
in the continental United State© and one for insular regional (it) a 
Division of Information) (5) a Consumer® * Counsel Division; and (6) 
the Office of the Executive Assistant to the Administrator, composed 
of three small executive divisions— pers orrnel management, general 
service, and fiscal management.^ Effective as of February lt I9it0, 
the Consumers1 Counsel Division was transferred f m  the Agricul
tural Adjustment Administration to the Division of Marketing (suc
cessor to the Division of Marketing and Regulatory Work), and the 
Sugar Division was removed from the Division of Marketing and re
established within the Administration* Otherwise, there were no 
major changes in the organisation of the Administration trirough 
19hO.$3

The Agricultural Adjustment program as authorised ty the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, the Soil Conservation and Domes
tic Allotment Act of 1936, the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act 
of 1937, the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, and related legis
lation was administered jointly by several Federal agencies. Perhaps 
the most significant of these war© the Agricultural Adjustment Admin
istration, the Federal Surplus Belief Corporation and its successor 
agency, the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation, the Agricultural 
Extension Service, the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, the Commodity 
Credit Corporation, and the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation*

A description of the administrative organisation of the
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A.A*A. on the Iowa State level frm 1933 through 1940 will be 
preeented in Chapter XIX*
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Chapter HI 
IOWA STOT ADKTSISmTIVJB aROAiJIZAnCN

Final approval o f  the Agricultural Adjustment Act on May 12# 

1933# was bo late in the crop-year that it was impossible to bring 
about ioaaediate effective reduction in the number of unit© of production 
(sews and acres)* Corn had already been planted# and & m &  had already 
been bred for fall farrowing*

In order that some kind of emergency program might be formu
lated and put into operation in time to deal with the acute problem 
of overproduction# Secretary of Agriculture Wallace suggested to sev
eral Iowa farmers that a state committee be formed for the purpose of 
working with Administration officials in applying the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act to ©ora and hogs* Accordingly, on June 16, 1933# a 
meeting of Iqw& com-hog producers was held at Das Moines, and a State 
Com-Hog Committee was selected. Farmers in other Midwestern States 
soon followed Iowa's lead and established similar committees# and on 
July 18 delegates from the various State committees met in Des koines 
for a national conference* A National Gern-Hog Committee of twenty- 
five member® was selected at this meeting to work wl th the Washington 
Administration In drawing up emergency and more permanent adjustment 
programs*

Also at the Des Moines meeting a subcommittee of five members 
was named to confer with representatives of the meat processors at
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Chicago on July 20*. 2£l« Chicago moating, was proposed for the purpose 
of working out a production control program and a plan for a process
ing tax; on hogs with moat processors, and of studying "the possi
bilities of improving the hog situation through a marketing agreement 
• • • between the meat processing industry and the Secretary of 
Agriculture*11̂

Various proposals were suggested at this Chicago meeting,
and shortly thereafter representatives of both producers arid packers
met with Administration officials to consider the suggestions* As

the result of the conference with the Washington Administration, a
tentative plan to aid com and hog producers was drawn as follows $

1* Restoration of foreign market® for hog products through 
international agreements based on reciprocity*

2* Diversion of 2,000,000,000 pounds of the regular consumer 
market by (a) subsidising exports, (b) division to non
competitive consumption, as through the Red Cross and 
Saergency Relief, and (c) diversion to nonfood uses, such 
as tankage, whole hogs, or inferior cute of hog products*

3. Develop marketing agreements which will effect economies 
in buying, processing, soiling, and distribution, a 
percentage of which can be passed back to the farmer* 

it* Control of production of both corn and hogs, either 
directly or indirectly*2

The most pressing problem which confronted Administration 
officials and the processors acid producers at their conference was 
the development of an emergency plan for reducing hog tonnage during 
the 1933-31* winter marketing season. Trie main essentials of the 
Emergency Hog Program proposed as a result of the conference were 
for the purchase by the Federal Government of wa maximum of 1?000,000
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sows, weighing not lose than 275 pounds and due to farrow tea the 
fail of 1933, at the market price • . * $ plus a cash boms of 
$4 par haad," and of *»a nexlatim of 4,000,000 pigs and lightweight 
hogs weighing between 25 and 100 pounds at premium prices established 
by the Administration* * ®ae Secretary of Agriculture approved the 
plan, and it was put into operation from August 23 to September 29 
of 1933 at principal livestock markets*̂

w$h© actual purchase and processing operations were carried 
out by processors', who, at a price sufficient to cover the cost of 
handling, sold the products to the Federal Emergency Relief Admin
istration for distribution to needy families,* Pigs weighing less 
than 80 pounds were processed into the inedible products of grease

4and fertiliser tankage*
As has been indicated., the Washington Administration held 

conferences concerning proposed processor marketing agreement© on 
pork, anu concerning the development of production adjustment 
control programs on corn and hogs* On September b, 1933, the 
Secretary of Agriculture conducted a public hearing on an agreement 
proposed by the Institute of American Boat Packers* The proposed 
agreement called for the creation of a processors1 committee respon
sible to the executive commit toe of the Institute, "which would act 
in cooperation with the Secretary or his nominees and with coordinating 
Jjĵ dvlsoî 7 committees representing livestock producers, marketing
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agencies, meat processors!, arid all distributing agencies, to the 
end' that sound processing and distributing policies / m i g h t J  be 
established*" 'Bra packers believed that by operating, under an agree
ment, "which conditionally set aside the antitrust laws,R substantial 
economies In operation might be achieved which, would -mean higher 
price® to producers without materially increasing prices to consumer®*̂  

At the open hearing a number of points of difference 
developed between the representatives of tha Institute and those 
representing the Administration and the National Gor&-Hog committee* 
These areas of conflict included, among others, such question® as 
(1) how livestock supplies should be allocated among processorsj (2) 
♦•fixation of hog prices and hog product prices* (3) allocation of 
trade territory among packers*" and ( k )  "the degree to which packers 
should open their books for examination by the Secretary of Agricul
ture*”̂  According to its spokesmen, the Administration believed 
••that any relaxation of the present antitrust laws under a marketing 
agreement with the processors should be supported by full access to 
the packers * accounts in order detenoin^ . . . whether savings 
made under the agreement were being diverted to the producer in 
accordance with the declared policy of the Agricultural Adjustment 
Act*11 Since the packer representatives refused to amend the proposed
agreement in these respects, it appeared that an impasse had developed*

7Consequently, the agreement was tabled, never to be considered again*
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Meanwhile, Administration officials had boon working with 
the National Gorn-Hog Committee of Twenty-Five and with other persons 
and groups in an effort to formulate a more permanent com-hog price 
adjustment program* In early October, 1?33> secretary Wallace 
announced the main features of the plan drawn up by these groups.
It provided that individual corn producers should redace their corn 
acreage "by not less than 20 par cant, and authorised reduction 
payments to contracting producers at the rat® of 30 cents per bushel 
• . • on the past ̂ Ehroe years - later changed to two years^ average 
production per acr© of the area contracted to the Government. u As 
to hogs, it provided that individual producers should reduce their 
"number of litters farrowed and number oi hogs produced for market 
from these litters, * and "hog reduction payments* were authorised 
"at the rate of f£ •00 par head ... on a number of hogs equal to
73 per cent of the ̂ past two yearsaverage number marketed from

alitters owned by the contracting producer when farrowed.**
The plan also specified that national, state, and county 

production allotment© would be established for 19 3 k  o n  the basis of 
inform© ilon available through the Department of Agriculture. Indi
vidual far® allotment© would be made by the county coro-hog pro
duction control associations. These county associations would be 
organized by corn and hog producers who became eligible to receive 
adjustment payments by signing the agreement} the associations ware
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thou to choose their wa directors and officers. Extension service 
agencies were to be used whenever available to assist in the educa
tional and organizational work. $10 whole program was to be financed

9by a processing tax on corn and hogs.
Another provision of the program was for the purchase by 

the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation of a percentage of the surplus 
supplies ©f hogs produced in 1933 and marketed in 1933 and 193U*
Such purchases were to be distributed by the Emergency Relief Admin
istration.10

Several week© elapsed before the corn-hog production 
control plan outlined was put into operation. Meanwhile * it was 
necessary to draw up a suitable contract and supplemental adminis
trative rulings. "The wide difference in situations of producers,
. * ♦ the problem of assembling accurate production records for both 
commodities and . • • landlord-tenant arrangements involving many 
vexing questions with respect to participation in the program and in 
division of reduction payments" made the corxwhog program "particularly 
complicated,

The delay in beginning the 193k program was ameliorated, 
however, by the launching of the Federal com loan program in late 
November, 1933* "The comity warehouse boards and the Iqwa Department 
of Agriculture moved swiftly to help farmers take advantage of the 
Government*s loan offer of U5 cents ̂ jXater SS conts7 per bushel of 
ear corn, graded No. k or better, properly warehoused under seal on
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the iwpm * . ♦ * By raid-Deeamber the daily loan rate for the state
I®was about $1*000,000'* (The details of the corn loan program in 

Iowa will be presented below*)
The 193U com-hcg program was ready for operation by 3a te 

December of 1933* Committees for nine Corn-Belt States (including 
Iowa) were appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture on December 
22* The Iowa Con>4iog Committee was composed of four men, three 
farmers and the State intension Director* These state committees 
ware charged with the responsibility of establishing temporary county 
campaign committees of from three to seven members* The county com
mittees set up temporary community committees of three or more 
members, either at election meetings or through direct appointment, 
to conduct educational meetings and the preliminary sign-up campaign 
within the community (usually township) area* All of th©s© temporary 
committeemen in the nine Gom-Belt States ©were selected to serve 
until all producers within the community and county had had an

15opportunity to appear at sign-up meetings to fill out contracts***̂
In Iowa, the State Corn-Hog Committee helped set up county 

and community committees within the State* These temporary com
mittees in turn worked with Extension Service representatives in 

»

holding educational meetings for farmers* Following these meetings, 
the campaign committees conducted sign-up meetings, at which farmers 
filled in their contracts* The production figures furnished by
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farmers war© checked for error© by oaaauiiity ocamrdtteamen, and 
later by county, stats, and national official© before contracts 
coaid b© recommended to the Secretary of Agriculture for payment#1**

As operations progressed on the implementation of the 193k 
production control program, a contingency, interposed by nature, 
jeopardised the success of the entire program* This contingency was 
the drought of 193b# "Within one season it caused a greater reduction 
in existing supplies of agricultural commodities than was ever contem
plated ̂ before or aft«7 in the adjustment program*" Th© farmers of 
the drought-stricken areas, "including most of the Trana-Mlssissippi 
West, either had to rush their livestock to the market In unmarketable 
condition and at ruinous prices, kill their animals without remuner
ation, or else let them die of thirst and starvation#w

The agricultural Adjustment Administration and the Federal 
Surplus Relief Corporation jointly drew up a program for "orderly 
liquidation of livestock" to meet this challenge# Other Federal 
agencies which participated in the relief work connected with the 
program were the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, the Soil Con
servation Service, the Farm Credit Administration, and th© Work 
Progreso Administration* In 1935 the drought relief program was 
discontinued, since weather conditions ware more nearly normal* But 
it had to be resumed in 1936, when another drought appeared# The 
Resettlement Administration became one of the major relief agencies
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In that year* "The drought relief measures consisted of the 
buying and processing of livestock, the distribution of feed and 
fodder, the granting of loans for rehabilitation purpose®, and the 
allocation of food to needy families*"*̂

Important as the drought relief measure® were, however, 
the main feature of Agricultural Adjustment Administration activity 
during the years 1934 and 1935 was the aeries of production control 
programs* The approach utilised in these commodity adjustment 
programs, (suggested, in the outline of the 1934 program presented 
above), embodied a combination of three specific methods, which 
were as follows s (1) "Voluntary contracts" between individual 
p&rtiGipating farmers and the Secretary of Agriculture! (2) "benefit 
payments to contracting producers"j and (3) "taxes upon first 
processing of the respective commodities for domestio consumption*" 
Bach contract signer agreed to limit his acreage or production to 
a specified percentage of the base established for him* For hogs, 
"this percentage was fixed each year by the Secretary of Agriculture 
within limits provided in the contract." In the case of corn, how
ever, "the contract ran for only one season,* and the limit® within
which a given year's acreage allotment was to be established by the

16Secretary were not a part of the previous year's contract*
Both the corn and the hog control programs of 1935 followed 

the lines established in the 1934 program previously outlined* These
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programs involved several definite ©tops in administrations "foraofUt-» 
ing the program11! "educating the fannor about the eeonosnlcs of the 
problem") "forming a contract with the farawr") "determining the 
farmer* a adherence to his contract" j and "making payments to the farmer* 

the state organisation established in Iowa to supervise the 
193k {and 1935) eom-hog programs was composed of a number of different 
functional units* Although no one unit was given formal authority over 
the others* a great deal of concentration and Integration of authority 
within and between them was accomplished In practice by duplication of 
personnel and by the fact that all three were housed in the same office* 
In addition* the State CernrKog. Committee, originally designed to per
form advisory and coordinating functions on the state level, rapidly- 
developed into an active administrative authority, supervising the 
sign-up campaign and the organisation of county oorn-hog control asso
ciations* The State Agricultural Extension Service was in charge -of 
the educational campaign connected with the programs* The adjustment 
and review of allotments were done by the State Board of Review* The 
State Compliance Director supervised the checking of producer compliance 
with the provisions of the corn-hog contracts*̂ ®

The State Gcrn*Hog Committee, a plural executive agency 
appointed, by the Secretary of Agriculture and responsible to the 
Corn and Hogs Section of the national Administration, was composed 
of the State Extension Director, the State Cora-Hog Budget Director, 
the State Com-Hog Compliance Director (who was chairman of the State 
Committee), and a subordinate of the Stat© Extension Director* Though
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m% a member, the Chairman of the Stat© Board of Review was frequent
ly Included In State Committee meetings* Also Included for a time

19(1933) aa an official member was the Stat® Secretary of Agriculture.
The state Committee maintained an Audit Section, the State

Compliance Unit, where the producer contracts end related forms
were carefully checked before being sent to Washington for final
audit and payment. The Committee also checked each county’s expenses
and approved its expense accounts before final payment was made.
In addition, it supervised a ©mall force of fieldmen, "whose duty
it was to see that the rules and regulations were being interpreted"
and applied uniformly in the counties. These officials utilised
the stenographic and office facilities of the State and County
Extension Services. There were twenty-one fieldmen in 1933 (appointed
that year by to® National Administration), thirty in 1931*, and
thirteen in 193$* After 1933, they were appointed by to® State 

21Committee.
The State Board of Review, like the State Committee respon

sible to the Com and II0gs Section of the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration and also a plural administrative agency, exercised 
a single function: the adjustment and review of production allotment®.
Specifically, this involved the determination of township and county

22production quota© and allotment totals. The Board also "approved 
23individual bases" $ it was composed of a chairman and two members
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appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture. Originally, the chairman
was the head of the State office of the Crop and livestock Estimates
I&vieion of the 0. S# Dept. of Agriculture, and the Chairman of
the State Com-iiog Gomcaittee and a soils specialist of the State
Extension Service served as the other two mrnbere. Later in 193U,
the Chairman of the State Corn.-li<>g Committee became Chairman of the
Review Board, and the head of the State Crop aid Livestock Estimates
Edivision office assumed fee State Committee Chairman* s former member

25position on the Board* This armngsment continued through 1935*
The State office ©£ the Crop and livestock Estimates 

Division of fee Bureau of Agriculture/ Sc ©noudLc s, Department of 
Agriculture, was designated to gather fee statistical data for the 
use of the Haview Board In determining township and county quotas 
and allotments. The work of fee Board consisted ©f ’’throe primary 
functions j (1) examining and approving contracts and certifying 
the® to fee ©ern-hog administration at Washington! (2) establishing 
county and township quota©! and (3) assisting county allotment com
mittees in making whatever final adjustments would be necessary

26within fee counties to conform with quotas established.”
To assist fee State Board of Review in establishing the 

rati© between the production of contract signers and the total 
production quota figures, from fere® to five tabulators were appointed 
in each county in Ipwa. These county tabulators worked, under the
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JjHMMtiatft supervision of th© county agricultural extension agents, 
performing functions designated by the State Statistician* Ordinarily 
township ccssaKitteemen assisted the county tabulators in their work*^ 

the State Compliance director, appointed by the Secretary 
of Agriculture, also served as Chairman of the State Corn-Hog Com
mittee. H© headed th© Stat® Compliance Unit which supervised the 
checking and auditing of producer contracts* It was necessary to 
determine whether farmers wore complying with the provisions of 
their contracts before those contracts could be certified to the 
Corn and Hogs Section of the national Administration for p^ment*

2his checking of producer compliance with reduction contracts 
was dona at several levels within the state organisation: (i) The
Township Comities© and the Compliance Supervisors (nominated by the 
County Allotment Committees and selected by the State Compliance 
Director on the basis of one Supervisor for each fifty contracts in 
a comity) measured corn fields, counted hogs, evaluated farm records 
and sales slips, and drew up contracts with producers} (2) The 
County Allotment Committee© chocked figures on proof of producer 
compliance, forwarded certifications of full compliance and presented 
facts concerning noncompliaxioe to the State Compliance Director}
O )  the State Compliance Director ran a sample check on the compliance 
forms, analysed the facts and performed a sample audit in cases of 
noncoaupliance} and ( k )  the State Compliance Unit approved certifications
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&or payment, dataminod penalties for each case of partial compliance,
28and recommended the degree of payment*

The State Agricultural Extension Service m s  responsible
for training Tamer personnel In state and local agencies and for
educating farmers in general with respect to the procedure required
to perform each operation in the Gorn-hog program, from the beginning
of the eign<-up campaign to the completion of the compliance work*
Its functions fell “into three fairly distinct categories: (1)
education of farmers in general on the economics of production
adjustment; (2) explanation of the com-hog contract and administrative
rulings to farmers; (3) organisation and training of a large • • •
field service of farmers to conduct the sign-up campaign*

The State Extension Service functioned under the Federal
Extension Service in performing the educational and sigrwup campaign*
The Federal Service cooperated with the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration and, within th© National Administration, with the Com
and H©gs Section. The State Extension Service worked primarily
through the County Agricultural Extension Agents and a group of
Extension Lecturer© on the county and township levels* In general,
these ̂ tension Lecturers restricted their activities to conducting
voluntary educational meetings for farmers- This pamittsd the
State Committee fieldwen to give most of their attention to the

30slgn*up and organisational aspects of the programs*
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Though the production Statistics in the various offices 
of the ̂ halted States Department of Agriculture were the basis for 
detenoirilng national, state, and county allotments and quota®, 
farm allotments were distributed within counties by mean© of 
locally elected committees of farmers* These local committees had 
primary responsibility for determining how the county and township 
allotments were to be distributed among participating farmers.

On January 2$, 193k, the Com and Hogs Section of the
national Administration established the County Association Unit
"to derelop the plans for the county control associations." The
State Gom-Hog Budget Director, a member of the State Committee,
wee designated to serve as the state representative of the County 

31Associations unit.
Plans for the formation of county control associations 

were announced in February of 193k* The temporary township and county 
committees in leva had completed much of their work of signing-up 
farmers by this timej so those farmers who had signed contracts 
"were called together to elect a permanent community committee eon-* 
slating of from three to five members, the chairman of whom was 
/aJLaof t© serve as a member of the Board of Directors of the County 
Com-Hog Control Association." Each farmer participating in the 
com-hog program was automatically a member of the associations he 
was entitled to one vote for each of the positions on the community
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©OMHtittee* la Xdneoln Twnahip, Story County, fear example, a 
chairman, a and a member were elected.*̂ 2

After all townships in the county had boon organized, the 
parsons alec tad to the County Board of Directors "met with a repre
sentative of the Extension S®rvtea and a Stat# Cosaadtte© flaldman to 
organize* * By lata February and March one hundred county control , 
associations had been established In Iowa. (Iowa has only ninety- 
nine counties, but two county associations were formed in Pottawattamie 
County.) At these organizational meetings, on# member of the Board 
of Directors was selected to serve as president of the county asso
ciation, ehainsan of the eotmty allotment committee, and county 
e©fflpliance director, fh© Board usually elected four more of its 
members to the allotment committee, though in some counties the 
committee was composed only of three members. In addition, the 
Board "was given the privilege of electing the secretary and the 
treasurer £5$ the allotment committe®/r either from its own member
ship or outside.* In eighty-eight of the counties, the County 
Extension Agent was selected as secretary. Except for the secretary 
and treasurer, members of the allotment committ®# were required to
be contract signers. The secretary and treasurer did not have the 

33right to vote.
In Story County, the allotment committ#© of 193h was com

posed of six persons, Including a chairman (who was, of course,
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also Chairman of a Township Gcffimltto®***-®© wore all members mc®pt 
the S©cr®tar̂ Tireasnr©r̂ *.and President of the Board of Directors of 
the County Association), five farmer members, and the County Agent 
as dMretary^Tyeaaurwrj As they were In all counties, - the members 
of the Story County township committees, Board of Directors of the 
Association, and county committee were elected on an annual basis. 
After the ©lections for 1935?, the Story County Com!tie© was composed 
of five members, plus the Secretary-Treasurer. The County Agent was 
not reelected as Sccretary-Treasurer, on the ground that he had not 
performed the duties of the office satisfactorily in 193k* In a 
letter dated December 20, 19.3k, to A. G* Black, Chief of the Rental 
and Benefit Section, Commodities Division, Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration, the County Committee Chairman (Thomas G. Dundy) 
wrote that:

The part which the Bans Bureau Is playing in this 
program, with the Comity Agent acting a® Secretary, and 
being directed by the Extension Service, is not conducive 
to the future welfare of the Qoro-Hog Association . . . .
I am also strongly of the opinion that the best Interests 
of the organisation would be served by having a Secretary 
who is able ip devoto all of his time to the work of the 
Association#’*1

During 193k and 193$, the community commit teamen in all 
counties "were required to appraise the corn yield of the land 
offered as contracted areas, to obtain production data on past com 
and hog production from nonsignars, to make investigations relative 
to contracts and to perform other duties assigned by the county and
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fsdsral officials.” Tim Spard of Directors of the County Association 
"was in charge of expenses and other pertinent matters of management,w 
and also selected the County Allotment Committee. The County Com
mittee “©hacked and adjusted eon tracts*1 and other documents, appor
tioned “county acreage allotments among individual farmers,” conducted 
referendum meetings in townships, and performed “general county 
administrative work.

All A.A.A* officials within the state were paid for their 
services by the national administration. Members of the Iowa Corn- 
Hog Committee, the Board of Review, the State Compliance Unit, and 
fieldmen and all other state officials and employees began at a 
salary of #8 per day plus travelling fees. All work on the state 
level was of a full time character, and those with farming interests 
who worked for the state A.A.A. organisation found that it was 
impossible to engage simultaneously in active faming operations. 
Consequently, their salaries had to be large enough to provide a 
suitable living standard. In the case of the member® of the Com-Hog 
Committee, for instance, the aggregate annual salary was approximately 
$2lt0O. In addition such officials were given remuneration for 
administrative expanses. Offleers of other agencies working with 
the A.A.A., like the Extension Service, were paid from a sum allotted 
by the A.A.A. to the agency by which they were regularly employed.

On the county level each county official was paid $ii per
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day for each day of work plus four cents for each mile he travelled.
All members of the county committee worked full time during 193k,
but after that first year only the chairman and secretary were
engaged full time. None of the committeemen were able to give
much time to their farms in 193k, but thereafter everyone, with the
exception of the chairman and secretary, had sufficient time for
faming. And, since the work became more routine in character after
193k, even the chairman was able to give some attention to his farm
after the first program was completed. Township committeemen
worked only part time and on a seasonal basis, about one month per
year. Their pay was $3 per day plus a travelling allowance. Members
of the county Board of Riraciore received no pay apart from their
administrative work as township committeemen and, if elected to such
position, county committeamen* Statements of administrative expenses
for the county were prepared each month by the county committee
and sent to the state committee for payment from funds allotted by
the national administration to the state for the purpose. These
funds were a part of the amounts appropriated by Congress and
received from processing taxes for benefit payments. "The average
cost of work done" by Iowa county and township "committeemen” and
others "in the 193k program was less than 1* percent of the total
adjustment payments made to contract signers" in the states in 1935>

36this amount "was lose than 6 percent” of total benefit payments.
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The decision of the Supremo Court in the case of United
States v* Butler ©a January 6, 1936, which Invalidated the production
adjustment and processing tax provisions of the original Agricultural
Adjustment act, necessitated a significant change in adjustment
methods* Though there were points of similarity between the old
adjustment programs and the conservation programs adopted following
the approval of the Soil Conservation and domestic Allotment Act
on February 2.9, 1236, the differences between the two approaches
were more significant than the similarities* They "were alike in
that both sought to achieve immediate improvement in farming
conditions* To attain this end, both used the method of making
payments to farmers* Moreover, under both plans payments were
conditioned upon fanners* making certain adjustments in acreage as

37compared to a boss which was intended to approximate normal."
The differences between the two approaches con be summarised

as follows t (1) The production adjustment programs "aimed at parity
of price," whereas "the conservation plan aimed at conservation of
soil resources*" Payments under the catjiaodity-adjustment plans

were arranged through the negotiation of adjustment 
contracts with the individual producer. Under the 
conservation plan no contracts were employed. Instead, 
the rates of payment and the conditions under which 
they would be mode were simply announced so that 
farmers could make application for payments for which 
they were eligible, and payments were disbursed when 
it was established that the prescribed conditions had bean satisfied.*®

(2) Processing taxes were used to finance production adjustment,
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"whereas payments and other expenses of the conservation plan were 
financed from the Federal treasury." (3) "Under the commodity- 
adjustment programs a farmer might have two or more contracts, be 
participating in two or more commodity programs, and be a member of 
two or more separate associations." He could work out a single farm 
plan and belong only to one county association under the conserva
tion program, (h) The production adjustment programs "applied only 
to the commodities designated as basic, whereas the soil-conservation 
plan, in contrast, applied to all farms and to all commodities.

Ho program directly concerned with hogs was ever put into 
effect by the Agricultural Adjustment Administration under the soil- 
conservation plan. "Under the 193& and 1937 Agricultural Conserva
tion Programs, payments were made with respect to com as one of a 
group of soil-depleting crops." Also under the Soil Conservation and 
Domestic Allotment Act, extra payments were made for acreage adjust
ments in corn from 193® through 19b3« Following approval of the
second Agricultural Adjustment Act in 193S, parity payment© to

,  hOeligible com producers were made from 1939 through 19h2*
The Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Aet provided 

that each state must submit a soil conservation program for approval 
of the Secretary of Agriculture before such state could be eligible 
to participate in the program. "Where no State plan was operative, 
however, the Secretary was authorised until January 1, 193®# to 
make 1 payment© or grants of other aid* to agricultural producers in
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amounts detemincd by him »to bo fair and reasonable*."k*
This stipulation that the administration of th® programs 

should be carried on by th® Federal Government for taro years and 
then be turned over to th® state® by 1933 was rejected by r,fam 
leaders" in 1936, the year in which it was made# These "farm 
leaders . # . agreed that it ̂ would^ be impossible to maintain 
uniformity by states and /J&at/ responsibility for adainis tration 
of th® act should remain vested in the United States Department of 
Agriculture*Later, however, th® Soil Conservation Service of 
th® Department of Agriculture employed these provisions of the 
Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act as a means of bringing 
"federal pressure upon the states to adopt the standard state 
ŝoil conservation enabling act and * • . in the local areas to 
organise district® in accordance with the state act.n̂  Th© relation 
between the Agricultural Adjustment Administration and the Soil 
Conservation Service will be discussed below*

The 193% and 193$ production adjustment programs had been 
"based on historical figures*11 According to officials of the A.A.A* 
the soil conservation plan for 1936 was not* Such past production 
"figures were used only as guides and indications to help the farmer 
committeeman with th® task of setting equitable bases on farms 
according t© the farming practices, and type® of soil*" Soil 
depleting bases were established for each far®, and the farmer 
received a payment "if at the time performance was checked it was
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determined that he had converted some of his soil depleting base 
acres, to soil oonaerviwg uses for th© year 1936* Additional payment® 
were also made for certain soil building practices, such as purchas
ing and seeding grass seed, /andpP purchasing and spreading of

Th© inauguration of the 1936 Agricultural Conservation 
Program also brought a number of changes in organisation and admin
istration within the Agricultural Adjustment Administration# Since 
the soil conservation program dealt "with types of farming” more than 
had the production adjustment programs, ttit was found necessary to 
divide the United States into regions*n The administration of the 
1936 program in Iowa was placed under the supervision of the Director, 
Horfch Central Division, and of course the old Com and Hog® Section 
of the national Administration was abolished# (See diagram on 
following page*)

Cm th© state level, the Iowa Agricultural Conservation 
Committee was established to succeed the old State Corn-Hog Committee 
and to supervise state adainis trat i on * Originally, the State Con
servation Coimittee was composed of a Chairman, a Secretary, a 
Budget Director and the State Extension Director* On December 10, 
1936, the number on the Committee was raised to five in order to

t ̂
malice it as large as the committees in other states. The head of 
the state office of the Crop and livestock Estimates Division was 
no longer a meraber of the State Committee. Other changes included 
th© abolition of the State Board of Review and the State Compliance
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Unit, The State Conservation Committee was given responsibility 
for coordinating "th® determinations of soil-depleting bases and 
normal yields or productivity indexes recommended by county and 
local committee*, » * • approving county administrative expenses, 
hearing appeals from decisions of county committees, and recosmend- 
iag changes in the program.11 A force of ©1 even fieldmen was employed 
to supervise county administration.^

The office of the Iowa State Committee also included 
"personnel engaged in examining applications for grants and certi
fying them for payment." Under the 193b program, the contracts 
had been "sent to Washington for audit and payment* * * . One great 
difficulty in this procedure was that in the case of errors or claims 
considerable correspondence was necessary before the farmer could be 
paid." In 1935, the contracts had been pre-audited in the state office 
under the State Board of Review. The responsibility for the admin
istration of applications for payment within the state was placed in 
the State Committee in the administrative change of 1936, and under 
its supervision an administrative audit was set up* The applications 
were audited in the Application for Payment Section, which then 
certified them for payment to the General Accounting Regional Office 
in Chicago established by the Comptroller General for th© purpose#
"The disbursing office then mailed the checks back to the county 
committees for disbursal to the farmers."^

The Chairman of th© State Committee, designated by the
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Director of the North Central Division, served as State ©xecutiv© 
officer* He had charge of the state office, administered the state 
program "in accordance with the policies of the State committee 
and the instructions11 of the Regional Director, and performed,

heM«s its agent, some of the duties assigned to the State committee*"
The organisation of the county and local committees remained 

the same in 1936 ae it had been in 193k and 1935* The only changes 
were in name* The ĉounty agricultural conservation association8 
was substituted for Mcounty corn-*hog control association.n Identical 
changes were made in the names of the county and township com
mittees. The methods of selection remained the same in all cases*
The Story County Committee of 1936, for example, was composed of a 
president, a vice-president, a member, and an alternate member, plus 
the secretary-treasurer*

There was, however, an alteration in tits duties of the 
local committees. The county committee©, for example, reviewed "all 
forms and documents filed in connection with th® program, n supervised 
8the establishment of bases, productivity indexes, and normal yields
for farms in their counties,8 and supervised the "preparation of

30applications for payment*8 Proof of performance was necessary, 
of course, before faimers could receive payments • Fam reporters, 
working with township committeemen and under the supervision of 
county committees, measured farms in order to establish bases,
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S«p©a»«tlvlty im&mm, and normal yields, *Sueh aeasarawsnt* and '
Qla«sif ications wore axusn&rl&ed la th© county office and submitted
to the state office • » • • Application® for payment*’ were ’’prepared
In the, county office, * • * signed by the applicant, and submitted
to- the state office for computation and payment# *

the 193? Agricultural Conservation Program was similar
to that of 1936* Bo far as administration was concerned, the only
change was In the handling of applications for payment. Applications
were now* computed and prepared, in the state, rather than in the
county, office. The computations included ”the net amount ©f money
due the participant •” Then the application® were returned to the
county offices for the farmer’s signature, litis m&o it possible
for the applicant ”te know the amount of performance on his farm and
the amount of money due him for such, performance prior to the time

<2that he affixed his signature.” An added advantage of this procedure 
was that the faxmer was not required to sign-up for participation, 
m  he had been under the benefit contract programs of 1931; and 1935* 
Each farmer was merely given an allotment which h© could follow or 
ignore at hie own discretion. ”If ■ at the proper time he wished an 
inspection of his farm to check hi© compliance with th© program, it 
was done by a township reporter* Th© fanner then applied for payment 
based on the extent to which he had complied with the program*"^

The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 193© added an acreage 
adjustment program on corn and wheat in Iowa. Th© 193© Iowa
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Agricultural Conservation Program, pursuant to the boil Conservation
and Domestics Allotment Act and the second Agricultural Adjustment
Act, included acreage adjustment mid soil-building payments, com***
medity loans on com and wheat in the SVer normal Granary Program,
and crop insurance on wheat* The last two aspects of the program
will be discussed below*

The 1939 and 19u0 I0wa Agricultural Conservation Programs
introduced a number of important innovations* They were as follows j
(1) Each participant was required to sign a Farm Plan or '̂ Declaration
of Intentions1* sheet at the beginning of the crop-season. His
signature did not bind him to the program, but it had to be given
before he could get his payment* A request for inspection of the
farm was included in the form* (2) n Price adjustment or parity
payments** were made "available on special crops such as corn and
wheat » * , * If a farmer plants within his corn allotment in 1939
and plants seme corn in either 193B or 1939, he will receive the
parity payment on th® normal yield of his crop times his allotment*"
The same arrangement applied to wheat* (3) The computation and
preparation of payments for individual farmers wore don® in the

5f>county, rather than in the state, office*
State and local officials of the A*A*A* were paid between 

1936 and 191*0 on the a mm basis as they had been paid during the 
1933-35 period* State, county, and township officials received 
per diem and milage allowances* By 19k0 each committeeman was
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receiving two dollars per day more than in 193k* State worker®, 
county chairmen and county secretaries eerved on full time bases, 
whereas all other local officers were only part time workers • 
tenure of office seemed to be indefinite both for local and state 
personnel* Many parsons served in their offices during the whole 
period 1933-UQ* Many of the township committeemen were reelected 
year after year by those farmers eligible to vote annually by virtue 
of their participation in the A*A*A* program* the same was true 
with respect to the county committeemen selected by the county 
Board of viractors. Oa the state level officials were not appointed 
for any specific period, but they were permitted to serve indefinitely, 
or for what might be characterised as Muring good behavior*” Of 
course many officers on all levels of state administration were 
promoted; others resigned from their positions for various personal 
reasons- honethelesa, it was true that most of the person® serving 
as A*A*A* officials in Iowa in 19kO had also been A.A.A* officers 
when the programs began in 1933*

It is worthy of comment that farmers elected to the township 
and county committees tended to be members of the political party 
which was dominant among the farmers participating in the A.A.A. 
programs in the district* In Iowa this party was usually the 
Republican party* On the state level, however, officers were 
usually meaabers of the party in national control. This could hav© 
been anticipated, since state A .A* A. officials were appointed by the
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national adminietratian. Consequently, most of the®® officer® 
during th® 1933-40 period wore Bemocratic. Presumably the election 
of a Republican President in 1936 would have brought about drastic 
changes in personnel m  the state, as well as on the national, level 
of the A.A.A.

Agencies and organisations other than the Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration whose activities bore at least some relation 
to tke commodity adjustment and soil conservation programs in Iowa 
in the period from 1933 to 1930 included the followings the Iowa 
Stats Extension Service, the Iowa farm Bureau, the Crop and Livestock 
Estimates Bivision of the United States Department of Agriculture, 
the l<mra Warehouse Boards within the State Department of Agriculture 
end the Commodity Credit Corporation, and the federal Crop Insurance 
Corporation*

the Iowa state Extension Service, with headquarters at Iowa 
State College, Ames, Iowa, represented "the United States Department 
of Agriculture in all work ©f an extension nature and /received̂  through 
Federal Acts funds to conduct extension work."-*̂  In 1914 **a basic 
Covenant'1 was "made • , . between the U. S. Department of Agriculture 
and the land-grant colleges." under the terms of this covenant, "it 
was agreed that the Department would do all its educational work in 
the state through extension service.

During the period covered in this study, the I©wa State 
Extension Service cooperated "directly with county farm bureaus as
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provldftd in the stat© statute. It also ̂ Sooperate^ with atate 
and local ©rganiaations of farmer©."^ So far as the programs 
of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration were concerned,
Extension Service was charged with responsibility for the educational 
aspects of these program®. In addition, it participated in active 
administration by virtue of the fact that the state Extension 
Director was a member of the State Committee and that the county 
agents (representing th© U.S. Department of Agriculture, the State 
Extension Service, and the I©wa Farm Bureau) were ex officio members, 
without voting rights, on the county committees. Frequently, 
especially during the early period, these county agents also served 
as sseretary~treasur©rs of th© county committees.

In 1916, following the 1936 reorganisation of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, county and state "agricultural landaus©
planning committees" were established by the Department through its
extension service. On the county level, these committees were
composed of one official from each "action" agency of the Department
operating in the county, th© county agent, and a number of faraers
in the locality. Ih© same arrangement applied on the state level,
except that the State Extension Director took the place of the county
agent. Ifeesa committees exercised advisory and coordinating functionsj
they sought to introduce improvements in the programs and in the
administrative organisation and techniques of the "action" agencies

60like th© Agricultural Adjustment Administration*
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The Crop and Livestock Estimates Division of the Bureau
of Agricultural SG©n.oaiic6 cooperated, with the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration by helping collect the production and other statistical
data used in establishing national, state, county, township, and
farmer bases, productivity indexes and normal yields* In Xosra, th©
head of th© state office of the Division even served from 1933
through 1935 as a member of the State Com-Hog Committee and as
chairman and member of the State Board of Review.

the Federal Corn loan Program was one of the most important
aspects of agricultural adjustment in th© period from 1933 through
19&0* As has been indicated, in late October, 1933, Secretary Wallace
announced a plan for governmental loans to farmers on com properly
warehoused and sealed on the farm* "Bies© loans were to be mad©
Êbrough the Commodity Credit Corporatioiyr on a basis of h$ cents
per bushel, at a time when th© Chicago price was substantially less
than the loan value." In order to qualify for full benefits under
this loan program, however, the corn had to b© sealed under th©

61protection of a Stat© Agricultural Warehouse Law.
The I0wa Unbonded Agricultural Warehouse Law of 1923, 

which served as a model for similar legislation in other states, 
provided the procedure and organisation necessary in order to comply 
with Federal requirements. It established a “procedure for sealing 
grain," so that "all that was needed to make th© program effective
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was tli© method of financing the purchase of warehouse certificates." 
Responsibility for' the grain sealing program was lodged in a force 
of grain sealers and one hundred county warehouse boards^ established 
under the State Secretary of Agriculture.^1

Ho action was taken under the Iowa Warehouse Law until the 
Commodity Credit Corporation provided funds to loan 1*5 cents per 
bushel on com at 1* per cent interest. These funds were made 
available in October of 1933, and the first loans in I©wa were made 
can Hovember 22*. Before the first loans were made, however, the 100 
county warehouse boards had to be reorganised and ever 700 corn

65sealers had to b® trained by the State Department of Agriculture.
The "sealers ware charged with the responsibility of issuing the

66warehouse certificates and inspecting the com." Working under
the supervision ©f the Secretary of Agriculture and the county
hoards, the sealers were authorised to seal the corn of farmers
participating in the production adjustment program for 1931*. The
farmer received the loan, while ordinarily a local bank leaded the
money and then held the state warehouse certificate as collateral
for the loan. "The local bank then notified the Commodity Credit

67Corporation of the granting of the loan."
The fans or borrower was also obligated under the loan

agreement to comply with his corn-hog contract.
M&f was given the option of retiring the loan, plus 

accruedTInterest, at any time on or before the maturity
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date, August 1, 193k, but if the market prie® of com 
on the maturity data was less per bushel than the loan 
amount per bushel the borrower might dismiss his 
obligation by turning over to the Commodity Credit 
Corporation or its representative th© number of bushels 
of eora originally stored*®0

Under this arrangement, the Commodity Credit Corporation 
made it possible for the farmer to secure a loan on his earn at an 
amount above the market-price, and then to pay off that loan 
directly by selling hi© com at market-price (if this price were 
high enough), or indirectly by surrendering his com to the Corporation, 
which would then pay off his loan for him. in either case, the bank 
or other cooperating agency was free from risk in advancing money to 
the farmer.

loans were made by the Commodity Credit Corporation only 
on the basic commodities up to the Butler decision. Moreover, 
these loans were available only to farmers cooperating in the pro
duction control programs. For the and 1935**36 erop-seasons,
loans on corn were placed at 55 cents per bushel.

Jin July, 1935, an amendment to the Ipwa Warehouse ham went 
into effect. This act was designed to bring the I©wa legislation 
into stricter conformity with the requirements of the Federal loan 
program. It amplified the original provisions with respect to 
procedures for sealing grain, issuing warehouse certificates, and 
protecting the grain as collateral for the loans. Sealers were to 
be appointed by the State Secretary of Agriculture following the
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ree©aniandations of the County Boards* Hie sealers were required 
to re-inapeat com-ertba seeled by them every ninety days*

In 1936 the Commodity Credit Corporation announced a new
loan program* The com loan was to be 55 cents per bushel, and the
Corporation*a business in Iowa was to be transacted through Its Omaha
office* In accordance with this program, the State Secretary of
Agriculture reappointed the warehouse boards and the sealers. In
1937, a number of important changes were made in the loan program.
(1) Thenceforth, the loans were handled by the County Agricultural
Conservation Committees as agents for the Commodity Credit Corporation*
The Director of the North Central Division supervised the administration
of the program* Certain supervisory duties were delegated by him to
the stats Agricultural Conservation Committees* (2) The farmer was
required thenceforth to be in the program only for the particular
year for which the loan was to be made* (Previously, he had had to
promise compliance the next year as well in order to secure a
Federal loan.) (3) The activities of the warehouse boards and
sealers were restricted to sealing com in cribs and making out

70warehouse certificates.
The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1936 provided for a full 

Federal loan program called the JSver Normal Granary. This program 
enabled "farmers to seal their corn at home or to have it stored 
in neighboring, bins at a figure determined to be three-fifths of
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Its prewar parity vain*. This plan is financed by th© Commodity 
Credit Corporation making loans at reasonable interest rates and 
accepting the com as full security for the value of the loan.**71

In accordance with the second Agricultural Adjustment Act,
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration was authorised to handle
all of the corn-loan program through its state and local committees.
®A large proportion of th© grain sealed under th© provisions of the
Unbonded Warehouse Loir was ineligible for a federal loan,» since
much of this sealed grain was not produced by farmers participating
in th© soil conservation programs. Consequently, the State Secretary
of Agriculture advised the local warehouse boards to disband, which
they soon did. from late 1938 through 19b0 the Federal corn loan
program in lenra was administered entirely by the state and local

72agricultural conservation committees.
Another of the agencies whose activities bore some relation 

to those of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration in Iowa from 
1933 through l9l*Q was the Soil Conservation Service of the C. S. 
Department of Agriculture. As has been indicated, the Soil Conservation 
and Domestic Allotment Act of 1936 required states to submit soil 
conservation plans for the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture 
before Federal aid would be given. These provisions were used by 
the Soil Conservation Service.7̂  Later in 1936, the Service wrote 
and published a standard state soil conservation districts law
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designed to serve m  a model for the guidance of state legislatures 
in state® wishing to qualify for Federal conservation aid* 7k 

tn 1939$ the Iowa General Assembly passed "th© Soil 
Conservation Districts t&w" which followed the outlines of the 
standard act* It created a State Soil Conservation Committee 
with power® to approve the establishment of Soil Conservation Districts* 
Ordinarily in counties where the farmers of said counties had voted 
in favor of the establishment of a Soil Conservation District, the 
District Board of Supervisor© (or Commissioners) would be composed 
of three farmers elected in the District and two local farmers 
appointed by the State Committee* !The legal power® of th® Soil 
Conservation Districts Included, among others, the followingt (1) 
"Conduct survey®, Investigations, research on erosion control" ; (2) 
"Conduct demonstrations! projects"! (3) "Garry out control and pre
ventive measures"! (I») "Inter into agreement© with farmers"; (5)
"Furnish material®, equipment, and financial aid to farmers"; (6)
"Develop plans for land-use"; and (7) "Impose conditions on the

76extension of benefits*"
In 19h0 the state Soil Conservation Coiasaitteesaen and the 

Commissioners of th© Soil Conservation Districts participated with 
state and local officials of th® Agricultural Adjustment Administra
tion in agricultural land-use planning* However, there was no 
duplication in committee personnel, and no formal relationship was 
maintained between the Boil Conservation Service and the Agricultural
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The Federal Crop Insurance Corporation was created by

77the Federal Crop Insurance Act of 1938* The Corporation was
established for the purpose of insuring wheat* The wheat farmer
was permitted .through a contract to pay “the premium rate established
for his farm, in either wheat or cash* He £***7 then assured SO
or 75 par cent of his normal crop, depending on the amount of
coverage h© requested*11 Though personnel of the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration did not participate formally in the crop
insurance program in Iowa from 1938 through 1910, the State Crop
Insurance Supervisor and his subordinates used the statistical
records on state wheat production which were available in th© State

76Agricultural Conservation Committee office*
The administration of the corn programs in Iowa from 1933 

through 19UQ was accomplished by the utilization of hundreds of 
farraers, eacparis, 'and other personnel* The administrative apparatus 
within the Agricultural .adjustment Administration consisted princi
pally of the Com and Hogs Section and later the $orth Central 
Division of the Washington Administration, the Iowa State Oom-Hog 
Committee and, after 1935, tho Iowa State Conservation Committee, 
and to® county and township committees of the county associations*
In addition, officials of other agencies such a® the .Extension 
Service, toe Farm Bureau, the Crop and livestock Estimates Division,
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the Warehouse Boards of the State Department of Agriculture, the 
Soil Conservation Service, and the Federal Crop Insurance Corpora
tion performed activities which were related directly or indirectly 
to the commodity adjustment and soil conservation programs of the 
Agricultural Adjustment Administration*

A discussion and analysis of the process of administrative 
legislation in the A.A.A* in connection with the production control 
and soil conservation programs on com as they applied to Iowa from 
1933 through 19l|0 trill be presented in the next chapter, the first 
section of Part III*
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PART III. THE ADMIMISTRATIVF, PROCESS 
Chapter IV 

ADMINISTRATIVE LEGISLATION

Administrative law, according to Kenneth Culp Davis, a 
writer in the field,, is composed of throe large segments relating 
to the following* (1) transfer of power frcua legislatures to 
agencies} (2) exercise of power by the agencies} and (3) review 
of administrative action by the courts. This chapter, and the one 
to follow on administrative review, will present a discussion of 
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration and it© activities from 
1933 through 19h0 in light of the first two of the three segment® 
of administrative law just indicated} the third does not fall within 
the purview of this study.

Sublegislative powers (which are those powers exercised 
in administrative legislation) may be defined as those powers con* 
ferred upon administrative officials and agencies which are exer
cised in making rules of general rather than of particular appli
cability or legal effect.® These rules “are addressed to indicated
but unnamed and unspecified persons and situations.A general rule

3is laid down for a specified class} it is to operate in the future.
James Hart states that rule-making powers may b© classi

fied in accordance with the process involved in their exercises 
(1) "where the process consists of the discretionary elaboration
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of rules arid regulations" j (2) "where the process consists of the 
Interpretation of statutory provisions"; and (3) "where the process 
consists of the finding of the existence of the conditions under 
which a contingent statute provides that it® clauses shall become 
operative# "k However, another student of administrative law, John 
Preston Comer, writes that he finds only "two general classes of 
delegated legislation* * « • The on® may be called supplementary 
or detailed legislation, the other, contingent legislation* 
Supplementary or detailed legislation would in his view embrace 
both the discretionary* elaboration of rules and regulations and 
the interpretation of statutory provisions# His class of contingent 
legislation, however, would be identical with Hart’s third category 
of rule-making powers* For convenience in analysis. Comer’s classi
fication of quasi-le gislatlve functions will be employed in this 
discussion*

The process of administrative legislation in the Agri
cultural Adjustment Administration from 1933 through 191*0 will be 
analyzed and discussed in this chapter* Two successive methods of 
agricultural adjustmant— production adjustment and soil conservation 
— will be treated* The first discussion will deal with production 
control of corn and hogs from 1933 through 1935* The second will 
be concerned with the agricultural conservation programs of the
Horth Central Region from 1936 through 191*0* In both case®, the 
State of Iowa will be seldom mentioned, but it is to be understood
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that the entire discussion relates directly to the A.A.A. programs 
m  they were administered in Iowa* The programs of 193h and of 
1936 will be singled out for special explanation. In addition, a 
summary view will be given of the quasi-legislative process Involved 
in a third method of adjustments marketing agreements, license® 
and orders.

Production Control of Gora and Hogs, 1933-35
5C3SCS523S5355SE3S835 Ĵ2SSSSSSSSS3*hm3SSSSSSS3w» «228Sff C5S3SSC* S5S3Sw ÊSSSSSSE* mSSSSSSSSSSSSSmSmm

the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as indicated in Chapter 
I, established a sharply modified national policy with regard to 
agriculture. This policy was the restoration and maintenance of 
the pre-war income position of farmers as a class. It looked 
toward "equality for agriculture#** Congress authorised four main 
methods in the Act by which this broad policy was to be brought 
abouts

(1) the enhancement of agricultural prices through 
widespread restraints on production or the removal of 
supplies from the market| (2) the enlargement of farmers* 
incomes through direct payments for participation in pro-* 
duction control programs 5 (3) the levying of excise taxes 
on processors of faro product® as a mean® of defraying 
the coat of 'adjustment* operations$ and {k) the regular 
tion of marketing through voluntary agreements among 
processors and distributors or compulsory licensing to 
eliminate unfair practices or charges.®

Subsections (1), (2) and (3) of section 8 of the Act 
granted separate and Independent powers to the Secretary of Agri
culture. Provision for reduction of acreage, benefit contracts,
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and marketing agreements, all of which wsrs voluntary, were mad© 
in .subsection® {1} and (2)* Subjection (3) provided for licenses, 
which were coercive*? "It was thought necessary to authorize the 
Secretary of Agriculture to utilise any or all of a wide variety 
of powers for effectuating the general purposes of the • * * Act* 
Flexibility was desired* Hence, the Secretary’s hands were not 
tied by prescribing in advance which of the enumerated powers he 
should invoke in given circumstances or what combination of 
devices authorised in the act he should employ to accomplish the 
ends of • * * agricultural relief*"̂

The authorization to undertake control of agricultural 
production was pexhapa the most significant feature of the original 
act* Contracts between the Secretary of Agriculture and partici
pating farmers were authorized for the purpose of restricting farm 
acreage or output, with payment provided from the excise taxes paid 
by processors* The Secretary of Agriculture was given power in 
Section 8 (1), in order to effectuate the declared policy of the 
act, "to provide for reduction in the acreage or reduction in the 
production for market, or both, of any basic agricultural com
modity*" This might be done "through agreements with producers 
or by other voluntary methods* * . » Rental or benefit payments" 
were to be paid Nln such amounts as the Secretary deems fair and 
reasonable*n "These terms were not further defined in the act and 
r̂erjjfP not mutually exclusive*"̂
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A discussion was given in Chapter II of the structure 
end organisation of the Agricultural Adjustment Admini strati on on 
the national level as it was created pursuant to the provisions 
of the original act* At the b@ginn.ing of Chapter III the forma
tion of the National Oorn-Hog Committee of twenty-five and its 
executive committee of five members was sketched, and it was 
indicated that these committees met with processors, Administra
tion officials and others in Chicago and Washington, D. C. In late 
1933 for the purpose of drafting both emergency and permanent 
eott>*hog production control programs# It is worth remarking at 
this point that, in connection particularly with the drafting of 
a permanent corn-hog program, the A»A*A#, as the agent of the 
Secretary of Agriculture, used what has been called a Mconsulta
tive procedurerj of administrative rule-making#

Ralph Fuchs, a student of administrative law, has written 
that there are roughly four types of rule-making procedure utilised 
by administrative agencies: (1) Minvestigational procedure,** which 
is analogous to the procedure used ty legislatures feu* finding 
the facts# "Its representative character brings the community's
knowledge and wisdom into the exercise of Its legislature * of

10discretion# n Ihis procedure may or may not require hearings#
(2) wconsultative procedure11 which consists of “receiving opinions, 
advice, and suggestions from groups whom their /the rule-making 
ag@nei©sj[7 work affects #M-*3- It was this device which the Agricul

mailto:b@ginn.ing
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tural Adjuetmeat Administration employed by permitting farmers, 
farmer CGEaaitteae, and others to participate in the formulation of 
the first production control programs* (3) "auditive procedure . . * • 
This procedure consist® of the holding of duly-announced hearings 
at which interested parties are permitted to appear*" (It) "adversary 
procedure"— which Involves formalised hearings in which interested 
parties testify* It requires the taking of evidence, and usually 
consists of ruling for or against a proposed specific regulation*
It is not welX-adapted to the procedure for making general regula
tions.12

In the meeting at Chicago between September 20 and, 25,
1933, the processor and producer representatives and Administra
tion officials advanced three different proposals for bringing about 
long-time reductions in com and hog production in fulfilling the 
declared policy of the Adjustment Act* These proposals were as 
follows; (X) direct reduction in corn production only* (2) reduction 
in hog production onlyj and (3 ) reduction in production of both 
corn and hogs*1̂  After much discussion of these alternatives, the 
third was adopted by the conference aa the most feasible* It was 
believed that this "dual-control scheme" would have the advantages 
of "striking directly at the reduction problem" and "of keeping the 
value ratio between com md hogs as near a® possible to the commonly 
accepted neutral point," which would mean that the price relationship 
between both cormuoditios would tend to be maintained at a point
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wherein "Approximately' ten or twelve bushels of corn" would be 
equal In value to "100 pounds of live hog«* However, this scheme 
also posed several difficult administrative problems. Among them 
were the followings (1) "It would be necessary to determine per
centages of reduction for both commodities which would bring sup
plies into line with effective demand and which would result in a 
minimum of disturbance of the ... neutral price relationship 
between them*1} (2) there would be the problem of financing a 
program so extensive in its effectsj (3 ) it would also raise the 
question of "how funds for benefit payments should be divided between 
the two commodities, so that the program would be [&£J attractive 
to the farmer who much corn and few hogs as to the farmer
who /Twj? many hogs and /grej^ little c©f»®j and (h) it would also 
involve "more administrative details" with respect to the necessity 
of reporting "part production records by farmers and to their 
compliance" with the provisions "of the contract.

In a final conference between processor and producer 
representatives and administration officials at Washington, £. C., 
which began on September 30, 1933, the problems suggested above and 
other difficulties were discussed. Ibis discussion centered around 
a number of major issues. First, what percentage of reduction 
should be required of the individual producer in order to obtain, 
on the basis of anticipated participation in the program by farmers, 
the desired reduction in national production of corn and hogs?
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Then cmm the problem of determining the amount of payment to be 
made for each unit (the acre or hog) of reduction* The payment 
would have to be large enou$i to attract farmers, but it would also 
have to be kept email enough to be payable from the proceeds of 
the processing tax* The next question was, What arrangements could 
be made for local administration of the program? It was believed 
that responsibility for policy determination would have to be 
centralized, but all participants in the conference seemed to feel 
that policy-execution should be decentralised as much as possible. 
(Chapter III presented a discussion of the establishment of local 
producer committees, and the duties assigned to them were sum
marised. Provision for such local administrative units was in 
part an outgrowth of the conference in Washington.)

Fourth, in determining the amount of redaction of corn and 
hog production in the case of each participating farmer, what pro
duction periods and records should be utilised? The establishment 
of a base period would be difficult. Those at the conference 
realised that many farmers would not be able to obtain accurate 
records on past production of com and hogs* Unintentional (and 
intentional) overstatements by farmers might result in surpluses, 
and the whole purpose of production control would be thwarted* 
Moreover, it would be difficult to establish a practical base period 
from which to coâ pute an average of past production in the case of 
each farmer. The solution finally proposed was to use two or more
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past years as th© bass period, arid to compute each Earner*8 produc
tion allotment by subtracting a certain designated and uniform 
percentage from that base figure* Another problem was in deciding 
what us© to make of th© acres withdrawn from the production of corn 
under the contractual agreement. Her©, it was recommended by the 
producer representatives that the contracted acres be used primarily 
for soil—building and erosion-preventing crops not to b© harvested.^

Such was the main outline of the corn and hog reduction 
program. Thenceforth, the Washington Administration of the A.A*A. 
assumed primary responsibility for working out the administrative 
rules and regulations necessary before the program could be put 
into operation. The conferences with producer representative had 
been helpful to these officials in indicating farmer sentiment and 
in suggesting the essentials of a program, but many points still 
required solution# Among these were the following*

1* Should there be but on© contract form covering 
both corn and hog®, or should there be separate contracts?

2. What should b© the base period© for the respective 
commodities of com and hogs?

3. Should the contracting producer b© given the privilege 
of reducing more than the specified reduction percentages?

lu What should be the basis for reducing hog produc
tion?

■ £. Should a limitation be placed on total acreage of 
crops planted for harvest, on number of feeder pigs, and 
on aggregate acreage of corn on other land not covered ■ 
by th© contract?

6. What use should be permitted of th© contracted 
acres?

7* What should b© the basis of payment for reducing 
com acreage, and in how many installments should th© 
payments b© made?
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8. What- records should he required of farmers with 
respect to past crop and livestock production?

9* Hew should the corn acreage and hog production 
allotment for 1934 he computed?

10* Mow should the reduction payments be divided 
between landlord and tenant?

11. Who should sign the contract?
12* What system should be developed for certifying 

the coro-hog production contract?!̂
Because of the additional administrative difficulties 

which would be involved in handling separate contracts for eom 
and hogs, administrative officials decided to cover both can** 
raodities in one contract* The proviso was added, however, that 
if the contract applicant grew less than ten acres of com or if 
he produced less than three or four litter® of hogs, he might sign 
to reduce production of the major crop only* Another of the rulings 
with regard to the contract concerned the signature of the appli
cant. It was decided that requiring the producer to sign both 
an application for a contract and the contract itself would entail 
too many problems in administration* "Instead, the contract was 
drawn so that the first signature constituted an application /for 
payment̂ .* Under this arrangement, the producer would disclose his 
production figure® at the time of his first signature. These 
figures would then be cheeked by the county allotment committee 
and its agent®. Subsequently, the contract would be "returned to the 
producer for his second signature, which would make the contract 
binding on him* #̂ 7

Administrative officials followed the recommendations of
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the producer representative® at the Washington Conference by 
establishing a uniform base period of two years, December 1, 1931# 
through November 30, 1933* The idea was that "production of both 
corn and hogs" would foe "reduced from the average production for 
tliis period*11 Where com was concerned, the reduction in number 
of units (acres) was a minimal 20 per cent below the average acreage 
of com during th© base period* Th© farmer was encouraged to reduce 
corn acreage further, however, by the provision that he might 
"receive payments for making a reduction of as much as 30 percent*" 
With regard to hogs, on th© other hand, the requirement was a 25 
percent reduction from the base period figure, and this requirement 
"was mad© to apply both to litters and to the number of hogs pro
duced for market*" This "double limitation," Administration offi
cials believed, "would help producers compute more accurate pro- 

* duction records, would enable Inspection eossaittees more readily 
to ascertain mistakes or overestimates, and would permit more

igaccurate check-up on compliance with the contract."
The provisions of the contract called for a "corn 

redaction payment of • • • 30 cents per bushel .on the estimated 
yield of com which the contracted acres would produce*" This 
payment was to com© in two iristallm©nts--one-half "as soon as 
possible after acceptance of the contract by the Secretary," and 
the other half, "less the producer*© pro rata share of local admin
istration expenses, on or after Hovemfoer 15, 1934*" The payment
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for hog redaction who established "at $5 per head on 75 percent 
of the adjusted annual average number of hogs produced for market 
from 1932*33 litters*" 5hle payment vfas broken into three install* 
»«nt«w*$8 per head upon acceptance of the contract by the Secretary, 
and the remainder, . . • less the producer's pro rata share of local 
administrative expenses, divided between two additional payments 
as of November 15, 193U, and February 1, 193S."19

Officials of the A.A.A. ruled that the hog base should
follow the producer when he moved from Hie original farm, but that
the corn base should remain with the land itself* "Any other
decision would have introduced a number of problems, especially in
cases where the past production of corn or hogs, or both, on a
farm, varied considerably from the oncoming producer's own operation*H
Where the relations between landlord and tenant of the same farm
were concerned, an administrative ruling provided that "both should
sign the contract under crop-ahare leases, « * • and that the corn
and hog reduction payment should be divided between landlord and
tenant in th© same proportion as each shared in the divisions of
crops or proceeds therefrom." With cash, rather than share, tenants,
however, landlords were not required to sign. In addition, the
landlord was prohibited from making any changes during 193k in the
provisions of the lease or the tenure of the farm in order to prevent

20tenants from obtaining their rightful share of payments.
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Th© producer representatives and others who attended
the Washington Conference had suggested that acres removed trm corn
production under the terms of a contract should be devoted to
growing soil-building crops* This recommendation was accepted by
the A.A*A., and the 193k corn-hog program provided that contracted
acres should be used "for planting additional permanent pasture
for soil Improving and e ro s ion-preventing crops not to be harvested,
for resting or fallowing the land, for weed eradication or for
planting farm woodlots, except as otherwise prescribed from time

21to time by the Secretary of Agriculture* **
It was hoped that the foregoing: provisions would result

in reduced national com and hog production* The next problem which
engaged the attention of the A*.4*A* was how "to prevent an unnecessary
and uneconomic shifting from com and hog production to other crops."
The policy of the Agricultural Adjustment Act was the achievement
of "a net reduction of the whole agricultural output as well as in

gothe specific reduction of com and hogs." This consideration
induced the A*A*A* to provide in the contract that*

the contracting producer should not increase on his farm 
in 193k above 1932 or 1933, whichever was higher* (a) the 
total acres of crops planted for harvest plus the contracted 
acres| (b) the acreage planted to each crop for sale desig
nated as a basic commodity in the actj (c) Hie total acreage 
of feed crops other time com and hay; (d) the number of 
any kind of livestock other than hogs designated as a basic 
commodity in the act (or a product of which is so designated) 2 
kept on the farm for sale (or the sale of the product thereof). J
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Xn addition* It was specified that anyone accepting th© terms
of a contract was prohibited from increasing in 193k the aggregate
corn acreage or th© number of feeder pigs bought by him above the
base figures for each on any land not covered in the contract
which he owned* controlled, or operated, bino® only a single farm-
lag unit was to be covered by each contract, it would be necessary
for anyone owning, controlling, or operating other fanning units

2lito negotiate a separate contract for each farm*
In order to establish equitable production bases on each

farm, officials of the a.A*A, decided that the producer should bet
required to report for inclusion in the contract the 
acreage of all crops or use to which the land was put 
during the 1912-33 seasons, a history of production 
for the 1929-33 period of fields designated as con
tracted acres, a report on the utilisation of th® corn 
for 1932 and 1933 5 that is, whether it was harvested 
as grain, hogged off, cut for silage, or fed green.
Th© producer also was required to report th© number 
of spring and fall litters owned by him when farrowed 
in 1932 and 1933, the number© of hogs raised from these 
litters, already sold for slaughter, already stocked 
as stockers, feeders, or breeders, already slaughtered 
for use on the farm, to be slaughtered for use on the 
farm, to be sold and/or retained for breeding purposes*

One© the officials of th® Agricultural Adjustment Admin
istration had developed the provisions of the corn-hog contract in 
tentative fom, they conducted a series of conferences in th© South 
and Middle West ”with Federal and State extension workers, producer 
representatives and others” for the purpose of discussing other 
details ”of th© adjustment plan.” the Administration officials
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sought the suggestions of these groups as to how variations in the 
situations of individual producers could be taken into account 
in devising the general term® of the production program. They also 
desired the ©pinions of participating groups "as to methods of 
procuring and verifying individual-: -record® of corn and hog pro
duction and as to organisation of local producers* committees for 
sign-up campaigns.« (It will b® recalled that th© establishment 
of such local committee® in Iowa was discussed at considerable
length in Chapter IX, ao it hardly seems necessary to present

26another such discussion at this juncture.)
The administrative rulings which were prozmjtlgated by th©

A.A.A. subsequent to the conferences in th© South and Middlewest 
elaborated ”on certain phases of th© contract which could not be 
completely covered in the contract form,** and on certain ’’special 
circumstances so infrequently encountered as not to warrant their 
specific inclusion in the contract itself." Hies© rulings covered, 
among others, the following situation®! instructions as to (1) 
who could legitimately sign a contract* (2) "how the 1932-33 and 
193k litter averages were to be determined"* (3) "how the average 
number of hog® produced for market was computed"j (k) "how the 
yield of contracted acres was to be estimated"* (5) how to deal with 
case® of "producers who rented several tracts of land from different 
landlords and of landlords who rented several tracts of land to
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different tenant®.1*^
Such rulings were detailed and specific, .and, like the 

provisions of the contract, were frequently revised after the 
program was put into operation in order to be kept abreast of 
modified conditions* Because they were so specific and were 
designed to cover every conceivable situation, the committee® on 
the state and local levels in 193k and 1935 seemed to have dis
cretion only in applying their terms to local eases* These com
mittees, at least on the local level, had little discretion where 
the problem of determining "the when, the where, and the how" of 
adjustment on their level was concerned* in practice, once a 
program was in operation the discretionary power which they exer
cised in the administrative rule-making process was that of 
determining to what extent the administrative regulations from 
Washington could or ought to be Ignored or disregarded within their
jurisdictions. Thus, their task was almost wholly administrative

28rather than legislative in character. (Their greater share in 
the administrative review process will be indicated in Chapter I?.)

The administrative duties of the permanent caranunity 
committees under the 193k and 1935 com-hog production control 
program® included the followings

(1) Obtaining contracts, (2) assisting applicants 
in preparing data required, in the contract, (3) appraising 
corn yield of land offered as contracted acres, (k) check
ing and correcting data offered by producers and landlords,
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(5) obtaining production data on corn and hogs of non- 
contract signors, (6) obtaining execution of contracts 
after adjustment of figures, (?) certifying production 
records in determination of 1932-33 average com acreage 
and hog base, (8) assisting at community meetings, (9) 
making investigations relative to contracts, and (10) 
performing such other duties as may be assigned to it 
by the county allotment cQmmittee of the com-hog 
section.»”

Enough has been said of the formulation of the 193k 
program for corn and hog production control in Iowa, and in other 
areas where these commodities were produced commercially, to 
indicate the complexity and comprehensiveness of th© program# In 
addition, it has been indicated that the statutory provisions were 
rather generalized and ambiguous in character, and that the 
officials of the A.A.A., acting in the name of the Secretary of 
Agriculture, faced a tremendous task in drafting a program* Though 
they solicited advice and opinions from producers and other private 
parties, the central responsibility was theirs. It should be 
apparent also that, while "the primary standard" was laid down in 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, it was the officials of the A*A.A* 
who chose the particular means to employ as well as the how, where, 
and when to employ them. It was they who drew up the program and 
supervised its execution.

The 1931* program, in summary, involved the formulation of 
a com-hog reduction contract and supplemental administrative rulings. 
"The contracts required individual farmers to limit their acreage,
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production, or both, to bob® stipulated la&admm percentage of what 
these had been in a base period adopted as representative for the 
cowaaodity'*,t This meant •hinder ordinary conditions1* that production 
would be limited "for one or more years ahead# • Each contract 
established a base acreage or base production for each particular 
farm cowered# From this base was computed the amount of reduction 
the grower would have to make in order to receive payment* The 
base figure represented the average acreage or production for 
the selected earlier period; it "was fixed each year bt the Secre
tary of Agriculture within limits specified in the contract, except 
with com, where a one-year contract was used* 11 In the ease of com, 
benefit payments were made "at so much an acre for the land taken 
out of production (usually varying with its productivity)# 11 Benefit 
payments for hogs were made «par unit on amounts permitted to be 
raised or marketed#*̂ *

The 1935 com-hog program, though it introduced "many 
minor** modifications, **was like th© first in almost all major 
particulars** However, the 1935 contract “required • » • signers 
to reduce their corn acreage and hog production only 10 per cent 
from that of the base period, Ĵhereaa in 193k it had been 20 per 
cent̂ , and the rate ©f the adjustment payment was increased ̂ Tram 
to 35 cents per bushel for com not raised. The decision of the 
Supreme Court in th© case of £. S# v# Butler, of course, halted the 
preparation of a commodity adjustment program for 1936.
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Th© only major example of the contingent type of 
legislation provided for in the com-hog production control 
programs under the Agricultural Adjustment Act (excluding the 
processing tm  provisions) was the section of the Act which dealt 
with th© condition© under which its operation should be terminated. 
This section, number 13* specified that "This title shall cease 
to be in effect whenever the President find© and proclaims that 
the national economic emergency in relation to agriculture has 
been ended* * . » Th© Secretary of Agriculture shall make such 
investigations and report© thereon to the President as may be 
necessary to aid him in executing this section,In a ®enb@, 
then, this provision must be placed within the contingent class 
of delegated legislation*

Ordinarily, however, contingent legislation *involves 
discretion on the part of administrative officials in putting on th© 
active list quiescent or dormant statutes which express congressional 
p o l i c y ,  "33 xn the case of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, the 
President was directed to place the act on th© retired list whenever 
it became apparent to him that the congressional policy of achieving 
"parity* for agriculture had been fulfilled* Though this contingency 
never arose, it is safe to say that the President and Secretary of 
Agriculture would have had relatively little discretion in th© 
process of detomining its existence or non-existence at any given 
time. Their discretion would have been mathematical and statistical
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Am character, loud would have Involved a comparison and evaluation of 
statistics on farm and other income for the prewar, "naraal" period 
with thosw on farm, and other income in the then current period*

Most of the r\ile-making activities of the officials of the 
A«A*A* during the period under discussion were of the supplementary 
type* John Preston Corner has distinguished two sub-classes of this 
complementary or detailed legislation* One he has called administra
tive, and he states that rules which come under this category "appreci
ably add to the procedural or enforcing provisions of substantive law 
and are enforceable; they involve the discretion of a lawmaker on the 
part of the Executive." The other he entitles interpretative, and he 
writes that these regulations "supposedly express the true meaning of a 
statute or division thereof; they are not in themselves law*" And, 
according to James Bart, administrative (or legislative) regulations 
are "a form of subordinate legislation*" When "valid," they "have the 
force and effect of law," and "sanctions" may be imposed "for their 
violation*" Interpretative regulations, on the other hand, merely pro
vide "statutory interpretations which have behind them no specific stat
utory Sanction, unless •ratified* by implication." They must, however, 
be based upon express or reasonably implied statutory authorization* 
Thus, they are "administrative interpretations of statutory law"; they 
are "administrative findings of law."^

The 193k and 1935 production control programs for com 
and hogs may be classified as primarily interpretative in character*
The regulations of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration wore
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administrative interpretations and amplification® of the provisions 
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933* Wo express statutory 
sanations were provided, since the programs were designed to be 
voluntary and non~eoereive, fkto quaei~legislative process involved 
was both the discretionary elaboration of rules and regulations 
and the interpretation of statutory provisions in order to effectuate 
the statutory purpose*

Consequently, the author can only re-affirm his conclusion 
that, with the exception of the example of contingent legislation 
already mentioned, and certain other examples to be discussed below, 
the quasi-legislative activities of the A*A*A. in the designated 
period were wholly supplementary in character* Mihin the class of 
supplementary legislation, the rules and regulations concerning pro
duction adjustment were primarily of the interpretative category*
They were made both "pursuant to and in aid of the statute to carry 
out its purposes," and to regulate "the orderly conduct of public 
business."^ Under this general category would be included the 
contract and supplementary rules, definitions (beyond those provided 
in the statute), and the administrative provisions concerning internal 
procedures, use of forms by committeemen, and the duties of committee** 
men* The formulation of these rules and regulation® was an exercise 
of the quasi-OLegielativo (and interpretative) function* It involved 
discretion* The execution of the programs (the "doing" function) was 
no doubt largely administrative and non-discrstionary in character*
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But the power to execute Is also to some extent the power to 
determine the time, the place, and the manner of execution* , The 
power of interpreting the law or regulation is inherent in it® 
enforcement* 'The implementation and execution of production control 
programs for corn and hogs as well as th© formulation of rules and 
regulations to guide Implementation had effects for corn and hog 
producers* Both involved, to varying degrees, th© exercise of the 
quasi-legislative power*

As an illustration, the regulation included in the con
tract which required ail commercial corn and hog producers wishing 
to participate in the programs to give annual reports on com and 
hog production was an exercise of the quasi-legislative power*
And the information gathered as a result was used in estimating 
production and in establishing national, state, county, and farm 
allotments* Therefore, the collection of production data was a 
means of making rules to be applied to & general class of persons*

As has been indicated above, what may be called the 
"consultative procedure,-’4 whereby officials of the A*A*A* consulted 
producer representatives and other private parties for their opin
ions and suggestions, was employed in the initial steps ©f formu
lating the first com-hog program* One© these suggestions had been 
received, however, the A*A*A* official® seemed to discover no 
reason for continuing to consult such private opinion* Apparently 
the reason that they did not continue doing so was that local
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©©emittesa composed of th© fanners* elected representatives had 
boon established by tfeo time th© 192k program had boon formulated* 
Farm sentiment, th© A*A#A. officials believed, could be discerned 
readily through those cousnittee®. From this time on through 192$ § 
the A.A.A* did not formally consult persons and groups outside of 
government in an effort to hear possible suggestions as to the pro
duction programs**' The A*A*A* did, however, ask its local and 
state committees to give recommendations on proposed programs*
(This will be discussed below*) 1» addition, presumably farmers 
as members of a local group had an opportunity to express a certain 
measure of approval or disapproval of A*A* A* programs through th© 
referendum conducted annually in each county* Proposed programs

*"In connection with the formulation of the com-hog program for 
193̂ , however, a public hearing was held in Washington on September 
26 and 27, 1935# at which producers and consumers were invited to 
give their opinions as to (1) whether the programs should be co&- 
tinned, and (2) what changes should be made in the programs to aid 
both consumers and producer®. Producer®, according to the 1932*2$ 
Report of the Administrator of the A*A«A«, "unanimously advocated* 
continuance of the programs* Though they "recognized the value of 
the programs to farmers," consumer® urged that their Interests 
should be better "safeguarded" in new programs. Representatives of 
the meat-packing industry argued that the whole A.A.A, program 
should be discontinued*

This was the only time such a device was used during th© whole 
period 1933-40, and of course the Supreme Court declared the produc
tion control provisions of the first Agricultural Adjustment Act 
unconstitutional before this 1936 program could be put into opera
tion* See Agricultural Adjustment (Annual Report of the Admin
istrator of the jU&*X*",J* p • 180* for a discussion of the
hearing*
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war# also discussed and criticised on an Informal basis in tom*- 
ship and county meetings of participating farmers.

This discussion raises the question of why the A.A.A. 
apparently believed it unnecessary to afford formal notice and 
hearing each year to farmers and other parties who might be inter
ested in the formulation of now programs or the making of other 
rules which would directly affect them. Though the literature on 
the A*A.A. during these years does not afford ant answer, it can 
be conjectured that the reasoning of its officials ran somewhat as 
followst (1) Farmers were so well organised through their local 
committees, which operated as a part of the A.A.A. organisation, 
that they were thus enabled "to participate in official action 
instead of merely being heard in regard to it.*^ (2) **If an 
agency is representative of the interests affected by its acts, 
the need for hearings and consultations in advance of its determi
nations obviously is reduced or eliminated. ̂  (3) Participation
in the program by farmers was voluntary and non-coercive. No loss 
of property or liberty was involved for non-participation. At 
least, this was probably the reasoning of the officials of the 
A.A.A. (It remained their opinion even after the Supreme Oourt 
had termed the programs regulatory and ĉoercive” in character 
because of the strong financial and other inducements involved.)
(it) "Where so many persons are involved in the A.A.A. programŝ  
that advance notice and hearing would be impractical, its absence
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does not affect the validity of the administrative ruling*w (5)
Of course the fact that the formulation of programs was an exercise 
of the quasl-logtalativ®, rather than of the quasi-judicial, function 
reduced and perhaps eliminated the necessity of notice and hearing.̂ ® 
(6) "The Supreme Court » « • has suggested that another test • . . 
is based on the personnel of the administrative board; whether 
experts or laymen, men of ability or mere politicians* In the 
case of the A. A.A., of course, the local committeemen were farmers 
themselves and were elected by the local > farmers participating in 
the A.A.A* program* The policy-making officials above the local 
level were appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture, but they were 
either active farmers or were well acquainted by experience with 
farmers' problems*

(Advance notice and hearing were provided for participating 
farmers by the A*A*A* where what may be termed administrative review 
functions were concerned. This aspect of A.A.A* activities will be 
examined in the following chapter*)

Within th® national administrative organisation of the A*A.A*, 
th® quasi-legislative process may be divided into two categories.
Th® first consisted of the planning of the over-all programs. The 
second dealt with the day-to-day rule-making operations concerned 
with supervising the administration of the programs. The first was 
in most respects a staff function, whereas the second was participated
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iM both by staff and by lino officials, which was a rather unusual 
administrative practice*

the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, as has been 
previously indicated, was established as wan action and planning 
agency, with large funds at its disposal which were to be used, to 
secure farmer participation in carrying out its plans*** Since it 
lacked a great deal in the way of staff personnel at its inception 
(and even much later), it was forced to turn to the other regularly 
established bureaus of the Department for assistance in drafting 
plans* It utilised the research and statistical facilities of the 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics. “The distributive functions of 
the A.A*A. were in large measure co-ordinated with the fact-
finding, analytical, service, and regulatory work of all ̂ oth&r^ 
bureaus and agencies of the Department.” The Bureau of Plant 
Industry assisted in “the formulation of programs dealing with the 
several crops which were to be brought under control” by contribut
ing "out of its technical knowledge.” The Bureau of Animal industry 
contributed similar information in the formulation of programs for 
livestock control. “The records and expert knowledge of the divi
sion of Crop and Livestock Estimates were indispensable in making 
decisions at almost every stage in the formulation of control 
programs*” Xn addition, the educational facilities of the Federal 
and State Extension Services were made available to th® A.A*A*, 
both in formulating new programs and in educating farmers and line
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personnel concerning existing progress.1,0
Within the A.A.A* itself, an Administrative Council wee 

established in 1933 for the purpose of coordinating the several 
parts of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, of coordinating 
the various proposals for ocemodity adjustment program®, and of 
coordinating the administrative operations of the organisation*
"Shi© Council met each morning for half an hour or so and included 
the secretary and Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, the Adminis
trator, the Co-administrator, the director® of the Production, 
Processing and Marketing, Finance, legal, and Information Divisions, 
and the Consumers1 Counsel." Because of "the pressure of program 
development" and of "certain personal frictions", however, the 
"meeting® of this Council became Irregular and by the end of November 
1933 they ceased altogether*"^

In January of 1931* cam® the first major reorganisation of 
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration* One result of this 
reorganization was the creation of the Program Planning Division, 
which was designed to "give attention to policies arid long-time

Ji2programs— a difficult task for the hard-pressed operating officials."
It "served to bring economic and statistical resources to bear upon
the maiding of plan© • * • without separating such work from the

1*3current activities of administration*
In attacking the long-time objective® ©f adjustment 

the Division undertook analyses of domestic and export
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requirements of the United States in agricultural 
products} resulting national and regional farm 
resources for meeting these requirements} and 
requirements in crops that would be beet adapted, 
to the land, including provision for soil conser
vation.^

This Division of program Planning continued to exist through 193$*
(As a matter ©f fact, it existed as a part of the Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration, as will b© recalled from Chapter II, 
until its transfer in 1P3P to the reorganized Bureau of Agricultural 
iSeoncKtdcs.)

The reorganization of January, 193k, also resulted in other 
changes ♦♦which simplified and co-ordinated the general scheme of 
administrative operation.” The main change was the merger of the 
Production Division and the Processing and Marketing Division 
into a general Commodities Division, which permitted marketing 
agreements (which had become of secondary importance), to b© “handled 
by the commodity section in which they happened to fall, being prac
tically confined, after this time, to * general crops* (formerly 
called *special crops*) and dairy, neither of which had a production 
control program. * Under this arrangement, the directors of the Com
modities, Program Planning, and Information divisions were desig
nated as assistant administrators, and together with the Administrator 
and the Secretary of Agriculture they “constituted the joint high 
command.”

Since the organization of the Agricultural Adjustment
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MBiniatration was still “unduly cumbersome," both for program 
planning and for other administrative purpos ® s~— f or example, the 
Administrator was still forced to deal directly with “thirteen 
cojsaodity sections “»~8t8ae further e implication of the A.A.A. was 
undertaken in February of 193$* “The legal Division was merged 
with the Office of the Solicitor of the Department of Agriculture.
The thirteen commodity sections were reduced to six in number."
An Operating Council was established for the purpose of coordinating 
administrative ope rations and of discussing new programs, like the 
old Administrative Council of 1933> it functioned "as a clearing 
house between division ĥ ad®, the Mminlstrator, and the Secretary.“ 
Originally its meetings were regular daily occurrences, but soon 
the press of other business and the unwieldy nature of the body 
itself resulted in less frequent meetings in which only those 
Officials concerned with a specific problem would confer. It was 
composed of the “directors of the six commodity divisions, • • • 
the heads of the Finance, Planning, and Information Divisions, the 
Consumers* Counsel, the Solicitor of the Department, the Chief of 
the federal Extension Service, the Chief of the Bureau of Agri
cultural Economics, the Secretary of Agriculture and the Under
secretary. " It operated both as a planning agency and as a formu

lalator of ordinary administrative rules and regulations. Thus, 
it can be seen that the same officials were participating in the
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drafting of commodity adjustment jr ©grams as were concerned with 
the making of the broad administrative rules and regulations designed 
to guide state and local committees in putting the programs into 
operation*

State and local committees participated in the rule-making
process in three ways* (1) Once a program had been drafted in
tentative form on the national level, the committeemen were furnished
with copies of the program and invited to make suggestions and 

k?criticisms* It was within the discretion of the national officials,
however, to accept, modify, or reject such recommendations• Once
the program had been promulgated, the local committeemen were
obliged to observe its provisions* (2) Local committeemen were
encouraged to make suggestions at any time as to ways of improving

k8internal administrative methods and arrangements. (3) Within
their own jurisdictions, of course, local committees had some degree 
of discretion in deciding whether to interpret and apply administra
tive regulations rigidly or flexibly.

But their degree of discretion was considerably narrowed 
by the fact that all contracts negotiated by them had to meet rather 
rigid legal and administrative tests before the Corn and Hogs Section 
of the national Administration would certify the contracts for pay
ment. This meant that careless work or uncooperative attitudes on 
the part of these committeemen might jeopardize their own positions, 
sines (a) farmers whose contracts had not been certified for payment
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would tend to take an uncharitable attitude toward effort® of their 
committeeman to gain re-election, and (b) the administrative expenses 
of the committeemen had to be paid by farmers out of deductions made 
from their A.A.A. payments* If the farmers* contracts were not 
certified, the eoaadtteemen received no pay, thus, nno local 
agency would defy the Corn and Hogs Section, for it controlled the 
purse of the corn-hog program.

The administrative organisation within counties varied 
from one extreme to another throughout the nation. "At one extreme 
of administrative practice was the type of county control associ- 
ation which through its officers and committees took full responsi- 
bility for action, subject only t© control ̂ ahd directio^ from 
Washington. The county agent and other Extension officers or 
employees served merely as passive sources of information and 
advice,This was the situation, for example, in Story County, 
Iowa, and in many other counties of Iowa almost from the inception

c*lof the programs. "At the opposite pole were counties in which 
the farm adviser or demonstration agent was in fact the local 
administrator working under the State Extension Director, who was 
in fact a state administrator, appointing committees of the several 
grades and using them as their field force, taking or even asking 
advice only as they saw fit." It will be recalled that this was 
assuredly not the administrative situation in Iowa, where producer 
representatives both on the county and state levels assumed more
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and ©ore of m  active administrative role, ‘'proportionately 
reducing that assumed by the state i&ctension Director, his 
specialists, and the county agents,*2®

The ada&uistratlve and rule-naaking establishment of the 
Agricultural Adjustment Administration, however, was a "duallstic 
system." '♦The line of centralised adminis trattve control" passed 
"from the Secretary of Agriculture down through the Administrator, 
the commodity division, the particular commodity section /&om arid 
Hogs/, the state committee, county committees, and community com
mittees to the individual grower."^ Administrative and rule-mak
ing authority, it must be emphasised, were centralized in the 
national organization. Reasons for this centralization include 
the following: (1) Sines the program had to be voluntary, it also 
had to be attractive to farmers. This necessitated considerable 
uniformity and centralized fonaalation. (2) "Ho local agency," 
as has been indicated, "would defy the Goto and Hogs Section, for 
it controlled the purse of the com-hcg program." (3) "The require*- 
raent that members of all township arid county committees be partici
pants in the program had a further centralizing effect." (h) Admin
istrative procedure was imposed by the Corxi and Hogs Section*^

The com-hog contract was drafted in its final fozm 
at that point and submitted to the field. The section 
possessed authority to alter the contract by administrative 
rulings and interpretations within the bounds of due process 
of law. It drafted and required adherence to all procedure 
in the lower brackets of the administration. It ultimately
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reviewed for approval ail administrative operations 
in the field* both in results (th® contract) and inprocedure.̂ #

(5) Ih addition* administrative personnel above the county level 
were selected (and were removable) by the national administration.^ 

Within the state* administrative authority* as was indi
cated in Chapter III* was concentrated on the state level* Notwith
standing the fact that authority* at least at the beginning* was 
functionally dispersed to differeni agencies, a great deal of con
centration of authority was accomplished in practice* at least in 
Iowa* because of the following factors* (1) All state committee 
personnel were selected and removable by the national administration.* 
Thus* each owed his office to the same source. (2) There was con
siderable duplication of committee personnel. The Iowa Com-Hog 
Committee* which supervised the sign-up campaign, and the organisa
tion and operation of the county control associations* the Birector 
of Extension* who supervised the educational aspects of the program 
for the Com-Hog Committee* the State Board of Review* which adjust
ed and reviewed production allotments, and the State Compliance 
Director, who supervised the administration of compliance— all

N̂ational selection of state A.A.A* personnel was certainly the 
case in a formal sense. However it appears that most state offices 
were in fact filled by state residents recommended by County Demo
cratic chairmen. This brought a measure of local control over the 
appointment of state personnel. See footnote £6* Chapter III.
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members of. these Iowa, administrative agencies were either members 
©f or had close relationships with the Iowa Corn-Hog Committee* In 
effect, therefore* the Com-Hog Committee became a plural executive 
in control of all aspects of the production program within the State#
(3) All of these agencies shared the same office space.

gojl Conservation Programs, 1936-hO

The decision of the Supreme Court in the case of tl. S. v.w    * «■' #**

Butler. January 6* 193d, temporarily halted efforts at production 
control. Sven before this decision outlawing the production adjust
ment and processing tax provisions of the A.A.A.* however* the 
evolution of the programs "reflected an effort to move toward long
time objectives. At first emphasis was placed on the price of com
modities in the national and international markets* on the income of 
a farmer to be derived from these prices and to be supplemented by 
various forms of subsidies* and on the effects of marketing agree
ments.*^ It was believed that the financial situation of agri
culture could be improved and "parity” for agriculture could be 
achieved through the reduction of farm production* in order that 
supply of agricultural commodities could more nearly equal market 
demand at home and abroad.

In 1936, however* a shift in emphasis was undertaken. 
Congress passed the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, 
"which* as an escape from the Supreme Court, provided for an open
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or unilateral offer on the part of the Secretary to replace the 
contracts with farmers under the unconstitutional Act; conditional 
payments replaced benefit payments; direct appropriations replaced 
processing taxes, and the emphasis was shifted from acreage control 
to soil conservation and upbuilding, the emphasis was shifted 
from “the emergency aspects, with the resulting concentration on 
the prices of selected commodities, to a policy based upon more 
fundamental considerations of adjustment of farming to the best 
use of the land," These tendencies antedated, but were greatly 
accelerated by, the decision in the Butler case*

this change was approached through a research program 
of the Program Planning Division /$£ the A*A.A*7, which 
included studies of land use undertaken by farmer county 
committees and the state agricultural experiment stations, 
studies of food needs undertaken by the Bureau of Home 
Economics, and experiments /beginning in 1P3J7 with more 
flexible and comprehensive xaraM&anagement plans based 
upon best use ©f the land in selected counties* /faraa 
Ocunty, Iowa, became one such county in 1&37*7

©actions ? to 1? of the ©oil Conservation and Domestic 
Allotment Act, approved February 29, 1936, provided the statutory 
authority for subsequent agricultural conservation programs and for 
the research and planning in connection with these programs* Thence
forth, under these sections payments were made for acreage reduction 
in corn simply because corn was on© of a group of soil depleting 
crops* Since the emphasis was avowedly upon soil conservation 
practices, and only secondarily upon increasing farm income, no 
programs directly concerned with reducing hog production and
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marketing were ever put into affect after X93$•

Section 8 (b)̂ ® of the Conservation Act provided the 
following; legislative standards by which the Secretary was to be 
guided and limited in exercising the authority conferred upon 
him: He:

shall have power to carry out the purposes specified in 
clauses (1), (2), (3), and (I*) of Section ? (a) /fetch 
included the 1 (1) preservation and icaproveiaent of soil 
fertility} (2) promotion of the economic use and conser
vation of land} (3) diminution of exploitation and wasteful 
and unscientific use of national soil resources} (h) the 
protection of rivers and harbors against the results of 
soil erosion. * Clause (5) provided for the restoration 
and maintenance of ’parity* for agriculture* on the 
average 1909-191U baeie^ by making payments or other 
grants in aid to agricultural producers* including 
tenants and sharecroppers * in amounts* determined by 
the Secretary to be fair and reasonable ... * and 
measured by, (1) their treatment or use of their land* 
or a part thereof* for soil restoration, soil conservê  
tion* or the prevention of erosion, (2) changes in the 
use of their land, (3) & percentage of their normal 
production of any one or more agricultural commodities 
designated by the Secretary which equals that percentage 
of toe nomal national production of such commodity or 
commodities required for domestic consumption, or (U) 
any combination of the above. In determining the amount 
of any payment or grant measured by (1) or (2) the Secre
tary shall take into consideration the productivity of 
the land affected by the farming practices adopted during 
the year with respect to which such payment is made.

As was indicated in Chapter I, the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration was made responsible for executing the powers con
ferred upon the Secretary in Section® ? to 17 of the Conservation 
Act. This was in accordance with Section 1361 of that Act, which 
authorised the Secretary to designate the A .A .A. to execute
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these powers* Shortly after the Conservation Act was approved, the
ecramodity divisions were replaced by $ (later 6) geographical divisions
(With headquarters in Washington}* each of which was organised to
deal with the major commodity in its region* »0n the state level
were stats agricultural conservation committees appointed by the
Secretary of Agriculture and state offices forking under the ccsa-
aiitsesJT clearing to the regional directors•" Within counties the
old tpvraship and county committee arrangements were retained* but
they were re-named community and county agricultural conservation 

62committees*
"The basic procedure® under "the new soil-consarvation 

approach® was characterised by "the payment of cash benefits to 
farmers to offset the cost of soil conservation practices*" Ibis 
arrangement enabled farmers "to engage in cooperative conservation*" 
Inducements in the form of money were offered "to those taking land 
out of soil-depleting crops* increasing the acreage of soil-building 
and soil-conserving crops, and following practices helping to check 
erosion and reduce the depletion of soil fertility*® Ihe major 
steps involved in the rule*making process and in the administration 
of this program were as followst

(1) classifying crops as soil-depleting and soil- 
conserving, and designating the soil-building practices 
to bo encouraged| (2) determining the usual or normal 
acreages upon vtoich these different types of drops are grown 
as the standard by which to measure changes3 and (3) ©stab- 
blishing the condition® under which payments would be made, 
and the rates of these payments. •*
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Soil-depleting crops under the 1936 program in the M©rth
Central Kegion were defined by the A. A. A- as those “which permanently
remove large amounts of plant food from the soil, or are tilled in

n.
rows or by other methods that expose the soil to severe erosion*M
Such crops included corn, (field, sweet, broom, and popcorn), cotton,
tobacco, Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes, rice, sugar beets, hemp,
cultivated sunflowers, commercial truck and canning crops, melons,
strawberries, grain and sweet sorghums, small grains harvested for
grain or hay (wheat, oats, barley, rye, buckwheat, flax, spelta,
and grain mixtures), annual grasses and annual legumes harvested
for grain or hay, and all idle crop land in 1936 (unless otherwise
recommended by the State Committee and approved by the Secretary).

Soil-conserving crops were classified as annual, biennial,
and perennial legumes, perennial grasses, and crop acreage planted, 66to forest trees after January 1, 193h* Soil-building crops were
those annual, biennial, and perennial legumes and forest trees which
were planted in 1936. Both categories thus included crops “which
protect the soil from erosion and which, growing or turned under as
green manure, store up plant food in the soil." Soil—building
practices were defined as those which prevented soil erosion, “such
as terracing, contour plowing, and strip cropping, and stimulating
the growth of soil-conserving crops by applying lime and super- 

67phosphate.*1
There was also a neutral classification, which was not
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to be counted in establishing orop-aereage bases* It was composed 
of vineyards, tree fruits, small fruits, nut trees (not inter* 
planted), idle cropland, cultivated fallow land, wasteland, roads,

68lanes, lots, yards, and woodland not planted after January 1, 1931* *
The 1936 North Central Regional Bulletin No* 1, which was

amended from time to time during the year but never substantially
altered, provided that a soil-depleting base acreage for each farm
should be recommended by the county committees for the approval
of the Secretary. n3ueh base acreage" was to "represent a normal
acreage of soil-depleting crops for the fara determined" in the
following manner i the soil depleting base acreage was to wb© the
acreage of such crops harvested in 1935,n subject to certain
"adjustments*w The first of these adjustments was that "there shall
be added to the 1935 acreage of soil depleting crops the number of
‘rented*, 'contracted*, or *retired* acres under 1935 commodity
adjustment programs from which no soil depleting crops were harvested
in 1935•" Tliis provision was Intended to benefit participants in
the 1935 commodity adjustment programs by increasing their total
soil-depleting acreage figure, so that they could receive larger
payments for participation, in the 1936 program by engaging in soil-

69conserving or soil—building practices on this additional acreage*
Ihe second adjustment specified that "Where, because of 

unusual weather conditions, the acreage of soil depleting crops
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harvested in 1935 was less than the number of acres of such crops 
usually harvested on such farm, such acres will be increased” to 
the normal figure. Third, »Wh«*r© the 1935 acreage of soil deplet
ing crops for any fame, adjusted, if necessary, as indicated 
above, is materially greater or less than such acreage on farms 
in the same community which are similar with respect to ais&e, type 
of soil, topography, production facilities, and farming practices, 
such adjustment shall be mad© as will result in a base acreage for 
such farm which is equitable as compared with the base acreage for 
such other similar farms.”

The Bulletin also provided that from available statistics 
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration should establish for each 
county a “county ratio of soil depleting crop acreage to all farm 
land.” **The average of the ratios . . • which are established for 
all farms in any county shall conform to the ratio for such 
county” set by the A.A.A., ûnless a variance from such ratio is 
recommended by the State Committee and approved by the Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration. » In addition, it was provided that a
»separate base acreage shall be established for ... cotton,

70tobacco, flax, and sugar beets.”
Soil-building payments war© authorised in 1936 for plant

ing nsoil building crops on crop land” and for '’carrying out soil 
building practices on crop land or pasture” in conformity with such
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condition® and rates as war© "recommended by the State Committee 
for such aiata and approved by the Secretary. * However, no payment 
could "exceed an amount equal to $1*00 for each acre of crop land 
on the farm used * * * for soil conserving • • • and soil building 
crops,* nor an amount in excess of “I10.00 for each farm, which
ever is the larger."̂ *

Payment was also authorised "with respect to each acre of 
the base acreage for the farm of any soil depleting crop /or group 
of such crop^T which . * . is used for the production of any soil 
conserving- crop or any soil building crop, or is devoted to any 
approved soil conservation or building practice." Such a payment
was called a soil conserving payment. "The amount of such payment"

72for any farm was to be computed in the following manner:

Soil depleting crop. Payment for each acre Maximum acreage with
of the base acreage respect to which pay- 
used in 1936 in the ment will be made, 
manner specified 
above.

All soil depleting 
crops except cotton, 
tobacco, sugar 
beets, and flax /for 
which special condi
tions and rates were
prescribed̂ /

An average for the 
United States of HO 
per acre, varying 
among states, coun
ties, and individual 
farms, as the produc
tivity of the crop 
land used for these 
crops varies from the 
average productivity 
of all such crop land 
in the United States.

15 percent of the 
base acreage for the 
farm of all such 
soil depleting crops 
except cotton, tobac
co, sugar beets, and 
flax.
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No payment wag authorised with respect to any farm 
unless the total acreage cf soil conserving and soil building 
crops equaled or exceeded "either (a) 20 percent of the base acreages 
of all soil depleting crops for the farm, or (b) the maximum acreage 
with respect to which soil conserving payment could be obtained*" 
Moreover, the rates of payment as specified in this North Central 
Regional Bulletin were subject to adjustment up or down to a 
maximum of 10 percent* Specified rates were "based upon an estimate 
of available funds and an estimate of approximately BO percent parti
cipation by farmers." If either of these estimates should sub
sequently prove erroneous, farmers must expect pro rata reduction

73or increase in their payments. lh© rate of payment per acre fear
Story Scanty, Iqws, for instance, which was established by the
A* A.A. for diversion on any farm from the general soil depleting

7libases to soil conserving crops, was $24*60* Corn, of course, was 
the "principal soil depleting crop" in Story County.

Soil conserving and soil building payments were to be 
divided "between the owner and share-tenant in the same proportion 
as the principal ©oil depleting crop, or the proceeds thereof, /are/ 
divided under their lease or operating agreement." Grants of money 
might also be made to farmers interested in planting soil conserving 
or building crops or in engaging in soil conserving or building 
practices. Application® for grants had to be filed with the county
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©ammitteo, and each applicant was r̂equired to showi (1) that 
work sheets had boon executed covering all the land in the county 
owned, operated, or controlled by kimj (2) the extent to which the 
conditions upon which the grant ̂ aajf to be made ̂ FTadT’ been met.
Any applicant who owns, operates, or controls land in more than one 
county in the same State he required to file in the State
office a list for all such lan&*n^*

The North Central Agricultural conservation Program of 
1937 followed the main lines of the 1936 program* Officials in the 
Agricultural Adjustment Administration, however, wrote that the 
1937 program possessed wgreater flexibility and increased, adapt
ability to new and changing conditions, national, regional, and on 
individual farms«,f They believed that?

This increased adaptability was obtained in three 
ways* (1) By permitting greater latitude to individual 
farmers in choosing among measures they might adopt in 
cooperating in the program, (2) by widening the pro
visions of the program to apply to a greater range ©f 
conditions, and (3) by changings the emphasis among 
certain phases of the program.™ /ffoe main change under 
number (3) was that greater emphasis was placed on devel
oping *more-definite and positive* tests of full per
formance^

In the North Central Agricultural Conservation Program 
Of 1936, payments were made under the Soil Conservation and .Domestic 
Allotment Act for soil conservation, soil building, and, in addition, 
for acreage adjustments in com. Payments for acreage adjustments 
in com (and in wheat, cotton, and rics) were authorised under Title
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I of th© Agricultural Adjustment Act approved Februaiy 16, 1930,
which amended th© ©oil Oonsorvaiion and Domestic Allotment Act ,
©action 101 (©) (1) provided that national, state, and county
acreage allotments In corn and wheat should "be apportioned annually
on the basis of the acreage seeded for the production of the coat-
modlty during the ten calendar years immediately preceding the
calendar year in which the national acreage allotment is determined."
In addition, adjustments from this figure were to be undertaken for
acreage which was ‘‘diverted under previous agricultural adjustment
and conservation programs," and "for abnormal weather conditions
and trends in acreage during the applicable period." The com
acreage allotment to any county was to "be apportioned annually
by the Secretary, through the local committees, among the farms
within such county on the basis of tillable acreage, type of soil,

78topography, and erop-rotation practices."
Parity payments were authorized for producers of corn,

wheat, cotton, rice, or tobacco by the Agricultural Adjustment Act
of 1938, though such payments in the case of com were not mad©
until 1939. These corn payments were to "be in addition to and not
in substitution for . « • other payments" for soil conservation,
soil building, and corn acreage reduction. They were to be mad©
to corn producers "in proportion to the amount by which" th© farm

7 9income from corn "falls to reach the parity income."
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As will be recalled from Chapter I, th© establishment 
of marketing quotas on com, tobacco, cotton, rice# and wheat was 
authorised in title III of the Second Agricultural Mjustment Act. 
In the case ©f corn, the Secretary was authorised to conduct a 
referendum among com producers in any area on the question of 
whether a marketing quota should toe imposed whenever from available 
statistics such a marketing quota seemed necessary, The part of 
the Act dealing with marketing quota® for corn, like that dealing 
with each of the other basic commodities, opened with & declaration 
of "Legislative finding of effect upon interstate and foreign com*- 
meres and necessity for regulation." This, according to one 
writer, was an illustration "of the new art of statute writing," 
in which "meticulous definitions of terms are set out* and In which 
Congress "aims at fully advising the courts" of the necessity for 
regulation.^ (However, marketing quotas on com under the Agri
cultural Adjustment Act of 1938 were never put into effect*)

The H©rth Central Agricultural Conservation Programs of 
1938, 1939, and 191*0, therefore, combined a number of approaches 
to the problems of agricultural adjustment and conservation. The 
soil conservation and ©oil building payments authorized under th© 
Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act of 1936 were mad© at 
rates and under conditions siedlar to those outlined in the 1936 
program.^ Payments for acreage adjustments in com were mad® from
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1938 on (through 19U3) . Here, the methods employed in making 
acreage allotments were similar to those used under the commodity 
adjustment programs of 193b and 1935. A striking difference, 
however, vras that no contract between the producer and the Secre
tary was involved* individual acreage allotments were established 
by county committees (subject to final adjustment at higher levels 
of administration), and the farmer was obliged merely to demonstrate 
full compliance with his allotment in order to receive payment.
And for 1939 and 19U0 (as well as for 19hl, 191$, and 191*3), parity 
payments were made to eligible corn producers in addition to the 
other payments.

Beginning in 1939- there was "a shift in emphasis" dis
cernible "in adjustment from single-commodity treatment to a 
comprehensive fam-managemarii program for each farm that would 
give greater consideration to land-use principles, including soil 
conservation. The real driving force among farm groups, however,
continued to be th© desire for subsidies or for any measures that

gowould increase their financial returns
The major example© of contingent legislation in the 

Agricultural Conservation Programs in the North Central region 
from 1936 through 19it0 were two in number* Neither, however, was 
authorised until the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 was 
approved. They were as followsi (1) The Secretary was directed to 
make parity payments on each of the basic commodities until such
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time m  he should determine from availalb© statistics that 
income from a commodity had achieved parity with such income in the 
base period. (2) The marketing quota provision© for corn and the 
other basic commodities authorised the Secretary to establish 
marketing quotas (subject to disapproval by affected producers) 
whenever from available statistics and in his judgment such quotas 
became necessary to avoid price-depressing surpluses. As has been 
indicated, however, the Secretary never acted with regard to com 
under either of these statutory provisions.

The remainder of the rule-making powers of the Secretary 
and the Agricultural Adjustment Administration were supplementary 
(and, within this class, interpretative) in character. These 
included the power to classify crops and land, to establish bases, 
to specify the rates and conditions of payment, to furnish other 
definitions not provided by statute, and to make provisions 
respecting internal administrative procedures, use of forms, and 
personnel.

The quasi-legislative activities of th© Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration may be grouped for convenience in analysis 
into planning and administration. On the national level, primary 
responsibility for planning conservation programs was placed in 
the Program Planning Division, In 1939, this Division was merged 
with the reorganized Bureau of Agricultural iScenemies, which thence
forth was given responsibility for conducting research on programs
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and plane for all of the lino agencies of the Department#®̂
In addition, "on July 12, 1937, the Secretary designated 

an officer to serve ae coordinator of land-use planning with 
responsibility for integrating the Department1 e land-use activities 
and for facilitating cooperation between the Department*® action 
agencies and the state and local agencies." In 1938 "the Office 
of Land Use Coordination was established as a permanent part of 
tlie Secretary*© Office.*^ Of course the A*A*A# was represented 
in this Land-Use Office* Also, a Liaison Board, "consisting of one 
representative from each land use agency within th© Department,
* • • worked with the Land Use Coordinator in an effort to coordi* 
nate the various action programs of the Department*"^

The Office of Land Use Coordination took th© lead, begin
ning in 1938, in encouraging the establishment of county and state 
land-use committees whose function it was to give advice and to 
coordinate th© land-use action programs of th© Department on th® 
local level* "Th® majority of the members of th© new committees 
were farmers," with the President of the County Conservation 
Association of th© A«A*A* usually a member on the county level.
"The county agent usually ̂ serve^ as nonvoting secretary," and 
other "local official® of national agricultural programs were 
included." "Thus, planning proceeded with action, and th© indi
vidual, through, his community committee, might be encouraged to 
influence policies affecting important phases of his economic
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lif*."86
The "analysis and planning" which, engaged the members 

of these local committees were transfused, "by successive corre
lations," from th© community and county levels to those of the 
state and national,* This "presupposed planning by the Department 
as well as by local and state committees*a Tims, the Office of 
Land Use Coordination concentrated on developing ”a process of 
integrating the general plaining and progracâ building activities 
of th® Department and a method of bringing ©tats and local plans 
to the Department in usuafole f o r m *  "̂ 7

It can be said, therefore, that the local and state com
mittees of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, both through 
participating in land use planning activities for the Department 
and through the opportunity to make recommendations concerning 
the development of A*A*A* soil conservation programs, had a greater 
voice in making policy than they had enjoyed under the commodity 
adjustment program© before the Butler decision* But so far as 
discretionary power in the administration of existing soil con
servation program® was concerned, th© local and state committees 
were bound as they had been under the earlier programs either to 
apply or to ignore the detailed regulations from the national 
Administration* The lines of authority and r©spQasibility—*run- 
ning from th© Secretary to the Administrator, to the Director of 
th© North Central Division, to the state and finally to the county
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and local coimaittees--w©r©, it is true, much more simple arid direct 
than they- had been under th® old arrangement. But this factor 
served only to emphasis® th® responsibility of the local and state 
units to the higher level of policy-deteraination and administration.,

Thus, the conclusion may be drawn that, in the admin
istrative rule-malting process, th® state and local committees of 
the A.A.A. participated rather extensively (though only in an 
advisory capacity) in the formulation of soil conservation and 
farm management programs, but that in th® implementation of such 
program® they had relatively little discretion so far as the rule- 
making aspect was concerned. This may be asserted in spite of the 
occasionally expressed opinion that the power to execute is the 
power to interpret. Though this is in some circumstances true, it 
is not necessarily so, at least in any absolute sense. Certainly 
these local committeemen did not possess any considerable discre
tionary power in administering the programs. One observer of the 
operations of the A.A*A. in Iowa during this period wrote in 
191*1, for instance, that "there is still insufficient discretion 
vested in /the state and loeaff officer® for creative decentraliza
tion."^ He did not go on to suggest what he would consider 
evidence of sufficient discretion for creative* decentralization, 
but th® implication is clear that he believed local ccaaniittoemen 
possessed too little quasi-legislative power.

On the national l©v@l, the officials of th® A.A.A. had
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extensive rule-Mking (discretionary) power between 1936 and 1938. 
The Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act of 1936 merely 
providad a number of general criteria to be used by the A*A1» in 
formulating programs. But the Adjustment Act of 193$, which in 
its amendatory aspect® served to ratify already existing policies 
and administrative relations, laid down such detailed definitions 
of terms and statements of purpose that thenceforth the A.A.A* was 
in some respects restricted to employing former devices which 
had now received Congressional blessing# The provision® of this 
Act, then, served to restrict the scope of the A»A#A«*s discretion. 
Administrative innovations in principle and method would thence
forth prove more difficult.

Marketing Agreements, licenses» and

To provide further elaboration of the administrative rule- 
making process as it related to the activities of the Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration during the period under consideration,
It may prove helpful to give some indication of the rule-making 
process under the marketing agreement, license, and order provisions 
of the relevant statutes.

The first Adjustment Act, especially Hthose provision® 
dealing with (1) acreage adjustment, (2) commodity loans, and (3) 
surplus removal operations, complemented by the so-called processing 
tax, dealt with specified basic agricultural commodities.11 Two
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part®. ©f ih® Act# however, #dealt with all farm conaaodltiea and 
products»M the first, Section 8 (2), âuthorised the secretary 
of Agriculture to enter into marketing agreement® with person® 
engaged in the handling, in the current of interstate commerce, 
of any agricultural commodity#**. Th© second, Section 8 (3), am**
' powered Hh© Secretary * * * to issue license® regulating the 
handling of such c caamoditioa • M

ff

B̂ th of those authorisations were granted "for the 
express purpose of removing a disparity between the prices of 
agricultural and other commoditie® # * # and for the purpose of 
balancing production and consusipiion so as to re-establish agri
culture prices on a pre-war £L9Q9~X9llj? basis*w licenses were 
customarily issued "in two types of cases; first, where there is 
already a marketing agreement and there is still a part of the 
industry which has not signed, and second, where there is no 
marketing agreement at all, and the license power is used as a 
coercive measure to effectuate the declared policy of the act*»^ 

These licenses, however, were unlike typical license®*
For on© thing, they were not issued upon request, but were imposed 
as a general regulation* For another, they were not issued to 
individuals, but were blanket regulation® operative on a class*
Third, the Secretary of Agriculture had unqualified discretion in 
Issuing them, since he could take the initiative in determining 
whether a license should be issued, and his preliminary detemina-
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tion of necessity for regulation was unrestricted* Fourth, "the
lie one® mechanism « * « is in offset a prolongation of the statute*
IShen used, it is in offset a filling in of details to effectuate
the policy of the Act*" And lastly, "the license power” here
"delegated* was "a regulative power*"

Consequently, the Secretary of Agriculture was exercising
a "delegated quasi-legislative power in issuing a license under
section 8 (3)"* Mo advance notice and opportunity of hearing were

91required, therefore, in the Issuing of licenses*
09The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 193$ amended the

licensing provisions of the Adjustment Act of 1933 by "eliminating
the word flicense* and substituting therefor the word, * order*«,? In
addition, the applicability of orders was limited to designated
agricultural commodities, which were* milk, certain fruits, tobacco,
certain vegetables, soybeans, and naval stores, and products of

93certain of the designated commodities* Ih® substitution of orders
for licenses meant that,

instead of putting all handlers of a commodity under 
license to observe the terms of a marketing agreement 
under the direction of the local control committee, 
there must in future be a general Secretary* s order 
directing these handlers to comply with the term® of 
the marketing plan set forth in the marketing agree
ment* this may be an agreement drawn prior to or 
contemporaneously with the formulation of the Secre
tary*® order or one which would be prepared sub
sequently if the Secretary issued his order under 
the * reserve power*
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Marketing agreements under the Adjustment Act of 193S 
were to ©erne into effect whenever at least fifty percent of the 
handlers of a commodity desired such an agreement. Notice and 
hearing were to be afforded by the Secretary to Interested persons 
on the terms of proposed agreements. If fifty percent or more of 
the handlers of a commodity did not favor a proposed marketing 
agreement, ‘♦whereas two-thirda of the producers of the commodity 
desire a marketing plan, the Secretary may upon their request and 
with the approval of the President issue an order setting forth 
such marketing plan as he may formulate with the advice of pro
ducers and such handlers'as are willing to participate. As in 
the case of marketing agreements and licenses, the formulation of 
orders was an exercise of a quasi-legislative power.

the Butler decision did not affect the validity of the 
marketing agreement and order provisions of the amended Agricultural 
Adjustment Act of 1933* But in order to clear up any doubts. Congress 
reaffirmed and amended these provisions in the Agricultural Marketing 
Agreement Act of 1937* Th© policy declared in the 1937 Act was the 
reestablishment, as rapidly as possible, of the pre-war income status 
of farmers and the pre-war purchasing power of agricultural com
modities. fo effectuate this policy, the Secretary was authorised 
to determine at his discretion whether such a purchasing power was 
"being realised by .farmers. Ihen he finds that their present purchasing
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power is net equivalent to the statutory standard, the regulatory 
provisions of the Act are to be effective."

Th© methods which might be used, under different cir
cumstances, to carry out the declared policy comprised the follow
ings (1) the voluntary achievement of the statutory objectives 
throng marketing agreements * these might be negotiated after
notice and hearing for processors, producers, ami handlers of a

97ccaffisodity. They could be executed for any commodity. (2) After 
notice and hearing to affected j&rties, and a finding of fact, 
mandatory carders could be issued which would be applicable to 
specified commodities or their product®. (3) Disputes between milk 
cooperative associations and purchasers, distributors, handlers, 
or processors over the sale of milk or its products could be 
mediated or arbitrated by the Secretary of Agriculture. If nec-

98essazy to settle a dispute, the Secretary could fix milk prices.
Thu®, the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937

provided for both quasi-legislative and quasi-judicial proceedings.
Quaai-Xegislaliv© proceedings were required "before the issuance
of • • • the regulatory order or marketing agreement when executed
without m  order." The proceeding was "directed toward no particular
individual but toward all persons who might be affected • • . ; and
the result of the proceeding, after notice and hearing, ŵasJP a

paregulatory order having the force and effect of law."'" Quasi-
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judicial proceeding® might, on the other hand, "be Instituted by 
individuals affected by a marketing order*M The proceeding could 
begin only after an order had been issued, arid it would be "directed 
toward the effect of such an order upon an individual rather than 
toward the formulation of a general regulation#" such a proceeding 
would be quasi-judicial and adversary in character, with the 
Secretary of Agriculture acting as a judge, rather than as an 
administrative official* If a handler should be dissatisfied 
with a decision, he might "have a review of the ruling by a court*"^^ 

Most of the quasi-legislative powers conferred upon the 
Secretary of Agriculture (and, secondarily, upon the Division of 
Marketing Agreements of the A.A.A*) by the marketing agreement, 
licensing, and order provisions of these several statutes were sup
plementary in character* The powers were used to give detail and 
substance to the generalised provisions of the Acts, and to effec
tuate the statutory objectives* However, there were two examples 
of contingent rule-making power conferred upon the Secretary* One 
was in the provision of the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act 
which specified that, if the purchasing power of a particular com
modity during the regular base period (19Q9-191U) could not be 
satisfactorily ascertained from available statistics, the Secretary 
could us© another base period within the years from 1919 to 1929 
(after a suitable finding and proclamation) for determining the
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relative purchasing power of such a commodity. An exercise of 
this quasi-legislative power by the Secretary was upheld as 
constitutional by a Circuit Court of Appeals in the ease of 
Cnited States v» wrî itwood Dairy Company (191*2 }*101

The other example (closely related to the first) of a 
contingent quasi-legislative power conferred upon the Secretary 
was in the provision of the Act of 1937 which specified that when 
the Secretary determined that the purchasing power of a designated 
commodity was not equivalent to the statutory standard, he should 
declare that the regulatory provisions of the Act were in 
operation.'*'̂

§SxSS$

The Agricultural Adjustment Administration was given 
responsibility by Congress between 1933 and 191*0 for the formula
tion and execution of various agricultural programs involving the 
exercise of extensive quasi-legislative powers. The extensiveness 
of the discretion of A.A.A. officials was most marked between 
1933 and the approval in 1938 of the second Agricultural Adjustment 
Act. It can b© said of the whole period, however, that Congress 
provided broad statements of purpose and methodology, arid then 
authorised the Agrioultui’al Adjustment Administration to establish
the time, place, and conditions under which the methods should be 
employed to effectuate the statutory objectives*
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Tha offleialn on the national level of the A,A#A. exercised 
the bulk of the rule-mking power, The planning and execution of 
oomodity adjustment and soil conservation, programs were directed 
and. presided over by thee© national officials* Local A.A.A. ©an* 
saittees (state, county, and community), It is true, had some voice 
in the formulation of n m  programs. This was especially true after 
the establishment in 1937 of local landMis© planning committees 
with power to advise and recommend means of integrating Departmental 
programs on the local level* But these committees had very little 
discretion in the administration of programs* Centralised direction 
was so specific and detailed that, in general, local units could
choose only whether to apply the rules and regulations rigidly or

)
flexibly within their jurisdictions* Arid even here they were more 
or less bound to apply those regulations with the laxity or strin
gency demanded by those on the higher levels, since the higher 
officials had various effective means of enforcing conformity*
These officials controlled the purse, drew up the programs, loosed 
administrative procedures, checked farmers* and conirai tteamen > & 
compliance with administrative regulations and procedures, and 
selected (and removed) administrative personnel above the county 
level*

The individual farmer, the subject of all this activity, 
was permitted to participate In the quasi—legislative process in 
two ways: (1) Since the programs were required to be voluntary, he
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could cans® alteration® in their provisions, theoretically, by 
refusing to participate* This wa® on the assumption, of course, 
that great numbers of farmers should refuse to cooperate* In 
practice, farmers were In no position to reject the financial 
reward® extended to those who did participate, and between 80 
and 95 per cent of Iowa farmers, for example, signed up each year 
from 193U through 19ii0* (2) Participating farmers were permitted
to elect community and county committeemen from among their own 
number* Therefore, to the extent that these committees partici
pated. in the rule«**aaking process, farmers could feel assured that 
their interests were being represented. As a matter of practice, 
also, farmers were frequently appointed to state committees and 
to positions within the Rational Administration*

In addition, farmers were afforded notice and hearing 
in situations where they felt themselves aggrieved. This aspect 
of the administrative review process of the A.A.A. will be discussed 
in the following chapter.
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Chapter V
ADMIHXSTHATIVg MVIfflf

Th© nature of til© administrative review process connected 
with th© administration of the production control and soil conserva
tion programs of the A*A*A* from 1933 through X9h0 was quite similar 
to th© process of administrative adjudication* However, it was not 
identical to that process* Blachly and Qatman, in their book 
entitled Adsdnistrativ© legislation and Adjudication* differentiate 
between administrative review and true administrative adjudication* 
According to these authorities, the latter "means the investigation 
and settling of a dispute, on the basis of fact and law, by an 
administrative agency which may or may not be organized to act 
solely as an administrative court# The work of an agency loses 
its character of simple administration and assumes that of admin
istrative adjudication when "an interested person objects that some 
administrative act, finding, or decision invades his legal rights 
in any way," Such an objection necessitates th© making of an investi
gation and the rendering of a decision by the agency "on the points 
of controversy*n This process "has the special purpose of deciding 
a controverted question of right*" This process is administrative 
ad judication. ̂

The administrative review activities of the A*A*A* connected 
with production control and soil conservation did not assume the
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character of administrative adjudication for the reason that farmers 
who objected to these activities in any way did not do so chi the 
basis of legal rights* The payment® they received for reducing corn 
acreage or few practicing soil conservation were benefits and 
privileges, not rights, extended to them by the Federal Government* 
Thus, th© Government was authorised to prescribe the conditions under 
which these benefits should be granted, arid oven to reduce or with
draw them under certain circumstances determined by the statute and 
by the administrative authority itself*

Otherwise, however, a process very much like adrainiatrativ© 
adjudication was involved when the farmer objected to the AJUA**® 
interpretation of the statute or of the rules and regulation® a® 
they were applied to his situation, when he objected to the conduct 
of the investigation covering certain relevant facts of his pro
duction, cr when h© objected to the decision either granting or 
refusing his request. What differentiated the resulting process from 
administrative adjudication proper was that the farmer had no legal 
right to a payment, even though he had complied with all administra
tive requirements. Nowhere in this process was he entitled, for 
example, to male© an appeal to a regular judical court.-*

1
Thus, "the distinguishing characteristics of administrative 

review," according to Blachly and Qatraan, "are its simplicity and 
its non-controversial nature# The administration merely considers 
th© question whether its decision was mistaken or faulty, and takes
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action accordingly * Th© process of administrative review in th© 
production control md soil conservation program® of th© A.A.A. 
between 1933*4*0 was merely incident to th© administrative and quasi- 
legislative functions involved in these programs# "In ©very admin
istrative department, the performance of day-by-day functions and 
duties must give rise to dissatisfaction m  the part of a certain 
proportion of th© individual® affected* Some of the#© individuals 
bring their complaints informally to the administrator® themselves, 
with a request for the correction of an error or the roc one idera tion 
of a determination# The action taken by the administrators upon 
these complaints and requests is not administrative adjudication*
It is administrative review* Only when there is a dispute involving 
legal rights does th© process assume the character of administrative 
adjudication#

The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 provided merely 
that production control of com and hogs should be ackdnistered by 
th© Secretary of Agriculture through the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration and "State md local committees, or association© of 
producers#" He and the A*A#A# were "authorised, with th© approval 
of the President, to make such regulations with th© fore© and 
effect of law as may be necessary to carry cut th© powers vested in 
him. Hearings were not authorized or required by th© statute in
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connection with production control.
It would appear Ifcom th® evidence that the A.A*A* did not 

attempt a priori to construct hard and last rules of conduct con- 
earning the administrative review process# Apparently It preferred 
to develop standards and criteria from case to case rather than to 
attempt regulation in advance# At my rate, the author could discover 
no evidence of such advance regulations for the com and hog programs 
of 193k and 1935* • Instead, rules and regulation® were made and promul
gated by the national Administration to guide local committee® in 
the establishment of individual allotments, the use of the contract 
and related foms, and the checking of producer compliance with 
contracts# this quasi-legislativ© and administrative process was 
discussed in Chapter I?# But where administmtivo review— a very

4important part of the admini© trative process— was concerned, state 
and local committees were apparently left relatively free to expert-* 
meat on a trial-and~error basis within the limit® provided by the 
national regulation® and rulings#

In 193k, for example, a letter was sent to all county chair
men and secretaries in Iowa by th® Secretary of the State Com—liog 
Committee in which tie undertook to answer some of their inquiries 
regarding the administrative review process# First of all, he wrote, 
«we must « • • remember that all of these producers have a right to 
a hearing and that in all instances they should be treated very 
courteously. Th® program grants to each and every producer, fair
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«ad hornet ccmftidcration# Ho undue pressure should he brought 
upon any producer in regard to trying to eea^l him to sign the con
tract (final signature) on a certain day*'^ If the author may inter
polate, the producers to whom the Secretary made reference were those 
uto© were disputing the allotment as established for their fanas by 
the cccBmmiiy and county committees# Apparently the A*A.A. had 
already indicated that producers who desired a review of their allot
ment should have an administrative right to a hearing before their 
county allotment committee, though the author has not found such a

A

regulation in the A#A»A» records which are available to him for this 
1933-35 period# Notice could be interpreted as having been supplied 
to cooperating producer® by the letters mailed to each producer by 
th© county ccecaittee informing him of his allotment, and stating that 
any question he might have in regard to his allotment or the amount of 
his payment could be taken up with the county committee# Notice of 
a kind was also supplied by virtue of the fact that the farmer retained
a duplicate copy of the contract form for his farm, in which copy the
allotment figure was indicated#

fhe state Corn-Hog Committee Secretary continued his letter 
by stating that "If th© producer doe® not desire to sign the contract
on th® date of signing, then he should be granted a few days time to
think it over and if he is not satisfied with his adjustments as 
entered in the contract, he has the right to appeal from the Allotment
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Committee*® decision providing h© has not signed the contract#1*®
It will be recalled that adjustments in the original allotment and
estimated payment figures established for a farm could b© made on two
basest (1) the county committee, th© Stats Board of Review, or the
Com and Hogs Section of the A#A*A«, or all of them, could revise
individual allotment figure® up or down to bring the® into conformity
with a particular farm1® equitable share of the established county 

oallotment)̂  (2) jSstiiaated payment figures could and would be scaled
down in order that a producer might contribute his share to th®

10administrative ©xpetises of the local committees« Both of these 
adjustments had th© effect of provoking some farmers to wrath* In 
addition, of course, some farmers objected on various grounds to the 
original determination of their allotments by the community and county 
committees. Some objected, for instance, that their allotment had 
not been computed accurately, or that it was based on irrelevant,

nfalse, or inadequate data of past and/or present production* For all 
of these reasons, and more, fanners were likely to request adminis
trative review of their situations by county committees* If their 
grievances were not satisfied here, some were anxious, according to 
th® Iowa Gom-Hog Committee Secretary, to appeal their cases.

The Committee Secretary wrote that county chairman and sec
retaries should inform the farmers dissatisfied with their adjustments 
©f the appeal procedure "on th© signup date#** Th® procedure was as
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follow®5
Th# producer should, file a written notice with the 

Chairman and Secretary of the Allotment Committee asking 
that a date be. set when he may take his appeal .from the 
Allotment Committee «s decision to the Board of Director® 
of the County Com~Hog Association, fhi© Board of 
Directors is required to have a meeting when these 
appeal® may be heard. Th# Chairman and Secretary should 
so notify the producer stating the date, hour and place 
when he would b® granted a hearing. At this hearing 
the producer may submit a written statement and appear 
in person, stating the conditions and facts bearing 
upon his case.12

But if the producer should still fed dissatisfied with 
the decision of th© County Board of Dir ctors, he would be permitted 
to appeal to the State Board of Bevies. In that case, he should 
write to th© Review Board*# Chairman, for an appointment.

^However, it is our opinion that if th® producer signs 
the contract • • • he cannot take an appeal. It is also cur opinion 
that it is impossible for an appeal to be taken after the contracts 
have been signed, typed and forwarded to W a s h i n g t o n . ^

Such, in outline, wa© the administrative review process
a® it was worked out for th© production control programs in Iowa for
193b and 1935. It would appear that no farmer was permitted to carry
an appeal to th® National Corn and Hogs Section, though certainly
th© state and local committees themselves appealed to the Section for
its ruling© in special situations where answers could not be readily

lUand definitely ascertained from existing regulations.
For the first year or two of th© A.A.A* programs, according
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to the Ohaxnaan of th© Story1 CO'dnty, Iowa, Qom-Hog CoKMtt©®, a 
considerable number of protest© were lodged by farmers with th© 
county committee* Th© oormaunity committee© apparently had little 
or m  administrative power to make adjustments in allotment figure©* 
Producers who wished to hav® changes made in their case® took their 
requests and grievance® to the county committee* These protests 
were verbal rather than writ ten j 'thus, there is no record of the®*
A farmer would either writ© to .the committee for an appointment or 
call in person at the committee’s office* Th© committee secretary 
would then make a note of the fanner* a name and the nature of his 
ccasqpl&ini, and all such farmer© would be informed later by letter of 
the dat© and hour they were to appear before th© commit bee* Accord
ing to the Story County chairman, around thirty farmers would appear 
before the committee at one such time, though this number decreased 
considerably after 1934* There was one such meeting approximately 
each month of the year* Most of th© protest® would be dealt with 
satisfactorily by th© comraitte©, though of course some farmers would

15
carry appeals to the State Board of Review*

That more farmers protested to various features of th® 
program in 1934 than in subsequent years can be attributed to the fact 
that they— and th© administrative personnel, too, for that matter—  
were unfamiliar with th© content and procedure® of the program* later, 
of course, everyone had more experience, and precedents had been
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developed*
A curious fact about this adrainiatratlve review process 

was that th© Board of Directors of the County Associations was almost 
completely bypassed* Appeals from the county committee were taken 
directly to the State Board of Stevim$ in violation of the procedure 
recommended in th® Iowa Corn-Hog Committee Secretary* s letter*1^ This 
phenomenon appears less curious, however, when it is recalled that 
the county committee chairman was President of the Board of Directors 
of the county association, and that all voting members of the county 
committee were also members of the Board of Directors* In view of 
the duplication in membership, it could have been expected that th® 
recommendations of the county ccmjitteemen would carry great weight 
with themselves and their less influential colleagues sitting as 
the Board of Directors* Therefore, perhaps th© county committee was 
wise in permitting farmers to bypass the Board of Directors in making 
appeals*

Though it is not possible to make a definite assertion, it 
would appear that th® State Board of Review and the county committees 
worked almost hand-*in-glove with each other in the consideration of 
producer protests* These two groups were in constant contact with each 
other, and the farmer with sufficient determination to carry his appeal 
to the State Board could expect that the member® of that Board had 
already been fully advised of th© reasons for the stand taken on his 
case by the county committee* The farmer*® problem, therefore, was
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to convince the State Board that the Intarpretion of his case
presented toy the county eewmittea was erroneous or unfair#^ since
communication between hie county committee and the State Board was
more often verbal than written, he was in a poor position from which
to challenge the committee1® representation of the facts in his
case# Moreover, even If the views of the county committee should be
enclosed in a letter, the farmer was not given an opportunity to see 

18that letter* Consequently, all ho could do was to state his case
as realistically as possible, and hope that the members of the
State Board would show him leniency*

is a matter of fact, th© members of 'the State Board did
make exceptions from the general rules in situations in which they
felt that the facts of a case Justified special treatment. The
same held true of the county committees • These men were admin?-*
istrators, but they were also farmers! and as farmers, helping to
administer a farmers1 program, they sometimes violated the letter of
the national regulations in order to do a good turn for a fellow
farmer in particularly poor financial circumstances* Though such

19instances were undoubtedly infrequent, they did occur*

process ©f sssss*

The Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act of 1936 
did not specify the procedure by which administrative review within 
the soil conservation programs would be afforded* This was left to
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the discretion of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration*
A bulletin issued by the Director of the North Central 

Division of the A»A*A« (NCR ** 7*0^ in May of 1936 dealt with the 
process of administrative review for the North Central legion1®
Soil Conservation Program of 1936* The provisions fo r  administrative 
review were comprehensive and detailed, as will be seen* Apparently 
the officials of the National Administration believed that it was 
now possible and desirable to formalise a process which had hither- 
fore been provided only on a highly informal and irial-and-error 
basis*

At any rata, this legional Bulletin: provided that "a 
notice must be sent to each operator and each owner** of any farm 
after preliminary soil depleting bases had been recommended for it 
by the county committee* This notice was to be prepared in duplicate, 
so that the original could be sent to the owner or operator and the 
copy could be retained in the committee's office files* The notice 
was to include the following informations statement© that such owner * s 
or operator's soil depleting bases had been adjusted to bring them 
into conformity with the county limits, that such recommended bases 
were listed in this notice, and that "If you have reason to believe 
that my of the preliminary soil depleting bases for any f&m listed 
herein is not equitable for such farm and you. have facts substantiating 
your belief, you may submit an appeal in writing to the county com
mittee setting forth such substantiating facts**1 However, the farmer
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was to be informed in this notice that because of the necessity cf
Observing "the county limits, appeals will be considered orily for the
purpose of establishing equitable bases as between farms." In case
the fanner should wish to be present whan hi© appeal was being
considered by the county committee, he was to be informed that "such
desire should be indicated in writing0 in his appeal, "Upon con**
sideration of an appeal the county committee may, if the facts warrant
such adjustment, adjust the preliminary soil depleting bases under
consideration either upward or downward.H The farmer should also be
directed to moke any appeal within seven days after the date upon

21which the notice was mailed to him*
She county committee was directed to begin the consideration 

of appeals the day following the final date for filing such appeals. 
Farmers making appeals were to be informed of the day on which they 
were to appear before the county committee, then, after the committee 
had acted on an appeal, the appellant was to be notified of that 
action* The duplicate of this notice was to "be attached to the 
original of the appeal and filed in the county office." Once all 
appeals had been considered, "the listing sheets,11 without any committee 
adjustments as a result of the hearing, "and the form entitled 'List 
of Appeals and Action Thereon* should be transmitted to the state 
Agricultural Conservation^ Committee* ** Then the State Committee 
was authorized to "make necessary revisions" in disputed "soil depict
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ing b m m  in order that such bases will conform with the county 
limits*" Thus, it was not necessary for the county committee to make 
such revision® even though its decision® in appeal cases resulted 
in increasing the county preliminary soil depleting bases above the 
county limits* On the form entitled *L.t©t of Appeals and Action 
Thereon1 the county committee was required to state it® reasons for 
the action it had taken* This listing was to be don© in triplicate, 
and the original and one copy were to be sent to the State Gcea?~ 
mitte© and the roiiiaitung copy was to be filed in the county office* 

"dach appellant" was to "be notified of the determination 
made upon his appeal* If the appellant* s content!one are not upheld in 
Whole or in part, he must be notified that he may submit an appeal in 
writing direct to the State Committee*11 (Thus, the Board of Directors 
of the County Association was officially bypassed as a reviewing 
agency after 1935*) The notice to the appellant ms to include the 
followings

1. A statement that the appeal ha® been denied in whole or 
in part*

2* A statement that the appellant may submit an appeal in 
writing to the State Cofusaittee*

3* The name and address of the chairman of the State Com
mittee*

h* A statement that the appeal must be received by the State 
Committee within a certain date* Such date will b© seven 
day® from the date of mailing such notice.

5* A statement that If the appellant appeal.® to the State 
Oommitteo notice of this fact must be given to the*County 
Committee within the time for filing such appeal. •*
When the county committee received a statement from an
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appellant that ha was carrying an appeal to the $tate Committee, 
the county committee was directed to “submit the appeal originally 
filed with the County Committee to the State Committee, together with 
a complete statement of their reasons for the detemination made 
upon the appeal.11 After the state Committee had received all this 
information, it was authorized, “if the nature of the case warrants, * 
to "send a representative * • * to the office of the County Committee 
for the purpose of hearing the appellant and the County Committee 
concerning his appeal.** In addition, “the State Committee# might,
“in its discretion, review the determination made by a County Com
mittee upon any appeal, notwithstanding that no notice of appeal 
to the State Committee was filed*# then, if a soil depleting base 
as finally established and approved by the State Committee were “less 
by more than one percent than the corresponding preliminary soil
depleting base, notice In Writing of such change*1 was to be given

ohby the county committee to the appellant.
It is worth remarking at this juncture that for the soil 

conservation programs in the Berth Central legion for 1936 and 1937, 
in connection with which the administrative review procedure indicated 
above was applicable, appeals were permitted only for the purpose of 
contesting the preliminary determination of soil depleting bases for 
a farm. Of course this establishment was undoubtedly the most 
important single aspect of the programs, since the amount of a
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favmar*e soil eonserviag and/or soil building payment was determined 
the basis of his soil depleting bases and the degree to which he 

conformed to them in his farming operations for the year. In addition* 
of courso* he could not make an appeal after he had given tils final 
signature, since that signature indicated his willingness to abide 
by the terms of the program drawn up for his faming unit* He had 
seven days after a notice indicating his preliminary soil depleting 
bases had been mailed to him by the county committee in which to file 
an appeal. If he failed to act within that period* it appears that 
he was bound irrevocably by the county committee^ determination«

The administrative review procedure was modified consider* 
ably following approval of the Second Agricultural Adjustment Act in 
1938* This modified version was retained without alteration through 
the following years of 1939 and 191*0 * In the first place, under the 
new review procedure* the farmer ms permitted fifteen days after 
receipt of notice from the comity committee of its determinations 
with respect to his farm in which to r̂equest the county committee 
in writing to reconsider its recommendation or determination*11 In 
addition* the’ farmer could request review not only of his preliminary 
. soil depleting bases, but also of th© questions of his ‘‘eligibility 
to file an application for payment*M his acreage allotment for corn* 
the division of payment between him and. any other person or persons 
sharing in the income from the farm* or “any other matter affecting
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th» right to or th© amount of his payment with respect to the
farm*” For th® years 1939-1+2, he could also protest concerning
his eligibility for and the amount of the parity payment for com
in connection with his fawu^*

the county conmltte© was directed to notify the appellant
"of its decision in writing within 35 day® after receipt of such
written request for reconsideration.1* Then, if the person should b®
"dissatisfied with the decision of the county ecra&itte©,1* he might,
"within 15 days after such decision is forwarded to or made available
to him, appeal in writing to th© State Committee.w Th® appellant
was then to be informed in writing of th® State Commit tee* a die-*
position of his appeal "within 30 days after th© receipt of th®
appeal" by th© Committee* "If such person is dissatisfied with the
decision of the State Committee, he may, within 25 days after such
decision is forwarded to or made available to him request the regional

26director to review the decision of th© State committee*H
Such was the formal procedure for administrative review in 

the North Central Region*s Agricultural Conservation Programs of 1938 
through 191*0. One criticism which might be directed against this 
procedure was that th© appellant who carried his appeal as far as 
th© Director of th© North Central Division could hardly afford to 
suspend his farming operations while awaiting final determination in 
his case. It is apparent that such final ruling might not b© secured
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until weeks after the crop season had begun, therefore, regardless 
of the outcome in his case, he was practically obliged to plant his 
crops in accordance with the plan originally approved by the county 
and state committees*

The provisions for administrative review in the A,A,A* 
production control and soil conservation programs in Iowa from 1933 
through 191*0 were originally highly Informal* but they became 
increasingly formalised as time went by. From 1933 through 1935# 
it appears that local and state committees were given wide latitude 
with respect to establishing procedures for administrative review.
The A,A,A, officials on the national level apparently insisted only 
that every farmer should be given notice and, if he desired, a hearing 
before the county and state review committees* Otherwise, procedural 
details could be established within the discretion of state and local 
agencies. Although at no time during these and later years did the 
farmer have anything but an administrative right (rather than a legal 
right) to be heard, he was given great freedom during this earlier 
period to come before the county committee, and even to go on to the 
State Board of Review, in order to voice any grievances he might have 
about th© programs or the committees* adniinistration of them. Stated 
succinctly, he was permitted to blow off all the steam he wished to 
the local and state review committees. Procedural formality was the
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keynote.

After 1935# however, th© procedure© for administrative 
review were establiahed by A.A.A. officials on th© national level. 
Apparently they felt that it was necessary to make the new procedures 
more uniform and more formal than they had been from 1933 through 
1935* Though this is purely conjectural# possibly they had reason to 
believe that it would be hazardous to let local units continue to 
prescribe review procedures. Perhaps procedures under the earlier 
programs had varied so much from state to state and even from county 
to county that they believed that uniform procedures must be estab
lished if farmers in different administrative jurisdictions wore to be 
given anything approaching ©quality of opportunity to make their 
requests and grievances known. At any rate, in,1936 th© national 
officials made provision for every procedural detail for handling 
appeals from the local through th© national levels. Appeals were 
required to be in writing, written notice was to be afforded at each 
step in th© appeal process, and maximum time limits were imposed 
within which action had to be taken*

Th© changes in procedure introduced by national officials 
in 1930 were actually only two in number* Th© first was that the 
rafty-inmm period within which the farmer and the review authority were 
required to act was increased from seven to fifteen days* Though it 
would be difficult to justify this change frora the farmor's point of 
view, since it merely prolonged the period during which he could not
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be certain of the final determination, perhap© it was justified
from an administrative point of view. The official© in charge of
administrative review may have fait that they needed more time in
which, to consider appeals, though the author >ias never encountered
such an opinion in his research* The second change introduced in

<

1936 was to the effect that appeals could be carried to the national 
level of the A.A.A*, in this case to th© Director of th© North Central 
Division, for final review. This was at least a theoretical advantage 
over earlier procedural provisions, though there is no evidence that 
it was utilised by farmers or that it would have benefited them if they 
had*

A question which is pertinent to this discussion is this*
Did the local and state committees as a matter of fact follow the 
prescribed procedure® for administrative review from 1936 throû i 
19̂ 0? For an answer, the author is forced to rely on th© hearsay 
evidence and opinions of those who were within the A.A.A* during 
this period and with whom he has been in contact. The consensus 
among such persons i® that, generally speaking, these committees did 
in fact abide by the review procedure© established on th© national 
level.2? However, this can hardily be stated as a general rule or a 
known truth.

What percentage of those farmers participating in the 
programs was dissatisfied with its treatment to th© extent of 
utilising th© appeal process? Again, no preoisa figure can b©
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provided, but in Story County, Iowa, according to the chairmm of
th® county ccsaasittee from 1933**38, the number of farmers who appealed
dropped off sharply after th© first year, and from 1935 on the number
of official complaints was probably less than 2-5 per cent of those

28farmers participating in the programs* It is not clear whether 
after 193k farmers generally did not appeal because they had no real 
grievances, or because their experience with the appeal process in 
193U had convinced them that nothing was to bo gained from making an 
appeal*

This raises the question of whether those farmers who 
appealed their cases received satisfaction for their efforts* In 
general, according to the chairman of th© Story County Committee, 
the committee was inclined to make adjustments to satisfy a farmer* & 
requests or demands only where* (1) he could ©how that some factor 
which bore directly on his case had been ignored or overlooked by 
the community or county committee when it made its preliminary deter
minations* An example of such a factor would be his evidence that 
the community committeeman mho had inspected his farm and computed 
his allotment or soil depleting bases had been mistaken or negligent 
in reporting his past and/or present production of a given commodity*.
(2) The committee decided that leniency was required in a case* This 
would be done only in exceptional circumstances where, for instance, 
a farmer* s precarious financial position might seem to warrant a
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suspension of ordinary regulations. .After th® first year such
exceptions were rarely mad®, probably on th® ground that th® farmer
had no excuse for being unaware of the requirements for his partic-

%9ipation in Idie programs #
The administrative review process outlined in this chapter 

would seem at once to have been workable from an administrative point 
of view and reasonable in its treatment of the farmer* The informal 
hearing and the notice of administrative determination® in his case 
to which he was entitled appear to have been effective means for the 
protection of hi® personal interests *
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Chapter VI
W E  A.A.A,: ITS KFFSOOTMBSS TSf M A M  AMD ISZBCUT.TMG POLICT

A rather detailed analysis ha® been presented in the for®** 
going chapters of the formulation and administration of the produc
tion control and soil conservation programs of the Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration in 19334*0, with special attention given 
to those programs as they related to the control of com production 
in the State of Iowa. In this last section, answers will be attempted 
for the following question© which concern the formulation and execu
tion of these programs: (1) What were the primary objectives of 
acreage allotments, as indicated by Oongress in th® agricultural 
adjustment and soil conservation acts? (2) How effectively were these 
acreage allotment programs formulated and executed within the A.A.A,?
(3) In view of the foregoing analysis, what conclusions can be drawn 
with respect to the appropriateness of acreage allotments as a method 
of accomplishing the statutory objectives?

It will be recalled that the use of acreage allotments was 
only me of th© methods of agricultural adjustment employed during 
this period. Other methods included marketing agreement®, licenses 
(replaced with orders in 1935), the removal of surpluses, the process
ing tax (from 1933 until the beginning of 1936), loans on agricultural 
commodities to stabilize market supply and to insure against shortages,
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and, beginning in 1938, marketing quota® on certain basic agricultural 
ccHwodities, (never applied to com), crop Insurance (on wheat), 
and the storage of surpluses* Kach of these method® has been discussed 
in general terms, but of course primary consideration ha® been given 
to the principal method of agricultural adjustment used, acreage 
allotments*

Objectives of Acreage Allotment programs

The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 set forth a new 
policy with regard to agriculture* Congress declared the statutory 
objectives to be the establishment and maintenance of such a balance 
between the production and consumption of agricultural commodities 
as would make the purchasing power of farmer© equal to that of the 
base period 1909-191̂ , the realisation of such equality a© rapidly 
as current consumer demand in foreign and domestic markets would 
permit, and the protection of the interests of consumer© by readjust
ing production to bring prices of agricultural commodities up to, 
but not above, the base period* The Act authorized the Secretary of 
Agriculture to establish an Agricultural Adjustment Administration 
in the Department of Agriculture and to provide for th© establishment 
of state and local committees of producer© to help him administer the 
Act*© provisions* He was given great discretion in deciding how and 
to what extent each of th© methods of agricultural adjustment 
authorized by Congress should b© employed in accomplishing the
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Statutory objectives* These method® Included th© negotiation of 
marketing agreements, the. issuance of licenses (later changed to 
orders), the negotiation of acreage reduction contracts with producers, 
the imposition of processing taxes to defray th© expenses of making 
benefit and rental payments, th© removal of surpluses in agricultural 
coiiBaodities, and th© issuance of commodity loans.

In administering the provision© of the Act, th© Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration placed primary emphasis upon acreage allot
ments as a means of aceoaplishing the statutory objectives. In th© 
case of corn specifically, th© us© of this method involved the estab
lishment of national, state, county, and individual producer acreage 
allotments. The purposes of these acreage allotments, as stated or 
implied in th© Adjustment Act, were three in number: (1) "to curtail 
production, and thus raise farm price© and income"* (2) "to reduce 
misuse of the soil1* 3 and (3) to serve "a© a basis for making govern
ment payment® to farmer® for participation in the p r o g r a m .  Th© 
first purpose was given principal emphasis until at least 1936.

Thus, in the words of John M* Gau® and leon 0. Wolcott,
The production control features of the new program 

represent an extremely significant shift in national policy 
£tn relation to agriculturê . For th© first time an exten
sive direct-action program was based upon th© us© to which 
the farmer put his land. Pecuniary inducements were offered 
in exchange for adjustments in acreage and restrictions of 
crop plantings by th© owners and operator© of all th© private
ly owned agricultural land in the nation.̂

Th© administration of the production control provisions of
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the Act involved the negotiation of a contract with every producer 
who offered to participate* Cooperating farmers were given an acreage 
allotment for corn based on a uniform percentage reduction from the 
average corn acreage figure during a certain previous period* usually 
th© two years before, designated as th© base period* Th© allotment 
figure also included any adjustment required in order to bring it 
into conformity with the county allotment limits* Benefit payments 
were based upon the degree to which the farmer abided by the terms 
of the contract.

Th© production control and processing tax provisions of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act were declared unconstitutional by
the Supreme Coui-t in 1936 in the case of U. S« v* Butler* Congress
answered the Supreme Court b„. passing the Soil Conservation and
Domestic Allotment Act* Again th© Secretary of Agriculture was
authorised to administer conservation programs calling for voluntary
acreage reductions in corn, and other commodities* The primary
objective now, according to Congress, was th© protection and coriser**

♦

v&tion of soil* But of course the establishment and maintenance of 
parity of agricultural income on th© 1909-191ii level still remained, 
though now as a secondary objective* Farmers wishing to participate 
in th© program were required to conform to plans for soil conserva
tion based on their past production* the plans covered the whole 
farm and dealt with all crop®* These crops were divided into soil 
depleting (such as corn), soil conserving, soil building, and neutral
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classifications# Th© farmer was given a soil depleting acreage allot-* 
m©nt| he was paid in accordance with the degree to Which he stayed 
within th® coil depleting acreage allotment and. conformed to the 
over-all soil conservation plan drawn up for his farm# Bo contract 
was involvedj the farmer merely applied for payment and then received 
it if an inspection showed that he had complied with hi© plan# Thus* 
acreage allotments were again used for the three purpose© before 
mentioned, except that now the primary purpose, ostensibly, was to 
reduce misuse of the soil, and only secondarily to curtail produc
tion as a means of raising farm price® and income and of serving as 
a basis for making government payments to participating farmers*

During the years 1936 and 1937 Congress and the Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration, (whose official© drafted the Soil Conser
vation Act, as well as all other important legislation during the 
period 1933-itO), reasoned that both major objectives could be achieved 
under the soil conservation approach. First, this approach would 
bring about a much greater emphasis upon conservation of dwindling 
soil resources than had previously been the case. Secondly, sine® 
those crops of which there was still a price depressing surplus in 
production were also those classified as soil depleting, farm income 
could undoubtedly b© increased by the requirement that, as a condition 
of securing benefit payments, farmers must reduce their acreage of 
such soil depleting crops*

Th® Second Agricultural Adjustment Act was passed in 1938.
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But no n©*r objectives were 'added* This Act merely authorised th© 
us® of additional methods in order t© achieve th® prevailing objec
tives* Th® new methods or criteria for making payment® included, 
in the case of corn, the storage of com in government bin® (the over- 
normal granary plan) to keep it off the market during surplus produc
tion periods $ the imposition of marketing quotas on corn where such 
imposition seemed necessary to maintain ©table market price© and where 
producers agreed to such quotas $ the making of payments for acreage 
adjustments in com, such payments to b® in addition to those for soil 
conservation} and the making of parity payments on com in addition 
to all other payments# As ha® been indicated previously, the ever- 
normal granary program was begun in 1936, special payments for acreage 
adjustment were mad® for com frm 1938 through 19U3, and parity 
payments on corn were made from 1939 through 19i*2# Marketing quota® 
were never put into effect on com* Thus, with the passage of the 
Second Agricultural Adjustment Act, "the A.A.A* went bmk to a kind 
of middle way, stressing both soil conservation and. the curtailment 
of crops#

To summarize this section, the primary objective of agri
cultural adjustment from 1933-33 was the establishment and maintenance 
of agricultural income on the high 1909-191U basis* A secondary 
objective was th© conservation of soil resources. Between 1936 and 
1938, soil conservation became the primary objective and achieving 
parity of agricultural income became secondary# Beginning in 1938
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both' objective® apparently became equally important. So far a® 
corn was concerned, the primary method© used to realize these 
Objective® included (1) acreage allotment® for participating farmers 
end (2) th© issuance of corn loan® (to increase farmers1 incomes and 
to keep com on th© farm or in government granaries to avoid flooding 
the market). Marketing agreements and orders (which replaced licenses 
in 1933) were never used as methods of agricultural adjustment with 
respect to corn— neither were marketing quotas a® authorised in the 
Second Agricultural Adjustment Act. Thus, the device of acreage 
allotments was the main method of controlling production and conserving 
soil used in connection with corn from. 1933 through 19kO»

^ s£ «8SB§& SSas SsSSSs
Th® Agricultural Adjustment Administration was created as 

an agency in th© Department of Agriculture pursuant to the provisions 
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933* As originally established, 
it was composed of an Administrator directly responsible to the Secre
tary of Agriculture, the Administrator*® personal staff, th® Produc
tion Division (which supervised th© formulation and execution of pro
duction control programs), th® Processing and Marketing Division, the 
Division of Information and Publicity, and th® Finance Division. By 
193k it also included the offices of General Counsel, Consumers* 
Counsel, and Comptroller as separate divisions. Th© production control 
program on com and hogs was administex-ed on the top level in the Com
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And Hog® Section of th© Production Division*
In January of 1931}, however, th® Production Division and 

the Processing and Marketing Division were merged in a new Co©- 
modities Division, on the ground that both the administration of 
production control and of marketing agreements were different aspects 
©f the same problem, namely, th© achievement of increased market 
prices for agricultural commodities* In addition, a Program Plan
ning Division was created to act as an over-all planning agency.
This agency reorganisation was also accomplished in order to simplify 
lines of authority and responsibility and to decrease the admin
istrator * s span of attention.

A second revision was accomplished in February of 1935* 
and this time th® A.A.A. was divided into nine division®. Thence
forth until 1936 th© administration of production control and of 
marketing agreements was divided* Th© nine division® were the fol
lowings Information} Program Planning} Financej Consumers1 Counsel; 
livestock and Field Grains (of which the Com and Hogs Section was 
cm© part)} Grain®} Cotton; Marketing and Marketing Agreements; and 
Tobacco, Sugar, Rico, Peanuts, and Potatoes*

After the processing tax and production control features of 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 were declared unconstitutional 
in early 1936, the Agricultural Adjustment Administration was drastic
ally reorganised. Under the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment 
Act the approach was different from what it had been under th© earlier
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act* Now, instead of eingl© commodity treatment, all crops were 
classified as soil depleting, soil conserving, soil building, or 
neutral* Consequently, the A.A.A, was reorganized according to 
major geographical areas. Th© North Central Division, for example, 
was created to supervise the administration of the soil conservation 
programs in its area* In this area corn was the major soil depleting 
crop# Sine® the primary objective of acreage allotments was now 
presumed to be the conservation of soil resources, North Central 
Programs dealt not only with corn, but also with all other crops 
grown in the area* Consequently, it was no longer feasible to 
organize the A.A.A. on a single commodity basis.

Except for the elimination of the commodity divisions and 
the substitution of geographical divisions just mentioned, the organiza
tion of the A.A.A, after the decision in U. S. v. Butler remained 
virtually unchanged. The other changes which occurred between 1936 
and the end of 19U0 were accomplished for administrative reasons, not 
because the objective of agricultural adjustment bad altered. These 
administrative changes included the transfer of th© Program Planning 
Division from the A.A.A* to the reorganized Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics in 1938, and the transfer, also in 1938, of the Division of 
Marketing Agreements from, th© A.A.A. to a position of bureau statu® 
within th© Department.

The production control programs on com and hogs from 1933-35 
were administered on th© national level of the A.A.A. by the Gom and
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Hogs Section* Originally, this Section wm  a part of the Production. 
Division* from. January 193k to February 1935 it was a part of the 
Commodities Division* During 1935 It was in the Livestock and Feed 
Grains Division* After the decision in U* £» v* hitler,* between 1936 
and th© end of 19k0 soil conservation and production control programs 
involving com as on© of a group of soil depleting crops were admin
istered, so far as corn in Iowa was concerned, under the Director 
of the North Central Division* No program dealing directly with 
hogs was formulated after 1935*

Other agencies of th© Department of Agriculture which gave 
direct assistance to the Agricultural Adjustment Administration in 
the formulation and execution of production control and soil conser
vation programs from 1933-kO included the following* (1) The Agricul
tural intension Service, which took care of many of the educational 
aspects of these programs* Extension Service officials educated 
farmers and farmer committeemen concerntog th© purposê  the methods, 
and the administrative procedures of the programs* (2) The Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics, which assisted to the collection of pro
duction statistics and in th® establishment of national, state, county, 
and farm acreage allotments and bases* in 1938 the Bureau of Agricul
tural Economics was reorganised to act as an over-all planning agency 
for all direct-action programs of the Department*

Th© production control programs on corn and hogs were admin- 
isted on the Iowa State level from 1933-35 under th© general supervision
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of th© State 0©r*sr4iog Goamibi®®. This CJosmttto© was composed 
©r&iimrily of three or' four farmers and th® state Extension Direc
tor* All members of this and other state administrative units were 
appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture and were responsible to 
him and to th® Oom and Hogs Section of the National Administration. 
The State Board of Review> composed of th© head ©f the Iowa office 
of th® Crop and Livestock Estimates Division of th© Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics, the Chairman of the Iowa Corn-Kog Committee, 
and a soils specialist of th® State Extension Service, adjusted and 
reviewed county, tcwaship, and producer allotments* the state office 
of th® Crop and Livestock Estimates Division was designated to gather 
the statistical data for the use of the Review Board in determining 
these allotments* Such statistics were also used to supplement and 
corroborate th® data gathered directly from farmers* Th© State 
Compliance Director, who was also' Chairman of the Iowa Oorn-Hog Com
mittee, headed th© State Compliance Unit. This office supervised 
th® checking and auditing of all producer contracts before they were 
sent to Washington for payment. The State Extension Service, work
ing under the Federal Extension Service, trained farmer personnel in 
state and local agencies and educated farmers in general with respect 
to th© objectives, method®, and procedure® of the production control 
programs. The county agents represented th© State Extension Service 
on th® county level, and these agents usually served, at least during
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th« first year, as nonvoting secretaries ©f the coirnty allotment 
committeee*

, CJm the local level participating farmers belonged to the 
eounty association* They elected a township coramittee each year from 
among themselves, the chairman of which also served as a member of 
the Board of Directors of the county association* The members of 
the county ooaauittee were elected by the Board of Directors from its 
membership* The county ec«®aitiee, composed of a chairman and from 
three to five additional members, supervised aH aspects of the com* 
hog programs within the county. This committee was responsible both 
to the state administrative unite and to the Com and Bogs Section 
in Washington.

The shift in the objectives of agricultural adjustment in 
1936 brought changes in organization on the state level as well as 
on the national level* The State agricultural Conservation C<m- 
jBdLttee replaced the did Oorâ Hog Committee, the Compliance Director, 
and the Board of Review* henceforth this single committee super
vised the administration of soil conservation programs in the state*
It was directly responsible to the Director of the north Central 
Division, and, like its predecessors, its members were appointed by 
the Secretary of Agriculture* On the county and township levels, 
however, administrative organization remained unchanged from 1933 
through 19̂ 0*
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To mramariae these few paragraphs, the organizational frame* 
work of the A.A«A* was on the whole well constructed. As might have 
been expected, considerable difficulty was encountered in the early 
stages in establishing an effective organization* There was undoubt
edly mochduplication and overlapping of functions between unite before 
the first reorganisation in January of 193b* But this reorganization, 
together with the reorganization of February, 1935, resulted in ”mueh 
simplification of structure*” From. February, 1935, until January 6, 
1936, the organization on the national level combined effective
”functional and commodity specialization through nine division 

kheads*” And from 1936 through 19U0 the A.A.A. was organized cm 
functional and regional bases, change® which occurred from 1936-hO 
were accomplished for the purposes of further administrative simpli
fication and of improved functional division within the whole Depart
ment*

Administrative organization on the state mid local levels 
during these years was also well planned* From 1933 through 1935, of 
course, state administration was supervised, under the Com and Hogs 
Section, fey the State Com-Hog Committee* This plural agency actually 
controlled the other units on the state level, for the reasons pre
viously indicated* After January 6, 1936, the State Conservation 
Committee was placed in official charge of all administration within 
Iowa* Where administration within counties was concerned, the
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eounty coms&tt©© remained the active administrative head through
out the period. Thus, the township committeao were responsible to 
the county committees, the county committees to the state committee, 
the etat© committee to th® Corn and Hogs Section (and the North 
Central Division), the Corn and Hogs Section (and North Central 
Division), to the Administrator of th© A.A.A., he responsible to 
the Secretary, and th® Secretary responsible to the President and 
Congress. From th© point of view of structure, it would appear that 
the span of attention on any level within th© A.A.A. was not too 
broad* In Iowa, for example, the existence of 100 county committees, 
each responsible to the state agency, did not operate to destroy 
effectual supervision, since the state ecauiaitt&e used the device of 
appointing l‘i oldman, each of whom supervised and assisted a certain 
limited number (usually 8) of county committees*

The Agricultural Adjustment Administration was given great 
responsibility by Congress from 1933-4*0 for the formulation mad 
execution of various agricultural adjustment programs involving the 
exercise of extensive discretionary power* Under the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act of 1933 the A*A*A* was authorised to determine the 
relative emphasis to be placed upon each of th© prescribed methods 
in achieving, th© statutory objectives. The same was true under the 
Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act when taken in con
junction with the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937*
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■Th© A* A* A* Act of 1933 s1 and the Soil Conservation Act gave 11 the 
Secretary of Agriculture considerable administrative discretion in 
determining acreage allotments# It was not until the Act of 1938,w 
however, "that Congress began to circumscribe the Secretary* s power® 
by malting the p&rity-prio© goal much more binding upon the action© of 
th© administrative agencies in agriculture *ŵ  for th© first time, 
Congress sought to **spell out* the details of adjustment plans and 
to incorporate specific formulas of action in the basic lams • * • 
conditions are *froxenJ for approximately a year in advance in ways 
which may preclude a flexible and responsive program*11 In addition, 
■the adoption of a set formula of procedure diverts the local com
mittee from planning activities which will effect the basic economic 
and technical adjustment of individual and regional plans of farm
operation to efforts designed to secure it® community tie largest

6amount of compliance or benefit payments*M
It must not be forgotten, however, that it was the officials 

of the A*A*A*, and not Congress, who took the lead in drafting the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938* Congress did not bind them as 
much as they bound themselves* Moreover, under this Act, though not 
a® much a© under earlier agricultural legislation, the A*A*A. still 
retained a good deal of discretionary power to determine th© time, 
place, and condition® under which the prescribed methods should be 
employed to effectuate the statutory objectives*
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The national official® of th© A*A*A# exercised moat of the 
rule-making power* As was indicated In Qhapter xv, the planning and 
execution of commodity adjustment and soil conservation programs 
were presided over by these national officials* This is not to say, 
of course, that state and local committees had no voice in the 
formulation a$d execution of programs# As a matter of fact, these 
committees were given an opportunity to make recommondation© con
cerning nearly formulated pic grams before they were put into operation# 
And in formulating the first program for 193̂ > representatives of 
corn and hog producers were invited to participate and to make sug
gestions and recommendations# But state and local committees were 
actually administrative units designed to execute policy* 2ven in the 
area of policy execution national direction was so specific and 
detailed that, in general, local units could choose only whether to 
apply the rules and regulations rigidly or flexibly within their 
jurisdictions • Moreover, they were more or less bound to apply hi os© 
regulations with the stringency or laxity demanded by those on the 
higher levels* National officials controlled th® purse, drew up the 
programs, prescribed and imposed administrative procedures, checked 
fanners* and committeemen*s compliance with regulations and procedures, 
and selected (and removed) administrative personnel above the county 
level*

At it© inception the A«A.A« was forced to turn to other
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regularly established bureaus of the Department for assistance in 
drafting commodity adjustment programs. It lacked adequately 
trained staff personnel* Therefore, it utilised the research and 
Statistical facilities (including personnel) of th® Bureau of Agri
cultural Economies* The Bureau of Plant Industry assisted in the 
forraulation of programs dealing with control of crop production, 
and the Bureau of Animal Industry contributed similar information 
in the formulation of programs for th® control of livestock produc
tion. The educational facilities of the Agricultural Extension 
Service were utilised in formulating programs and in educating farmers 
and line personnel concerning existing programs • Many of these 
bureaus served th® A.A*A. in similar capacities during th® whole 
period from 1933-̂ 0*

Within th© A«A.A* itself, an Administrativa Council was 
established in 1933 for the purpose of over-all planning and coordina
tion* It was composed of the major staff and line personnel* It 
functioned until November of 1933% In January of 193h the Program 
Planning Division was created for the purpose of making studies and 
recommendation® concerning long-time programs* (This Division 
Operated as a planning unit of the Administration until its transfer 
in 1939 to th© reorganised Bureau of Agricultural Economic®* This 
reorganized Bureau, beginning that year, served as an over-all plan
ning agency for all of th© bureaus of th© Department concerned with 
direct-action programs*) Following the A*A*A* reorganization of
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February* 1935* an Operating Council* composed of division heads* the 
Administrator* and the Secretary* was created to servo as a clearing 
house In the coordination of administrative oporations and in the 
femulation of new programs* like its predecessor* however* it soon 
ceased to function because of "the press of other business*"

With the shift of emphasis which followed the decision in 
U* S» Butler, the A.A,A. (as well as other agencies) was forced to 
give increased attention to the question of the long-time objectives 
of soil conservation, For this purpose the Secretary of Agriculture 
established an Office of hand Use Coordination as a permanent part 
of his Office in 1938* The A,A*A. was represented in this Office,
A liaison Board* composed of one representative from each land use 
agency within the Department* worked with this Office in coordinating 
the various land use programs of the Department* This Office of Land 
Use Coordination functioned from 1938 through 19h0* In 1938 county 
and state l&nd-use planning committees were established in order that 
the field office personnel of Departmental agencies concerned with 
soil conservation might have an opportunity to make suggestion© as to 
means of correlating Departmental Ha nd-use programs in their juris
dictions* Of course local officials of the A*A*A* participated in 
the discussions of these advisory committees* But it cannot be said 
that participation in these Departmental activities added anything to 
the powers of those local units where the formulation and adminis*- 
tratioxi of A*A#A* soil conservation programs were concerned* 'ihey
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*9T® still obliged to take orders from th® national A* A* A* officials*
Mor can It bo asserted that the programs and activities of 

all the direct-action and land~use agencies of the Department were 
well coordinated on the local administrative level simply because 
officials of each agency took part in the deliberations of these local 
land-uee advisory committees* John Albert Veig, writing of his obser
vations on the Iowa level in X9i*l» expressed the opinion that effective 
coordination between agencies had not yet been developed at that time.

There are five major (and several minor) national 
action agencies operating in lowas Headquarters for A.A.A. 
are in Dee Moines, for F.S.A# /fa.m Security Administratic^ 
and S*C#S. /Boll Conservation Servicê  in Ames, for F#C.A#
/Farm Credit Administration/ in Omaha, aid for M#E*iU ̂ j&tral 
Electrification Administration in Washington# Each agency 
has a fairly specific task to perform and its staff ordi
narily manages to handle that task *on its own*# Accordingly 
they get along well enough, but « • • quite as much through 
working apart as through working together • • « the state 
and local agricultural planning committees are not convinced 
that the efforts of the action agencies are as well, correlated 
as they might be, notably on the local level#

The individual faraer, the subject of all this planning and 
administrative activity, had relatively little chance to participate 
in it* He helped elect the township and county committeemen, but 
these men had no real opportunity to take part in the formulation of 
over-all plans or of administrative regulations and procedures*
Besides, apparently these committeemen had more immediate and far- 
reaching responsibilities to the higher levels of the A.A.A. than to 
him* H© was powerless to exert any real influence on the officials
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who drafted and administered the production control and soil con
servation programs* A t th® same time, however* there were enough 
farmers serving as officials of the A,A*A* on all levels to insure 
that the faimer-vlewpoint would not be ignored* And of course he 
was not compelled to participate in the programs* Theoretically, 
at least, he was entirely free to accept or reject them*

It would seem from a purely administrative point of view 
that the organisational apparatus maintained by the A*A#A* for policy- 
formulating purposes might have been adequate, but it was surely 
nothing more* Many improvements could have been made* buck improve
ments probably should have included the following* (1) The device 
of the Administrative and Advisory Councils should have been utilised 
at all times* Instead, it was used for short periods at two different 
times from 1933 through 1933', and then apparently abandoned entirely* 
With a little extra work, it could have been mad® to function effec
tively as a means of coordinating general policies and activities*
(2) Th® Program Planning division probably should have been trans
ferred to the Bureau of Agricultural Jiconon&cs as early as 1936* This 
Bureau should hav® functioned even before 1930 as an over-all planning 
agency for the Department. As it was, the Program Planning Agency 
was forced to rely heavily on the statistical data and other infor
mation available in th® Bureau of Agricultural Economics in the 
formulation of all agricultural adjustment programs between 1933 and
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193Q* Perhaps their facilities should have been merged at the earlier 
date* (3) Share seems reason to believe that the activities of th© 
Office of Land Use coordination in toe Secretary’s Office and those 
of the Bureau of Agricultural ieonoraiee should have been combined in 
one agency in 1938* Such a merger would have facilitated the tasks 
of coordinating over-all planning activities with those of policy 
administration* (it) Though it might have been impractical from an 
administrative point of view, it seems a shame that to© local .A*A,A. 
committees were not assigned a larger and more continuous role to 
play in too drafting of programs and especially in the drafting of 
administrative procedures* As it was, these committees acted only as 
vehicles for the execution of national policies*

(Any conclusions as to the effectiveness and appropriateness 
of A* A*A* program planning from to© point of view of policy rather 
than of organisational apparatus must be deferred until toe discussion 
of how appropriate acreage allotments were as a method of achieving toe 
statutory objectives*)

Another important criterion by which the effectiveness of 
the production control and soil conservation programs mist be judged 
is the adequacy ©£ toe A*A«A* *s provisions for administrative review. 
Though admittedly none of the farmer’s legal lights were involved, 
he certainly had good reason for wishing to be heard concerning a 
matter as vital to his financial welfare as, for Instance, to© amounts
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of his allotment and of his benefit payment* Consequently, the 
A.A.A. gave every farmer an administrative r±#it to advance notice of 
his allotment car base® and to a hearing before the official© sharing 
responsibility for the determination of hi© allotment or base©.

The provisions for administrative review were quite informal 
from 1933 through 1933'. Rational officials insisted that every famer 
be given notice and a right to a hearing, but the exact procedures 
to be followed were left within the discretion of state and local 
units* The State Board of Review supervised th® establishment and 
review of allotments and bases* However, this desirable separation 
of review from other administrative functions on the state level was 
nullified in practice by virtu© of the fact that the Review Board was 
composed of officials also engaged in active administrative work as 
members, fear example, of the Iowa Gorn-Bog Committee. On toe county 
level, of course, there was never any doubt that the county committee, 
which served as the review board of first instance, was also th© active 
administrative head in toe county. Therefore, both on toe state and on 
the county levels, those officials who established producer allotments 
and bases also judged whether a farmer’s request© concerning such 
allotments and bases should b© granted or refused* After the decision 
in U.S. v* Butler, th® State Committee was the only administrative 
unit on to® state level, so of course it functioned formally as a 
board of review* Farmers were not authorised to appeal to the national
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level until 1936, when it was provided that appeal© could be talc an 
to the Director of the Sorth Central Division.

Admiiiistrativ e review provisions beeaiae increasingly 
formalised beginning in 1936. The Rational Mmniatration assumed 
the task of prescribing uniform review procedures, probably on the 
ground that uniformity in procedure was required if farmers were to 
be given equal or near equal treatment in different counties and 
states* State and local units seemed to observe the increasingly 
formal requirements a© to notice and hearing with considerable 
fidelity*

The number of faimers who came before the county committees 
to ask review of their allotments and bases was quite large during 
toe first year, but it fell off sharply after 193U* The reasons for 
this are not clear# Either farmers in general were satisfied with 
their allotments and bases or they felt that appeal to toe county and 
state committees would accomplish nothing. Those farmers who did 
appeal could as a rule get toe review agency to accede to their 
requests and demands only if they could produce some “vital” fact 
which had been overlooked in establishing their allotments or bases, 
or if th© review board decided that toe circumstances of a particular 
ease warranted toe suspension of to© ordinary regulation©#

On toe whole, however, toe administrative review process 
of toe A*A*A* from 1933-ii-O was fair and reasonable. Farmers were
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given an administrative right to notice and hearing, there is no 
evidence that farmers wore discriminated against in the review process,

||j£g£jgSg{g ££ $3££& &£s£giS& *SS I |£
Achieving the Ofrjaotlvea

Th® primary objective of agricultural adjustment from 1933 
through 1935 was “to curtail production, and thus raise farm prices 
and income. ” A degree of control over total production and market 
supplies of the respective commodities was desired. Only secondarily 
did the objectives of conserving soil and of making government 
payments to farmers play a part. (In fact, th® objective of making 
government payments to farmer® for participation in the programs 
ostensibly remained secondary throughout the whole period 1933-UO.)

Thus, in the initial phases of A.A. A. activity, at least,
“the goal was to reduce output as drastically as possible until • • .

aexcess supplies should be absorbed.” The primary method employed 
to accomplish this goal was the use of acreage allotments. In the 
case of corn, for instance, It was believed that production could be 
reduced to equality with market demand by requiring contracting 
farmers to restrict their corn acreage. Since no marketing agreement 
was ever negotiated with respect to com, acreage allotments were 
relied upon a® the foremost means of reducing the market supply of 
com.
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"The extent of producer participation," according to jgdwin
G. Nourse, Joseph S# Davie, and John D# Black in their book entitled
Three Xoare of th© Agricultural Mjurbmant AdmiuXutration (1937),
"constitutes the most obvious factor governing the effectiveness with
which production may be regulated through any contract procedure#
They state tliat "large numbers of farmers signed contracts,H but
"that, while the number of sign-ups secured was important in controlling
production, wfh© manner in which participants comply with th© terms
of their contracts and the actions of non-signers also effect th©
degree of control obtained#*1 These writers maintain that in the first
three years "compliance with th® contract provisions relating to
acreage and production of the cousaodity to which th© particular
program applied was generally carefully checked.** Violation of
contracts was more often accidental and unintentional than deliberate#
Unfortunately, however, such unintentional violations were unavoidable,
and, more important, they were fairly widespread in certain area® *
Of course, this tended to reduce the effectiveness of production 

10control# Similarly, Mc©*jditions which make it advantageous for an 
individual to stay out of a program to restrict production, such as 
a prospect for increased prices, also furnish him an incentive to 
increase hi© production, thereby tending to offset the adjustment mad® 
by those who participate# ** But since the prograss were designed to 
be ’voluntary1, there was nothing much to be done to prevent non-
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participation except to make the® more attractive* Th® extent of 
nonr-participation wm  relatively small in Iowa, but it was much

11greater "outside the areas of most concentrated /oornf production*11 
How much did the A*A*A* accomplish in reducing corn pro

duction fro® 1933-35? hours®, Davis, and Black contend that it is 
difficult to say* however, they do credit th© A*A*A* program of 
193U with having reduced th© harvested acreage of com by an estimated 
7*5 par cent under the figure for 1933* But they state that adverse 
weather conditions and poor yields brought about much greater reduction 
than was aoeampliahed by acreage allotments* In 1935, according to 
them, ft was "an exceedingly complicated task" "to estimate what

12would have been produced • • • in the absence of any A*A*A. program*" 
"Presumably, hoeever, the net reduction fin acreag^ attributable to 
the A.A.A, was much larger than in 193i**"^ But actual production
(in terms of bushels of corn) was almost as great in 1935 a® in 1933, 
before control of production had ever been attempted*3̂

Naurs®, Davis, and Black conclude that th® A*A*A* experience 
with production control measures in 1933-35 "furnishes inadequate basis 
for definitive conclusions on many significant points*" But they state 
that "A few tentative generalisations * * * seem to b® justified."^ 
Among those generalisations are the following? (1) Farmers who intended 
to "reduce thoir scale of operations” regardless of the A*A*A* programs 
were "likely to take part” in those programs, "while those who are
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Hwsst disposed to maintain or expand tend not to participate.'1 (2)
“Substantial compliance With th© provisions of th© program may be
obtained with th© 1ype of supervision which was employed by the
A.A.A* Although a considerable number of violations may appear* in
practice the majority of these are likely to be unintentional*“
(3) “With the sign-ups which are possible and the degree of compliance
which may be obtained* the voluntary contract procedure would seem
to furnish an effective means of imposing a degree of acreage raatric-

1dtion or at least restraining expansion." (i*) But the “effective-.
ness” of production control efforts “would tend to decline rather

17sharply as such efforts were continued year after year." Th©
evidence does not indicate that farmers would be “willing to accept

18such control on a continuing basis." (5) Bv®n if they were willing
to accept continuous control* “its practical usefulness is limited.
Actual experience with com and wheat demonstrated that it was quite
beyond the power of the A.A. A. to set a production goal in terms of
bushels which it could anywhere near attain in a particular year."^
(6) Thus, the “effectiveness" of the device of acreage allotments is
not “such as to make £j&Cf practicable" except "in emergency periods."

20And even then its practicality and effectiveness are questionable.
A change in the relative importance of the objectives of 

A.A.A* activity occurred in 1936. Thenceforth, at least until 1938, 
chief emphasis was placed upon encouraging the conservation of soil
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resources* Only secondarily, according to A*A*A* officials, 
was the A*A*A. interested in curtailing production in order to 
raise farm prices and income. Although participating farmers were 
undoubtedly store interested in the financial rewards than in making 
provision for soil conservation an their fame, there seems to be no 
doubt that the A.A.A* "♦contributed*11 for 193b through 19k® 11 ♦in a 
very substantial way to advancements in soil conservation and crop 
practice* It is without question a most potent force for implesaent- 
ing soil and crqp science*1" "fhe A*A*A* occasioned a kind of
increased returns by forcing a reoombimtIon of ̂ productiveJ7 factors

22and th© introduction of newer and better farming practices*"
Another shift in the objectives of agricultural adjustment 

occurred with the passage of the Second Agricultural Adjustment Act 
of 1938* She provisions of th© 1939 soil conservation program, 
according to John M* Gaus and Loon 0* Wolcott, "may be viewed m  a 
compromise between th© emphasis on distribution of income to commodity 
producers and the need for improving farm-manageraent practices in the 
light of land us© and soil conservation*" They write that acreage 
allotment measures had frequently been criticized on the ground that 
they tended "to 'freeze* an existing land us© in what may b© inef
ficient way© at th© cost of encouraging a 'natural* evolution of 
commodity production on better-adapted lands and more efficient methods* 
Another writer, 'Iheodore W. Schultz, echoes this same criticism in his
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contention that "a misuse of /SoX^ resources • * • cauae asareeult 
of farmers* acquiring a vested interest in their acreage allotments, 
owing to the fact that siaable benefit payments were distributed in 
accordance with the acres allotted to th© farm and the per acre out* 
put of the land* Consequently, shifts among crops that normally take

giplace during a span of years have been arrested*1' Apparently, then, 
this was a situation m  which a conflict had developed between the 
objectives of preventing misuse of soil resources and of raising 
agricultural income* This coid’iict had bean produced fay the use 
of acreage allotments as the principal method of achieving both 
objectives* Gaus and Wolcott would have resolved the conflict by 
shifting the emphasis "from acreage allotment, on an historical base 
in terms of a particular commodity, to a plan for each farm that 
ŝtressed/ adaptation to best use, including security for soil 
fertility*But even through 19̂ 0 the A«A*A« continued to use 
acreage allotments both as a means of promoting th© conservation of 
soil and of increasing agricultural income* Both objectives remained 
equally important* the mean© for achieving them also remained the 
same*

What did A*A*A* acreage allotments do to com acreage?
(It is necessary in answering this question to supplement th© con** 
elusions drawn by Bourse, Davio, and Black concerning the years 1933- 
35 with information covering th© whole period from 1533 through 19k0* 
Th© answers to this and to th© following question will have great
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bearing on the conclusions which may be ventured as to the 
effectiveness of acreage allotment© a® a method of achieving income 
parity for agriculture*) According to Bchult®, there was a reduction 
of 20 per cent in th© number of acres of com between the 1931-33 
average (without A*A«A# allotments) and the 19kO-h2 average (with A*A*A* 
allotments); But he estimates that "nearly half" that reduction can 
be ascribed to the severe drought conditions for several years in 
Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, and South Dakota* Otherwise, he coxw 
cludes that the remaining half (about 10 per cent) of the reduction 
in number of acres in corn "may be ascribed to the crop-control 
features of the A.A«A„W Acreage allotments were especially effective 
in controlling corn acreage in Iowa, he writes, because (1) th© 
drought® were not so severe in Iowa, and (2) the great majority of

n£Iowa farmers participated in the control programs *
But of course the crucial question is: What did acreage 

allotments do to com production? Again according to Schulta, com 
production (in bushels) actually increased $ per cent between 1931—
33 and 19h0-h2* This meant that even though, acreage allotments and 
adverse weather conditions accomplished a 20 par cent reduction in 
the numbers of acres of com between these periods, the total quantity 
of com produced had increased* Therefore, it would appear that a 
reduction in the number of acres was not in this case effective in 
reducing total production* Schulta ©sqpl&in® this lack of correlation 
by saying that "Acre® of land are plainly only one of several inputs
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that a farmer employs in growing crop®* If one of th© input® is 
rationed (in this case the amount of land allotted for a crop), he 
has several alternative® open to him should h® want to maintain, or 
even increase production,*" Those alternatives, in the words of 
Schulte, are the following*

(a) He may remove from production his poorest acres 
• * * * (b) He may intensify the use of the land planted
in the restricted crop by applying more capital and labor 
resources (namely, by using improved seed, more fertilizer, 
improved tillage, and more labor)* incidentally, one 
factor which undoubtedly made for an increase in corn pro
duction between 1931-33 and 191*0-42 was the widespread adoption 
of hybrid seed (which was much superior in productive capacity 
to open-pollinated seed) in the commercial cora producing 
area in the intervening years*7 M  On the acres restricted 
by th© A*A.A» allotment he may produce substitute crops 
(for example, such crops as alfalfa, sorghum, and soybeans 
may under certain circumstances produce even more feed than 
corn)# (d) He may substitute future outputs for present 
output by investing in soil resource® (for example, by 
adopting crop rotation and cropping practices that will 
build up his soil)*̂ 7

Th© fact that corn production actually increased in spite of th©
A .A .A. acreage allotment programs indicates that many farmers must
have practiced these methods of substitution even while participating
in the acreage reduction programs* And of course there were no
provision® in th© program® which could have been used to prevent such
substitution® *

The impracticability of acreage allotments as a means of 
achieving the two objective® of decreasing production to raise market 
prices and of bringing about the us® of soil conservation practices 
is thus revealed by the fact that farmers could help achieve th©
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goal of soil conservation at the same tin® that they helped prevent 
th© attainment of increased market prices* All four of the means 
suggested above for maintaining or increasing production when acreage 
must be reduced ‘Will tend to defeat, to th® extent that they are 
practiced, any attempt to raise market prices and thus raise farm 
income# But their practice will also tend to fulfill the goal of 
conserving soil# Consequently, it is apparent that the two primary 
objectives of agricultural activity during these years, and especially 
between 1936 and IpliO, were in essential conflict 'Mien acreage allot-* 
meats were employed as the chief method of achieving both* The use 
of the device of acreage allotments to gain both objectives produced 
a conflict between the objectives* Both could not be attained by the 
use of acreage allotments*

Moreover, it must b© concluded that neither'Objective could 
be accomplished in full by the A*A#A# acreage reduction programs# So 
far as control of production was concerned, Schultz argued that*

There has been enough of the substitution of the type
i i jjBimm irm  » m»n i n diiiwu w  n .ii inni . i i rfmi, . .  »■—1« iw i»«v« m   ........ i i i ihn imi'W  i«<y  »iiiwi» » i » * i * » »described to have made the crop acreage allotments, ruling 

out the Vagariea of weather* UteffectiVe in xmuTating 
pr^uciionT ISSisSc cuts in acreage do reSuce ouipuu the 
first year or two, but * * # it appears that within a few 
crop seasons the total output recovers remarkably even in 
the face of a /ZO/ per cent cut in acreage#

Our tentative conclusion, therefore, is that acreage 
allotment as practiced by the A Jim a, ia not a satisfactory 
means for regulating production#̂ ®

Where th© goal of soil conservation was concerned, it will be
remembered that Schultz and ©ther3 agreed that the use of acreage
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allotment® caused "a misuse of rasourc®©'*1 because participate
ing fanner© acquired f,a Tested interest in their acreage allotments# 
owing to the fact that sizable benefit payment© were distributed in 
accordance with the acres allotted to the farm and the per acre out
put of th® land# Consequently, shifts among crop© that normally take 
place during a ©pan. of years have been arrested."^

Acreage allotments were practicable only as a basis for 
making government payment® to participating farmer®. These payments 
increased farmers* incomes, of course, but they made no direct con
tribution to th® objective of reducing production to a point equal 
to effective market demand* Though acreage allotments promoted the 
goal of soil conservation by coiapeXling many farmer© to practice 
improved farming methods in order to maintain production and still 
qualify for government payment®, acreage allotments also had the 
contrary tendency "to *frees®* an existing land use in what may be 
inefficient" or ©oil depleting "ways*"*̂

Hie A.A.A. acreage allotment program© on com from 1233- 
iiO were on the whole effectively administered* Furthermore, it must 
be concluded that their administration was especially effectual in 
the state of Iowa. National, ©tat®, and local officials were in 
most instance© conscientious in their desire to administer the pro
visions ©f the programs efficiently, honestly, and fairly* In most 
instances they were dedicated to the goal© of restoring farmers* 
economic position and of conserving soil resources. And, as a
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matter of record, agriculture did recover, and a great deal of coil 
conservation was achieved* However, it would appear that (!) economic 
recovery In the nation as a whole had much more to do with agricultural 
recovery than did the A* A* A* acreage allotment programs designed to 
bring about that agricultural recovery, and (2) the goal of soil 
conservation could have been much more effectively promoted by son® 
method other than acreage allotments * Apparently acreage allotments 
were not the best method of realising the statutory objectives* Ho 
matter how efficient the administrative organisation and techniques, 
no objective can be realized by the use of an inappropriate method*

If acreage allotments were ineffectual as a means of 
achieving the organisational objectives, why is it that the A*A*A. 
did not add or substitute other methods? The reasons are not at all 
clear* If the goals of raising market prices on agricultural commod
ities and of bringing about the widespread employment of sound soil 
conservation practices were th® primary goals of A*A*A« activity during 
these years, those officials who formulated and approved programs 
which involved the continued use of allotments as the main method 
of adjustment and conservation obviously were not effective in their 
planning* On th® other hand, if the underlying basis for the us© 
of acreage allotments was the aim of subsidising farm Income through 
government payments, then a program calling for acreage adjustments 
was as effectual in raising th© income level of those participating
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in th© program m  any other method would have been* However, if 
this was the actual purpose for acreage allotment programs, why then 
did the officials of th© A.A.A. continue to believe that raising 
market prices and cQnoerving soil were the primary objectives?

What methods would have been more effective in fulfilling 
these purposes? It must not be assumed, as A*A*A* officials apparently 
did assume, that th© objectives of raising farm prices by removing 
surpluses and of conserving soil are necessarily compatible; even 
if they were, both purposes would not necessarily be accomplished 
by the use of Identical methods. So, considering each objective 
separately, it appears that surpluses could have been removed and 
market prices raised only by means of a rather far-reaching attempt 
to control the amount of any eouimodity marketed* Th© adoption of such 
a method would have posed almost insuperable problems of supervision 
and administration, to say nothing of the difficulty of attracting 
farmers to participation in such a program ( assuming that the object 
would have been to keep farmer participation "voluntary0)♦ To have 
had beneficial effect, a marketing quota would have been required on 
each and ©very commodity which a participating farmer intended to 
market during the year* In the case of corn, this would have required 
control not only of the amount of com sold on the market, but also 
control of the quantity of livestock fed on corn— livestock which th© 
farmer sold on th© market* Th® state and local committees of the
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A.A.A* could have checked participating farmers* production of all 
commodities, to see If fanners were complying with their quotas* To 
insure marketing compliance with the quotas, the A.A.A* could have 
appointed “watchers’* at all of the principal markets, and each time 
a farmer sold his quota of any commodity at any market, or made any 
sale whatsoever, that information could have been dispatched to the 
“watchers** at all other markets.

Under such a scheme, acreage allotments could have been aban
doned entirely. Financial inducements would have had to be very large, 
and even than perhaps many farmers would, have refused to cooperate.
But, other factors remaining constant, market prices could have been 
raised to th® extent that farmers did cooperate. Indeed, the evidence 
indicates that the only effective man-made means of curtailing total 
supply of agricultural commodities to a point anywhere near equal to
effective market demand during th© 1933-itO period would have been th©

31employment of some such comprehensive marketing control program.
th© objective of soil conservation could have been better 

promoted during this period, especially from 1936-ItO, by an approach 
which stressed the us© to which a farmer put his land. Instead of 
being given soil-depleting and soil-conserving acreage allotments, 
participating farmer© could have been given soil-building and soil- 
conserving goals, A plan could have been drawn up for each fam by 
soil conservation experts• Each farmer would have been paid in
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accordance with the degree to which ha engaged in sound consultation 
practices like crop rotation, strip farming, terracing, irrigating, 
and soil fertilization of all kinds* Acreage allotments would have 
had no part in such a scheme* (As will be seen, this Is the approach 
which is being employed in the soil conservation programs of today.)

Such marketing control and soil conservation programs a® 
have been outlined could have been separate programsj in fact, 
separating them would have increased their effectiveness* A farmer 
could ii&va been eligible to participate in either or both* Thus, 
emphasis could have bean placed on th© method of attaining whichever 
objective was of paramount importance at any one time# &etck program 
would have offered benefit payments for participation and would have 
been as attractive financially to the individual farmer as were the 
payments under the acreage allotment programs* It must be concluded, 
therefore, that their adoption by th© A.A.A. from 1933-kO, ©specially 
during the 1936-4$ period, would have promoted th© achievement of the 
existing statutory and organizational objectives much more satis
factorily than did the use in this case of acreage allotments for com* 
The means must in all cases be appropriate to th© ends before those ends 
can be realized*

iSven today th© Agricultural Conservation Programs Branch of
the Production and Marketing Adudnistr&tion, which in \9hS succeeded 

32the A*A.A*, does not utilize comprehensive marketing controls as a
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method of maintaining and. stabilising th© present high level of 
agricultural prices* However, in recent years it has practically 
abandoned th© use of acreage allotments, cither as a means of affect
ing prices or of bringing about increased coil conservation* Under 
the P*M*A* program, a comprehensive land us® program is worked out for 
each participating farmer* s land* Soil founding goals and practices
are recoamended, and th® farmer is paid in accordance with th©

33degree of his conformity to th© provisions of his f a m  plan.
Acreage allotments are not a feature of these programs.

Presumably, however, th© top policy-making officials of 
the Agricultural Conservation Programs Branch would resort to the use 
of acreage allotments in an attempt to curtail production if agri
culture should be threatened with another economic recession anything 
like the Depression of the Thirties < Qurbailing production is not 
necessary now, when the nation md the western world stand ready to 
consume nearly everything that American agriculture can produce. 
Therefore, acreage allotments have not been used, except sparingly 
and for limited periods, since th© early years of th© 191*0*s. But 
there is no indication that the Agricultural Conservation Programs 
Branch has given up the idea of using acreage allotments in recession
ary periods* It is true that in such periods great curtailment of 
agricultural production is necessary to maintain md stab ilia© 
commodity prices. The question is* Are acreage allotments an
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effective means of curtailing production? The answer has already . 
been givens Ho* In that case, why is it that Congress and the 
P+M*A* have not abandoned the idea of acreage -allotments for the idea 
of comprehensive marketing control in periods when agricultural pro-* 
duetion far exceeds effective consumptive demand? Since statistics 
and other data on total production during the 1933-1+0 period, when 
acreage allotment programs were in full operation, have long been 
available to top agricultural official®, surely they cannot be unaware 
of the fact that the acreage allotment device cannot be used to 
reduce production*.

Assuming that they ai’e aware of this fact, why is it, 
again, that they have not substituted the idea of comprehensive 
marketing control for that of acreage allotments as an emergency 
device? Possible explanations include the following* (1) Their 
fear that such a substitution of methods, even if approved by Congress, 
might be rendered nugatory by the courts on the ground that it would 
constitute federal regulation of an activity beyond federal competences 
(2) Their lack of cone era about the possibility of another agricul** 
tural emergency and, consequently, about the need of planning for 
that contingency! and (3) Their fear tli&t fanners would not cooperate 
in such a program even if it were adopted.

Of these possible explanations, it seme to the author that 
(1) mi; ht be a justifiable fear, since there is no certain knowledge 
of how the courts would react3 but there is every reason to believe
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that Congress would approve such a method of control, especially 
in an emergency period. After all, Congress approved the first 
Agricultural Adjustment Act, and it was thought at the time to be 
a far-reaching agricultural ’♦control1' device. The second explanation, 
if true, simply reveals these officials’ lack of understanding of the 
basic and thus far always recurring problem of American agriculture: 
the problem of overproduction* The fear expressed in the third 
explanation is based on a point of view which overlooks the very 
obvious fact that in periods of agricultural depression most farmers 
are (or have been) willing to try any scheme which seems to promise 
recovery*

Regardless ©f the reasons advanced for it, it is unfortunate 
that top agricultural official® have not sought to develop more 
effective means of dealing with the contingency of another agricultural 
depression* But apparently they have not* Consequently, this fact 
serves to emphasize the importance of the reminder that, in the words 
of Edwin G* Hours©, "it is not possible to devise for my branch of 
economic life a scheme of organisation which in any mere mechanical 
sens© assures high effectiveness combined with a proper amount of 
restraint*1* Ihat "high effectiveness" and "proper amount of restraints 
depend both on the appropriateness of the means employed to gain the 
objectives of the organization and perhaps even more "on the conscious 
philosophy of those who are directing and participating in it*"*̂
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31. It miglit be remarked that the commodity loan and storage programs 
of the A.A.A. during the period 1933-hG did not answer the need 
for comprehensive marketing control, sine© they were not designed 
to reduce production, but merely to keep surplus production of the 
designated commodities temporarily off the market. They did not 
prevent surplus productions indeed, they actually encouraged it 
by guaranteeing the farmer a high price with no chance of loss 
for a n y  com, for lab banco, produced in excess of his current 
feeding needs.

full implementation of the marketing quota provisions of the 
Second Agricultural Adjustment Act would also have been inadequate. 
Since these provisions applied only to certain designated com
modities, there would have been no way to prevent cooperating 
fanners from feeding surpluses in such commodities to livestock, 
which was not covered, and, consequently, later marketing a surplus 
in livestock. In addition, they could have switched from production
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of crop® covered by marketing quotas to production of other crop®, 
thus producing a surplus in th© crop® not covered by quotas*

Th© only means of controlling production and marketing of 
agricultural commodities would have been throu#* the imposition 
©f marketing (and producing) quotas on all commodities produced . 
for market*

32* Th® B4A (Production and Marketing Administration) was established 
by order of the Secretary of Agriculture on August 18, 19k5, to 
consolidate the activities of a number of agencies, including the 
A*A*A*, the Agricultural Marketing Administration, and the 
Commodity Credit Corporation# The B&A Agriculturel Conservation 
Programs Branch succeeded the A.A.A.j its functions and organization 
are in most respects identical to those of th© A«A*A* On the state 
ar.d local level®, for example, the organizational structure i® 
Identical to that of the period 1936-fio*

33* For instance, see th® Report of the Administrator of the Production 
and Marketing Administration,“,T9%7 pp7$6, o7*

3km Edwin G* Nourse, Government in Relation to Agriculture* p* 9h2*
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